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In this thesis work, we developed an exact approach, dubbed parametric representation,

to describe any open quantum system. The description associates to the couple “open

system-environment” a set of pure states, parametrized by a variable representing the

environmental degrees of freedom, whose occurrence is ruled by a probability distribution

defined over the space containing such variable. The parametric representation acquire a

surplus value when the environmental degrees of freedom are mapped into a continuous

variable, in particular when univocally obtained through an algorithm that starts from

the identification of the relevant dynamical group for the environment to produce the

set of generalized coherent states, therefore implying that such variable is a point in

an accordingly defined environmental phase space. As a first outcome, the usage of

coherent states yields the possibility to straightforwardly obtain the classical limit of the

environment; this in turn means to define such a limit without affecting the quantum

character of the open system: the formalism yields, from a composite system, a closed

but not isolated one, where the parameters appearing in the local Hamiltonian are

related to the environmental and original global system configuration. Moreover, the

state of the open system assumes in parametric representation a natural interpretation

in terms of vector fiber bundles, so that a relevant part of the work has been devoted

to the presentation of various aspects of differential geometry necessary to understand

the construction. Thanks to such premises, the parametric representation eventually

establishes a strict relationship between the entanglement pertaining to the original

composite state and the geometric phase proper to the derived semiclassical description,

as extensively presented in the application of the formalism to the physical situation of

the spin-star with frustration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Open Quantum

Systems

Since its early development in the Twenties of the past century, Quantum Mechanics

(QM) has been raising a large amount of problems about its interpretation as a physical

theory of reality, the latter point being still subject of intense debate among scientific

community members. Indeed, QM postulates imply a sharp conceptual separation be-

tween what is to be considered as a physical state and, on the other hand, what the

observables are; in particular, the possibility that an observation abruptly perturbs the

otherwise unitary dynamics of the state of the system (the so called wavefunction col-

lapse) is still not explainable within the very structure of the theory but nevertheless is

at the hearth of its predictive power. Though conceptually difficult to accept, it is there-

fore necessary to postulate this behaviour. Since this in turn implies the existence of an

observer, any quantum system has to be embedded in some sort of (at least conceptual)

environment in order to refine the view of reality that emerges from QM. Moreover, if

the fundamental description of microscopic objects through QM is to be trusted, the

passage from a quantum and coherent world to the classical non-coherent one which

people experience in everyday life remains obscure, though great efforts have been done

in this sense, see e.g. the famous paper by Zurek[1].

Besides these logical difficulties, any system apart from the whole universe is not iso-

lated and does have a physical environment, which in most cases cannot be ignored

in order to capture the essential phenomenology, and consequently has to be somehow

characterized in the overall analysis: open quantum systems (OQS) are purely quantum

physical systems whose behaviour is described taking into account their relationship

with a suitably chosen (and accordingly described) environment. The interest towards

the behaviour of OQS has recently acquired new stimulus in the context of quantum

1
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information theory and quantum computation[2], where the same quantum mechanical

features that make quantum computation so appealing, such as the quantum coherence,

are extremely fragile and tend to be nullified by the influence of the environment, so that

understanding the possible correlations between the principal system and its environ-

ment, especially in terms of entanglement if the environment is quantum too, is a crucial

issue for these kind of studies. In order to introduce some basic terminology, we remark

that the adjective “open” is usually devoted to the case where both the open system

(also referred to as principal) and the environment are described in a quantum mechan-

ical fashion[3]: in such cases, the description of the open system is commonly obtained

by the reduced density matrix approach[2, 3], and is axiomatically exact. Nevertheless,

there exist another, intermediate situation, where the principal system is under the effect

of a local Hamiltonian depending on external and possibly time-dependent parameters,

whose presence testifies the existence of a surrounding environment. At the heart of

this approach stands the approximation that the environment be classical, so that the

operators acting on its Hilbert space are replaced by c-number parameters; in this way,

the interaction Hamiltonian is reduced to an effectively local one for the sole principal

system: in such description the quantum system is usually referred to as closed.

This thesis work provides a framework, dubbed parametric representation and alterna-

tive to the reduced density matrix one, capable of exactly describing an open quantum

system under the general assumption that the latter is actually a subsystem of a larger,

fully quantum one, the remainder being its environment and, at the same time, of yield-

ing an interpolating scheme between the two descriptions above denoted as “open” and

“closed”. The thesis is structured as follows: the first, introductory chapter is devoted to

a brief recall of the main features of the reduced density matrix approach, both from the

state structure (paragraph 1.1) and dynamical perspective (paragraph 1.2); in chapter 2

we gather all the formal aspects and mathematical tools pertaining to the development

of our formalisms: indeed, the parametric representation, and in particular its continu-

ous version, is heavily characterized by the geometry underlying its very construction.

The central chapters 3 and 4 are those containing the original part of the work and deal

with, respectively, the abstract formulation of the parametric representation and a first,

prototypical usage of it; finally, in chapter 5 we draw the conclusions and propose some

further applications and extensions of our work.

1.1 Composite and Open systems

Quantum Mechanics postulates that when two quantum systems have to be considered

as parts of a larger quantum systems, the possible states describing the latter belong
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to the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces of the former ones. In order to fix the

notation, let us denote the Hilbert spaces of the systems to be composed by Hopen,

obviously intending that pertaining to the open system, and by Henv the environmental

one. Thus, a state |Ψ〉 in the Hilbert space H ≡ Hopen ⊗Henv of the composite system

“open ∪ env” can be generally written as

H 3 |Ψ〉 =
∑

αn

cαn |α〉 ⊗ |n〉 , (1.1)

where { |α〉 } ∈ Hopen and { |n〉 } ∈ Henv are local, orthonormal bases for the subsystem

Hilbert spaces, and the coefficients cαn must satisfy
∑

αn |cαn|2 = 1 in order to have

a normalized global state |Ψ〉. From the tensor product structure of eq. (1.1) it is

immediate to notice that there are states of H which cannot be written as s tensor

product of a vector in Hopen and a vector in Henv. Those states are called entangled,

and have no counterpart in classical physics; however, in such cases the notion of physical

state of either subsystem can still be given in terms of a reduced density operator. In

fact, to a given a pure state |Ψ〉 ∈ H it is always associated a projector ρ ≡ |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| in

the space of density operators D(H) on H1; then, the reduced density operator ρopen

which expresses the “state” of the open system is defined as

ρopen ≡ Trenvρ . (1.2)

The symbol Trenv means to perform the partial trace over the environmental degrees of

freedom, i.e., for example choosing the basis { |n〉 } ∈ Henv,

Trenv[ · ] ≡
∑

n

〈n | · | n〉 . (1.3)

It is immediate to see, however, that the result of the partial trace operation does not

depend on the basis chosen to perform it. In this language, if the original state |Ψ〉
is entangled, the reduced density operator ρopen is not a projector in the sense that

ρopen 6= |φ〉 〈φ| for any |φ〉 ∈ Hopen: in general, ρopen defines a mixed state. Notice

that ρopen is a density operator on Hopen, ρopen ∈ D(Hopen), meaning that it is positive

definite, and has trace equal to one.

The reason why ρopen defined as in eq. (1.2) represents the physical state of the open

system is that it can be used to reproduce the correct expectation values for local

observables. In fact, given a measure of a local observable Aopen for the principal system,

it is natural to require that the possible outcomes for this measure must be the same
1The following line of argument is correct starting from a generic density operator, i.e. not necessarily

associated to a pure state (but still positive and with trace equal to one), but for the remainder this
straightforward generalization would never be actually used.
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as those relative to the trivial extension onto the total system of the same observable,

which is defined as

A ≡ Aopen ⊗ 1env , (1.4)

1env being the identity on Henv. This means, in turn, to require that expectation values

of A calculated on ρ and of Aopen on ρopen must be the same, or

Tr(ρA) ≡ 〈A〉 = 〈Aopen〉open ≡ Tropen(ρopenAopen) ; (1.5)

it is immediate to notice that the definition of the reduced state ρopen, eq. (1.2), ensures

that this equality holds.

If, as we assumed, the composite system H is bipartite and described by a pure state

|Ψ〉, plenty of equivalent entanglement measures are available (see, e.g., [4] for a nice

review about the subject); at the hearth of this equivalence stands the existence of a very

simple as well as very powerful algebraic property that pertains to the tensor product

structure (1.1). Namely, the following famous theorem[5] holds.

Theorem 1.1 (Schmidt’s theorem). For any pure state |Ψ〉 ∈ H = H1⊗H2, there exist

two local orthonormal bases { |1i〉 } ∈ H1, { |2i〉 } ∈ H2 such that2:

|Ψ〉 =
N∑

i=1

√
λi |1i〉 ⊗ |2i〉 , (1.6)

where N ≡ min(dim(H1), dim(H2).

Schmidt’s theorem ensures that, given a particular state |Ψ〉, there exists a “canoni-

cal” local basis in each subsystem Hilbert space thanks to which the double sum in

(1.1) is replaced by a single sum that, moreover, only involves, at most, a number of

elements equal to the dimension of the smallest Hilbert space in the tensor product.

The coefficients λi, called Schmidt’s coefficients, are nonnegative, immediately satisfy
∑

i λi = 1 and are the eigenvalues of the reduced density operator of both subsystems:

they form the so-called Schmidt simplex [6], which is the “skeleton” of all entanglement

measures for such |Ψ〉. In particular, the number r of non-zero Schmidt coefficients is

called Schmidt rank, r ≤ N , and a state |Ψ〉 is separable if and only if r = 1 since r is

also the rank of the reduced density operator, and r = 1 implies for the reduced density

operator to be a projector. Notice that in the above line of reasoning we have not to

specify which subsystem is considered.

Among all the entanglement measures of the composite state |Ψ〉 ∈ H (again, with

respect to the bipartition H = H1⊗H2), we mention a very useful one, namely the Von
2switching to a more abstract notation 1, 2 to denote the subsystems in order to emphasize the

complete generality of the statement
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Neumann entropy (see [7] or [8] for a general reference textbook)

E12(ρ) ≡ −Tr1ρ1 log ρ1 = −Tr2ρ2 log ρ2 = −
r∑

i=1

λi log λi , (1.7)

where r is again the Schmidt rank, and where the basis of the log function only affects

the upper limit of the entropy: E ranges from zero for separable states to log r for

maximally mixed states ρ∗ ≡ 1

r and for whatever basis of the log, so that if log = logr
the maximal Von Neumann entropy is normalized to one.

1.2 Open Quantum System dynamics

In the previous section we saw that the states of an open quantum system with Hilbert

space Hopen cannot in general be written as pure states |φ〉 ∈ Hopen due to the tensor

product postulate, and we briefly presented the “usual” reduced density operator for-

malism adopted to overcome such impossibility. An even more dramatic modification

occurs when the dynamics of the open quantum system is considered: in this section,

we recall some basic aspects concerning such issue.

Let us start by recalling that isolated and closed quantum systems dynamics is uni-

tary and is completely specified by the Hamiltonian of the system H(t) though the

Schrödinger equation

i
dU(t; t0)

dt
= H(t)U(t; t0), U(t0; t0) = 1H , (1.8)

where the evolution operator U(t; t0), that acts on elements ofH, satisfies UU † = U †U =

1. Notice that eq .(1.8) is a first order differential equation that admits a unique solution,

which can be written in the general form

U(t; t0) = T exp
(
−i
∫ t

t0

dτ H(τ)
)
, (1.9)

where the symbol T denotes the time-ordering; given the evolution operator U(t; t0), a

pure state |φ(t0)〉 ∈ H evolves to H 3 |φ(t)〉 = U(t; t0) |φ(t0)〉. The evolution is also

linear; this implies that, if for some reason the state of the system at the initial time t0
has to be considered as a mixed state ρ(t0) 3, the unitary evolution also yields

ρ(t) = U(t; t0)ρ(t0)U †(t; t0) ≡ U(t; t0)(ρ(t0)) = T exp
(∫ t

t0

dτL(τ)
)
ρ(t0) , (1.10)

3for instance, it has been coupled in the past to another system, the latter having been discarded
before the evolution initial time t0
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where the operator U(t; t0), defined by the first equality, acts on the space D(H) of the

density matrices on H, while in the second equality the operator L(τ) is called Liouville

operator and is defined by

L(τ)( · ) ≡ −i[H(τ), · ] , (1.11)

again acting on elements of D(H). We remark that, at this level, eq. (1.10) is simply a

different way of writing eq. (1.9), still describing a unitary dynamics.

The dynamics of an open quantum system is radically different from that of a closed

one. Indeed, let us suppose that the composite system is isolated, undergoing unitary

dynamics; if at the initial time t0 the global state is |Ψ(t0)〉, the initial state for the open

system is given by

ρ(t0) ≡ Trenv |Ψ(t0)〉 〈Ψ(t0)| . (1.12)

The unitary evolution for |Ψ〉 implies that, at any later time t, the global state is given

by |Ψ(t)〉 = U(t; t0) |Ψ(t0)〉; in turn, this means that the reduced density matrix of the

open system has evolved to

ρ(t) = Trenv (|Ψ(t)〉 〈Ψ(t)|) = Trenv

(
U(t; t0) |Ψ(t0)〉 〈Ψ(t0)|U †(t; t0)

)
. (1.13)

Implicitly, eqs. (1.12)-(1.13) defins the so-called dynamical map Φ(t; t0) that maps the

initial open system state ρ(t0) into ρ(t) as

ρ(t) ≡ Φ(t; t0)(ρ(t0)) , (1.14)

and is the analogue of U(t; t0) in (1.10); the deep difference now occurring is that, in

general, Φ(t; t0) does also depend on the initial state ρ(t0) on which it acts. Indeed, let

us write the initial global state projector |Ψ(t0)〉 〈Ψ(t0)| as

|Ψ(t0)〉 〈Ψ(t0)| ≡ ρ(t0)⊗ |env〉 〈env|+ ρcorr(t0) , (1.15)

where in the first addend a separable term is singled out from the remainder. It it

immediate to show that the ansatz (1.15) implies for the evolved principal system state

the interesting characterization

ρ(t) =
∑

n

Kn(t; t0)ρ(t0)K†n(t; t0) + ∆ρ(t; t0) , (1.16)

where Kn(t; t0) ≡ 〈n |U(t; t0) | env〉, and ∆ρ(t; t0) ≡ Trenv

(
U(t; t0)ρcorr(t0)U †(t; t0)

)
.

Thus, the open system evolved state is a sum of a term
∑

nKn(t; t0)ρ(t0)K†n(t; t0), origi-

nating from the separated part of the initial state (1.15), where the operators {Kn(t; t0) }
describing the dynamics are independent of ρ(t0), and a correlated evolution ∆ρ(t; t0).
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As a result, for initial uncorrelated states of the form

|Ψ(t0)〉 〈Ψ(t0)| ≡ ρ(t0)⊗ |env〉 〈env| , (1.17)

the open system dynamics is generally characterized by4:

ρ(t) =
∑

n

Kn(t; t0)ρ(t0)K†n(t; t0),
∑

n

K†n(t; t0)Kn(t; t0) = 1 , (1.18)

where the last condition means that the trace of the evolved reduced density operator

remains equal to one. We are thus naturally led to the notion of universal dynamical

map (UDM), namely an evolution map Φ(t; t0) : ρ(t0) 7→ ρ(t) ≡ Φ(t; t0)ρ(t0) for the

open system that does not depend on the state on which it acts (see, e.g., [6, 9]); as

we see in eq. (1.18), the most general form of a universal dynamical map is given by

eq. (1.18). Actually, also the converse statement is true, in the sense that if a dynamical

map is universal, it must have been induced from a separable initial form.

The importance for a dynamical map of being universal is essentially given by the fact

that universal dynamical maps evolve any physical state into another physical state; the

latter statement is mathematically expressed as follows.

1.3 (UDM properties). For each (t; t0), an universal dynamical map Φ such that ρ(t) =

Φ(t; t0)(ρ(t0)) satisfies

• TrΦ(ρ) = 1, namely it is trace preserving, ensuring the probability interpretation

for the evolved Φ(ρ).

• Φ is a convex linear map so that Φ (
∑

i piρi) =
∑

i piΦ(ρi) for any probability

distribution pi. This property ensures that if the initial density operator is defined

as ρ =
∑

i piρi, so that the “actual” initial state is randomly selected from an

ensemble { pi, ρi }, the quantum operation Φ allows a correct implementation of

Bayes rule of conditioned probability on the final state.

• The map is completely positive, i.e. Φ(ρ) is positive for any ρ ∈ D(Hopen) and,

moreover, if one appends to ρ any state σ belonging to another system D(Henv) of

arbitrary dimensionality, the image of the extended map (Φ⊗1env)(ρ⊗σ) remains

positive.

The last property of complete positivity deserves a little further comment: obviously, a

physical state must be described by a positive definite density matrix; complete positivity

is a stronger statement than simple positivity, but actually a very welcome one since
4actually, the general form 1.18 also holds for the wider class of initial states of the form ρTOT(t0) =

ρ(t0)⊗ σenv(t0), ρ(t0) and σenv(t0) being generic mixed states of the respective subsystems.
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we should expect a physical evolution for both the open system and its trivial global

extension irrespective to the environment dimensionality. From the above discussions,

it should be clear that the form (1.18) implies the just stated properties. Again, also

the converse is true, a result embodied in the famous Kraus theorem[10].

Theorem 1.2 (Kraus Theorem). A map Φ satisfies the properties 1.3 if and only if it

can be written in the form

Φ(ρ) =
∑

n

KnρK
†
n,

∑

n

K†nKn = 1 (1.19)

where the set of operators {Kn } are called Kraus operator.

Summing up, for a generic composite system evolution, the reduced dynamics is universal

(in the sense that the operator that makes evolve the initial state to any other later

times does not depend on the state itself) if and only if it can be written in the Kraus

form or, equivalently, if the initial composite state is in a tensor product form. By the

same line of arguments, however, a problem immediately arises when dealing with the

compositions of the reduced evolutions. Let us suppose, indeed, that the dynamical map

Φ(t; t0) rules the evolution starting from the initial time t0, thus mapping ρ(t0) into a

physical ρ(t); if one considers instead of t an intermediate time s, t0 < s < t, then the

state Φ(s; t0)(ρ(t0)) ≡ ρ(s) is again a physical state, but is in general correlated, as in

eq. (1.15). In turn, this means that the evolution from s to t is not ruled by a universal

dynamical map, namely, that the composition rule

Φ(t; t0) = Φ(t; s)Φ(s; t0) (1.20)

cannot hold for a generic UDM Φ(a; b). This behaviour reflects itself in the impossibility

to write a differential equation for the open system evolution, which is reversible and

local in time, unlike the closed case (see the Schrödinger eq. (1.8)); put in a different

way, the state of an open system at a certain time t depends on the whole history of

its past evolution, not only on the previous configuration at t− δt. On the other hand,

the property (1.20), called Markovianity or divisibility, can be assumed for the sake of

simplification: clearly, the resulting dynamics is always only an approximation of the

true one, but with the advantage that the reduced dynamics evolution turns out to be

written as a “simple” differential equation for the density operator.

Without entering much in detail, we recall without proof that the most general form of

the equation governing the reduced dynamic if the Markovianity condition (1.20) holds

is given by a first-order differential equation, the so-called Markovian master equation,
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which can be written in the canonical form (see, e.g., [9] and references therein)

dρ(t)
dt

= −i[H(t), ρ(t)] +
∑

k

γk(t)
(
Lk(t)ρ(t)L†k(t)−

1
2
{L†k(t)Lk(t), ρ(t)}

)
, (1.21)

with H(t) self-adjoint, { Lk(t) } generic time-dependent operators and { γk(t) ≥ 0 } pos-

itive time-dependent coefficients. The result (1.21) is an extension of the famous Gorini-

Kossakowsky-Sudarshan-Lindblad master equation (GKSL)[11, 12], derived with the as-

sumption that the dynamical map satisfy, in addition to (1.20), Φ(t; t0) = Φ(t− t0 = τ),

so that (1.20) becomes

Φ(σ + τ) = Φ(σ)Φ(τ) . (1.22)

Condition (1.22) is the so-called quantum dynamical semigroup property (indeed, it is

not a group since the inverse of Φ is not generally a UDM ), and provides for the reduced

dynamics the same form of (1.21), with the only difference that all the operators and

the coefficients become time-independent:

dρ(t)
dt

= −i[H, ρ(t)] +
∑

k

γk

(
Lkρ(t)L†k −

1
2
{L†kLk, ρ(t)}

)
. (1.23)

To conclude, from a physical perspective, the formal condition of Markovianity (also

in the homogeneous case (1.22)) can be assumed in order to give a simplified version

of the reduced dynamics as in (1.21), but obviously the validity of such an assumption

strongly depends on the considered specific model. We refer to [3, 9] for a detailed

discussion of the physical assumptions that ensure that conditions (1.20)-(1.22) hold

within a good degree of approximation, and simply mention that, besides the strength

of the interaction between the open system and its environment, the typical time scales

over which the latter correlation functions decay play a fundamental role in this sense.





Chapter 2

Mathematical background:

Differential Geometry and

Adiabatic theory

Since its very beginning, the study of QM has always been intimately related to the

development and subsequent usage of mathematical tools capable of structuring the

physical theory in a rather simple and elegant fashion: indeed, Hilbert space theory was

formulated ad hoc and provides together with the representation theory of symmetry

groups a solid setting for the whole Copenaghen formulation of QM. On the other hand,

OQS study does not need to be founded on a completely different (nor substantially more

involved) mathematical language than closed QM; nonetheless even when challenging

quite simple problems concerning the classification of states, maps, correlation measures

and so on, it is quite natural to resort to geometric techniques to clarify the relationship

among these objects. In this sense, geometry is regarded as a powerful tool to “visualize”

the OQS structure [6]. In addition, as we shall see in chapters 3 and 4, the original part of

this thesis work is greatly concerned with some geometrical and physical-mathematical

topics which deserve a little more detailed exposition.

We therefore dedicate this chapter to a self-contained description of most of the formal

aspects we will refer to in the development of our work. The chapter is divided into two

main parts: the first one recalls some results due to the mathematical field of differential

geometry (mainly referring to [13] and [14]), while in the second part we move to a more

“physical” setting and briefly present a quite recent formulation of the adiabatic theory

(see, e.g., [15] and [16]). In doing this, we exploit the tools being developed to introduce

the concept of geometric phase which will play an important role in the original part of

the thesis.

11
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2.1 Differential Geometry

In this section we want to schematically present some basic aspects of differential ge-

ometry. First of all, we should define what differential geometry is; loosely speaking,

differential geometry is the study of manifolds, which are the generalization of curves

and surfaces to arbitrary dimension m, and how the usual calculus on Rm can be im-

plemented on them. Then we present probably the most important class of manifold

adopted in physics, that is Lie groups. At the end of the section we employ the whole

machinery presented in these paragraphs to define a more sophisticated mathematical

object, the fiber bundle, which, besides being the key concept to rigorously formulate

gauge theories, is the proper tool to describe geometric phases.

2.1.1 Differentiable Manifolds: basic concepts

As we anticipated in the introduction, differentiable manifolds are the generalization of

curves (dim = 1) and surfaces (dim=2) to arbitrary dimension m. Since the goal of

differential geometry is to implement the standard calculus on Rm on them, it is natural

to require by definition that manifolds should locally “look like” Rm. To make this

intuition more precise, let’s proceed with the definition.

Definition 2.1 (Differentiable manifold). A topological space M of dimension m is said

to be a differentiable manifold if the following requirements are satisfied:

1. ∃ { Ui } that covers M , i.e.
⋃
i Ui = M , and a corresponding set of homeomor-

phisms1 { φi } : Ui → U ′i ⊂ Rm;

2. given the intersection Ui ∩Uj , the map ψij ≡ φi ◦φ−1
j : φj(Ui ∩Uj)→ φi(Ui ∩Uj)

is C∞ (infinitely differentiable).

The pair (Ui, φi) is called chart while the whole set { (Ui, φi) } is an atlas; the map φi is

the coordinate of a point p ∈ Ui ⊂M and takes value in an open subset of Rm (we shall

usually write its image as φi(p) = (x1(p), . . . , xm(p)) = { xµ(p), µ = 1 . . .m } ∈ Rm):

they specify in what sense the manifold M is locally equivalent to Rm. The second

requirement in definition 2.1 ensures that the transition from one system of coordinates

to another is smooth, and the maps ψij ruling such transition are consequently called

transition functions; notice that the differentiability is defined in the usual sense of

calculus on Rm (see also Fig. 2.1). In order to clarify this simple but very important
1a homeomorphism is a bijective map f : X → Y between two topological spaces X and Y , which

is moreover continuous with inverse f−1 : Y → X continuous, too.
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Figure 5.2. A homeomorphism !i maps Ui onto an open subset U !
i " m , providing

coordinates to a point p # Ui . If Ui $ U j %= &, the transition from one coordinate system
to another is smooth.

(iv) given Ui and U j such that Ui $ U j %= &, the map "i j = !i ' !(1
j from

! j (Ui $ U j ) to !i (Ui $ U j ) is infinitely differentiable.

The pair (Ui ,!i ) is called a chart while the whole family {(Ui ,!i )} is
called, for obvious reasons, an atlas. The subset Ui is called the coordinate
neighbourhood while !i is the coordinate function or, simply, the coordinate.
The homeomorphism !i is represented by m functions {x1(p), . . . , xm(p)}. The
set {xµ(p)} is also called the coordinate. A point p # M exists independently of
its coordinates; it is up to us how we assign coordinates to a point. We sometimes
employ the rather sloppy notation x to denote a point whose coordinates are
{x1, . . . , xm}, unless several coordinate systems are in use. From (ii) and (iii), M
is locally Euclidean. In each coordinate neighbourhood Ui , M looks like an open
subset of m whose element is {x1, . . . , xm}. Note that we do not require that M
be m globally. We are living on the earth whose surface is S2, which does not
look like 2 globally. However, it looks like an open subset of 2 locally. Who
can tell that we live on the sphere by just looking at a map of London, which, of
course, looks like a part of 2 ?1

1 Strictly speaking the distance between two longitudes in the northern part of the city is slightly

 

Figure 2.1: Differentiable manifold
An illustration of the definition 2.1 of a differentiable manifold, which schematically
depicts the coordinate φi and transition ψij functions. - Original Figure in[13]

definition, we present in quite a detail an example which will be of central interest for

our whole work.

Example 2.1 (The S2 spherical surface). The spherical surface of unit radius in real

space (or, 2-sphere) is a prototypical example of differentiable manifold. As everyone

knows, it is defined as

S2 =
{

(x, y, z) ∈ R3
∣∣ x2 + y2 + z2 = 1

}
; (2.1)

a common way to give a coordinate system on it is by specifying the two polar angles

(θ, ϕ) as

x = sin θ cosϕ, y = sin θ sinϕ, x = cos θ (2.2)

with θ running from 0 to π and ϕ from 0 to 2π. As it is well known, the coordinate

(θ, ϕ) ⊂ R2 is not well defined everywhere (recall, for example, that at the “North Pole”

(0, 0, 1) the longitude ϕ is not defined at all), in this sense the homeomorphism between

the spherical surface and R2 breaks down; in other words, the sphere looks like R2 only

locally.
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Another way to define coordinates on S2 is given by the so-called stereographic projec-

tion, obtained by taking the intersection between the equatorial plane and a line con-

necting one of the poles (say, the North Pole) and a given point P = (x, y, z) on the

2-sphere. The resulting point (X,Y ) = φN(P ) on the equatorial plane is (X and Y are

Cartesian components parallel to the original x and y axes):

X =
x

1− z , Y =
y

1− z (2.3)

This coordinate system is well defined except at the North Pole; we can cover the entire

sphere by taking another coordinate system as the stereographic projection from the South

Pole (U, V ) = φS(P ), which reads (we take the V axis opposite to the Y axis as in

Fig. 2.2):

U =
x

1 + z
, V =

−y
1 + z

(2.4)

It is not difficult to compute the transition functions ψNS from the South patch (U, V )

Figure 5.5. Two stereographic coordinate systems on S2. The point P may be projected
from the North Pole N giving (X, Y ) or from the South Pole S giving (U, V ).

exists a ! " {0} such that y = ax . Then Pn = ( n+1 " {0})/ #. The
n + 1 numbers x0, x1, . . . , xn are called the homogeneous coordinates. The
homogeneous coordinates cannot be a good coordinate system, since Pn is an
n-dimensional manifold (an (n + 1)-dimensional space with a one-dimensional
degree of freedom killed). The charts are defined as follows. First we take the
coordinate neighbourhood Ui as the set of lines with xi $= 0, and then introduce
the inhomogeneous coordinates on Ui by

!
j
(i) = x j/xi . (5.10)

The inhomogeneous coordinates

!(i) = (!0
(i), !

1
(i), . . . , !

i"1
(i) , ! i+1

(i) , . . . , !n
(i))

with ! i
(i) = 1 omitted, are well defined on Ui since xi $= 0, and furthermore

they are independent of the choice of the representative of the equivalence class
since x j/xi = y j/yi if y = ax . The inhomogeneous coordinate !(i) gives the
coordinate map "i : Ui % n , that is

"i : (x0, . . . , xn) &% (x0/xi , . . . , xi"1/xi , xi+1/xi , . . . , xn/xi )

where xi/xi = 1 is omitted. For x = (x0, x1, . . . , xn) ! Ui ' U j we assign
two inhomogeneous coordinates, ! k

(i) = xk/xi and ! k
( j ) = xk/x j . The coordinate

 

Figure 2.2: Stereographic projection
Stereographic projections of a point on S2 from both the Poles. - Original Figure in[13]

to the North patch (X,Y ), with the result:

X =
U

U2 + V 2
, Y =

−V
U2 + V 2

, (2.5)
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which are obviously C∞2.

We end this paragraph by providing a natural definition regarding the properties that

maps between manifolds should possess in order to preserve the differential structure

given on the latters. The quite natural answer resides in the following

Definition 2.2 (Diffeomorphism). Consider a map f : M → N between two manifolds

M and N (of dimension, respectively, m and n), such that U 3 p 7→ f(p) ∈ V , where

(U, φ) is a chart in M and (V, ψ) is a chart in N . In local coordinates the map reads

fc ≡ ψ ◦ f ◦ φ−1 : Rm → Rn. We say that f is differentiable or smooth at p if its

coordinate presentation fc is C∞.

If, moreover, f : M → N is a homeomorphism, fc is invertible and f−1
c is C∞, too,

then f is called diffeomorphism, and M and N are said to be diffeomorphic.

If two manifolds are diffeomorphic we shall write M ≡ N ; clearly the requirements on

f−1
c also imply dim(M)=dim(N). By comparison with the definition 2.1, it is immediate

to notice that a coordinate transformation (or reparametrization) is a diffeomorphism

from M into itself; we shall denote the class of diffeomorphisms on M by Diff(M).

2.1.2 Vectors, flows, and Lie derivatives

Vectors are central objects to implement the calculus on a manifold; in order to define

what vectors are, we need a couple of preliminary notions:

Definition 2.3. A curve c on a manifold M is a injective map c : R ⊃ (a, b) → M

from an open interval (a, b) ⊂ R (including the 0 for convenience) to M . A function f

on a manifold M is a smooth map f : M → R. We denote the set of functions on M

by F(M).

We immediately notice that these two definitions are in some sense complementary; the

coordinate representation of a curve is just a map { xµ(t) } : R→ Rm (a curve in Rm),

while that of a function is simply a real-valued function f(x1, . . . , xm) of m variables.

Vectors are now defined as the directional derivative of a function f along a curve c at

some point p on M . To be more explicit:

Definition 2.4 (Tangent vector). With the previous notation, let p = c(0). The tan-

gent vector at p along c is a differential operator Xp,c that when applied to a function

2except on (0, 0) where the transition functions are not defined.
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f at the point p gives the directional derivative of the function itself along the curve c.

In formulas, the directional derivative at p is:

df(c(t))
dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

coord.−−−−→ ∂f

∂xµ
dxµ(c(t))

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

≡ ∂f

∂xµ
Xµ , (2.6)

where the last equality defines Xµ ≡ dxµ(c(t))/dt|t=0; putting all together

df(c(t))
dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

= Xp,c[f ] with Xp,c = Xµ ∂

∂xµ
. (2.7)

Thus, given a chart, a vector is specified by {Xµ } which are the derivatives of the

coordinate presentation of the curve c at p; nevertheless, by definition it is clear that a

vector does not depend on the choice of coordinates. It is immediate to show that, once

another set of coordinate { yµ } is adopted, the vector components transform as

X = Xµ ∂

∂xµ
= Y µ ∂

∂yµ
, with Y µ = Xν ∂y

µ

∂xν
(2.8)

The set of all distinct vectors at p forms a vector space, called tangent space at p and

denoted by TpM ; clearly, dim(TpM) = dimM . A smooth assignment of a vector to each

point p ∈ M is called vector field; it can be characterized, as well, in the following

way: given a generic function f ∈ F(M), X is a vector field if X[f ] ∈ F(M). Conversely,

given a vector field X on M (whose set will be denoted by X(M)), its restriction to a

point p, namely X|p, is a tangent vector belonging to TpM .

As known from the theory of ordinary differential equations (ODE) on Rm, a vector field

generates a flow in the space M where the vector field is defined.

Definition 2.5 (Flow). Let’s denote by x(t) ∈ M the (coordinate presentation of) a

curve whose tangent vector at x(t) is X|x. This implies the following ODE:

dxµ

dt
= Xµ(x(t)) (2.9)

Given an initial condition x(0) = x0 ∈M , ODE theory ensures that there always exists

for some time t > 0 a solution to (2.9), which we denote by σ(t, x0)3, so that

dσµ(t, x0)
dt

= Xµ(σ(t, x0)) , with σµ(0, x0) = xµ0 ; (2.10)

the map σ : R×M →M is called flow generated by X.
3we introduce the new symbol σ to distinguish it form the curve x(t), which is a map only from R to

M and in this sense does not depend on the initial condition x0.
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We now anticipate some group-theoretic arguments that we’ll deal with in more detail

in paragraph 2.1.4. Again recurring to the theory of ODE, it is simple to show that a

flow satisfies σ(t, σ(s, x)) = σ(t + s, x); this in turn enables us to think at the flow as

a one-parameter group of transformations. Indeed, fixing t, the map σt : M → M is a

diffeomorphism satisfying the group-like properties

1. composition: σt(σs(x)) = σt+s(x), or σt ◦ σs = σt+s;

2. identity: σ0(x) = x;

3. inverse σ−t(x) = (σt(x))−1.

By solving the differential equation (2.10) in the neighborhood of x0, we can write for

small t ≡ ε
σµε (x) = xµ + εXµ , (2.11)

so that Xµ is regarded as the infinitesimal generator of the group transformation σt.

Finally, we conclude the paragraph by introducing the notion of Lie derivative. Lie

derivative is an operation that allows us to compute the infinitesimal change of a generic

vector Y at some point x along a flow σ(ε, x) associated to another vector X (again

for small ε). The difference between Y |x and Y |x′≡σε(x) is ill defined since they belong

to different tangent spaces, resp. TxM and Tx′M . To avoid this inconvenience, let’s

first notice that any map f : M → N induces a natural mapping, called differential

map, between the tangent spaces, which we denote by f∗ : TpM → Tf(p)N . Indeed,

taking g ∈ F(N), g ◦ f ∈ F(M) and hence a vector V ∈ TpM can act on g ◦ f to give its

directional derivative. Then, the differential map f∗ is just defined as

(f∗V )[g] ≡ V [g ◦ f ] (2.12)

It is simple to show that, choosing coordinates inM andN in such a way that V = V µ ∂
∂xµ

and (f∗V ) = Wα ∂
∂yα , the relationship between the components is just

Wα = V µ ∂y
α

∂xµ
, (2.13)

the factor ∂yα

∂xµ being the Jacobian of the map f .

Using the differential map, we are now able to “transport back” Y |x′ to TxM by (σ−ε)∗ :

Tx′M → TxM and then compute the Lie derivative.
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Definition 2.6 (Lie derivative). The Lie derivative of a vector Y along the flow

generated by X at some point x ∈M is given by

LXY ≡ lim
ε→0

1
ε

[(σ−ε)∗Y |σε(x) − Yx] (2.14)

A straightforward calculation shows that in local coordinates eq. (2.14) becomes (from

now on we adopt the convention ∂
∂xµ = ∂µ)

LXY = (Xµ∂µY
ν − Y µ∂µX

ν)∂ν . (2.15)

Another way to express the Lie derivative is by means of the so called Lie bracket.

Given two vector fields X and Y , the Lie bracket is a binary operation [·, ·] : X(M) ×
X(M)→ X(M) defined by

[X,Y ][f ] = X[Y [f ]]− Y [X[f ]] ∀f ∈ F(M) ; (2.16)

it is possible to prove that [X,Y ] is itself a vector field on M , given exactly by

[X,Y ] = LXY . (2.17)

From its definition via eq. (2.16), three important properties immediately follow:

1. Lie bracket is linear in both the arguments: [X, aY + bZ] = a[X,Y ] + b[Y, Z] and

[aX + bY, Z] = a[X,Z] + b[X,Z];

2. it is skew-symmetric: [X,Y ] = −[Y,X];

3. it satisfies the Jacobi identity: [[X,Y ], Z] + [[Y, Z], X] + [[Z,X], Y ] = 0.

As a last remark, we point out that Lie bracket has a simple geometrical interpretation:

it indeed measures the non commutativity of the flows generated by the vectors it applies

to. Let σµ(t, x) and τµ(t, x) be the flows generated, respectively, by X and Y . Starting

from x and moving first along σ for a small time interval ε and then along τ for an

interval δ one arrives at a point x1 whose coordinates are computed by the composite flow

τµ(δ, σ(ε, x)); if the flows are followed in the opposite order but for the same infinitesimal

times, the arrival point x2 has coordinates σµ(ε, τ(δ, x)). The infinitesimal expression

for the flows, eq. (2.11), makes easy to see that

τµ(δ, σ(ε, x))− σµ(ε, τ(δ, x)) = εδ[X,Y ] (2.18)

and that the arrival points coincide, that is x1 = x2, if and only if [X,Y ] = 0.
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2.1.3 Differential forms and (a bit of) integration

Differential forms play a fundamental role in developing the calculus on differentiable

manifolds since, loosely speaking, they are the proper objects one can “integrate”. Unlike

vector fields, one can define forms of any degree r = 1, . . . ,m = dim(M), but for r = 1

forms are in one-to-one correspondence with vectors as they are defined starting from

the usual dual construction of the vector space TpM .

Definition 2.7 (One-form). Let TpM be the tangent space at p ∈ M and consider its

dual space T ∗pM , that is the space of linear operators T ∗pM 3 ω : TpM → R. T ∗pM is

for obvious reasons called cotangent space, and ω is a dual vector, or one-form.

The adjective “differential” can be easily understood as the simplest example of one-

forms is just the differential of a function f ∈ F(M). Denoting by the symbol 〈·, ·〉 :

T ∗pM × TpM → R the action of a one form on a vector, which is called inner product,

one can simply define for each vector V ∈ X(M)

〈df, V 〉 ≡ V [f ] = V µ ∂f

∂xµ
∈ R (2.19)

Since in local coordinates df = ∂µfdxµ, { dxµ } is the coordinate local basis for T ∗pM

with the obvious property

〈
dxµ,

∂

∂xν

〉
=
∂xµ

∂xν
= δµν , (2.20)

and a generic one-form ω can be expressed as ω = ωµdxµ. Its action on a vector

V = V ν∂ν therefore reads

〈ω, V 〉 = ωµV
µ . (2.21)

Analogously to the vector case, the one-form components must obey a consistency trans-

formation equation which can be easily proven to be

ω̃ν = ωµ
∂xµ

∂xν
(2.22)

for each set of coordinates { xµ } , { yν } such that ω = ωµdxµ = ω̃νdyν . Similarly to

what happens for vectors, a function f : M → N induces a natural mapping between

the cotangent spaces at p ∈M and f(p) ∈ N ; in this case, however, this natural mapping

goes “backward”, namely f∗ : T ∗f(p)N → T ∗pM , hence the name pullback, and is defined

as

〈f∗ω, V 〉 ≡ 〈ω, f∗V 〉 , (2.23)

where V ∈ TpM,ω ∈ T ∗f(p)N , the pairing 〈·, ·〉 between a form and a vector is given by

eqs. (2.19) and (2.21), and the differential map f∗ is given by eqs. (2.12) and (2.13).
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In order to define higher order-forms, it is useful to introduce a generalization of the

pairing operation (2.21) just presented between vectors and forms, that is the notion of

tensor.

Definition 2.8 (Tensor). A tensor T ∈ (Tqr)p(M) at p of order (q, r) is a multilinear

object that maps q elements of TpM and r elements of T ∗pM to R:

(Tqr)p(M) 3 T : ⊗qTpM ⊗r T ∗pM → R (2.24)

As one can easily imagine, the coordinate presentation of a tensor is obtained by the

coordinate presentation of one-forms and vectors:

T = T
µ1,...,µq
ν1,...,νr

∂

∂xµ1
. . .

∂

∂xµq
dxν1 . . . dxνr . (2.25)

We shall denote the action of a tensor on one-forms and vectors with T (V1, . . . , Vq;ω1, . . . ωr).

Just alike vector fields were a smooth assignment of a vector X at each point p ∈ M ,

tensor fields are a smooth assignment of a tensor to each point of the manifold, its set

being denoted by T
q
r(M) consistently with the previous notation.

Differential forms of order r > 1 can now immediately defined.

Definition 2.9 (Differential form). A differential form of order r, or r-form, is a

totally antisymmetric tensor of type (0, r).

By total asymmetry we mean the following: given a permutation Pr (of order r), its

action over a tensor ω of type (0, r) is defined by Prω(V1, . . . , Vr) ≡ ω(VPr(1), . . . , VPr(r));

a totally anti-symmetric permutation is then given by Aω = 1
r!

∑
Pr

sgn(Pr)Prω: Aω is

now a r-form.

Put in a different fashion, one can construct r-forms by composing lower dimensional

forms with the help of the so called wedge or exterior product “∧”; in the coordinate

basis, it is simply defined as a totally anti-symmetrized tensor product of one-forms

dxµ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµr ≡
∑

Pr

sgn(Pr)dxPr(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ dxPr(r) , (2.26)

so that the left-hand side of eq. (2.26) is the coordinate basis on which a generic r-form

ω is expressed:

Ωr
p(M) 3 ω =

1
r!
ωµ1,...,µrdx

µ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµr . (2.27)

We denoted by Ωr
p(M) the vector space of r-forms at p; its dimension is equal to the

number of ways r elements can be picked up from m ones, that is dim(Ωr
p(M)) =

(
m
r

)
. It

is worth to point out that the coefficients ωµ1,...,µr are automatically anti-symmetrized
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in all the indexes by the contraction with the wedge coordinate basis, in the sense

that the symmetric components are suppressed in the sum. From the definition of

binomial coefficient, it is immediate to notice that dim(Ωm
p (M)) = 1, while for r > m the

symmetry property of the wedge product basis immediately yields that Ωr>m
p (M) = ∅.

The wedge product between forms of generic order q and s is a straightforward extension

of that just defined in eq. (2.26): for ω ∈ Ωq
p(M) and ξ ∈ Ωs

p(M), define

Ωr=q+s
p (M) 3 (ω∧ξ)(V1, . . . , Vq+s) ≡

1
q!s!

∑

Pq+s

sgn(Pq+s)Pq+sω(V1, . . . , Vq)ξ(Vq+1, . . . , Vq+s) ,

(2.28)

where the permutation Ps+q separately permutes the indexes of the vectors { V1, . . . , Vq }
and { Vq+1, . . . , Vq+s } paired to each form. Clearly, if r = q + s turns out to be greater

than m, then ω ∧ ξ = 0.

Differential forms are a particular subclass of tensors; we can smoothly assign them to

each point p ∈M , obtaining the set Ωr(M) ⊂ T0
r(M); it is customary not to distinguish

with a specific term the local form ω|p ∈ Ωr
p(M) and the global assignment ω ∈ Ωr(M),

they are both called “r-forms”.

There exists two particularly useful operations mapping forms whose degree differ exactly

by one, called exterior derivative and interior product. Their action are complementary

in the sense we are going to present.

Definition 2.10 (Exterior derivative). Let ω ∈ Ωr(M) be a r-form whose coordinate

presentation is given by eq. (2.27). The exterior derivative d : Ωr(M)→ Ωr+1(M) acts

on ω as

dω ≡ 1
r!
∂νωµ1,...,µrdx

ν ∧ dxµ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµr . (2.29)

Notice that the smooth assignment of ω at each p ensures that this local expression can

be extended to the whole M , hence truly obtaining an element of Ωr+1(M). A r-form

ω annihilated by d, that is dω = 0 are called closed, while if ∃θ s.t. dθ = ω, ω is said

to be exact.

It is worth to provide a simple example to clarify the definitions 2.9 and 2.10 by applying

it to the case of a three-dimensional manifold, where we will able to recognize aome

objects already known from the usual calculus on R3.
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Example 2.2. In a three dimensional manifold M , let (x, y, z) be the coordinates of p;

differential forms have the following local expression4:

Ω0
p(M) 3ω0 = f(x, y, z) (2.30a)

Ω1
p(M) 3ω1 = ωx(x, y, z)dx+ ωy(x, y, z)dy + ωz(x, y, z)dz (2.30b)

Ω2
p(M) 3ω2 = ωxy(x, y, z)dx ∧ dy + ωyz(x, y, z)dy ∧ dz + ωzx(x, y, z)dz ∧ dx (2.30c)

Ω3
p(M) 3ω3 = ωxyz(x, y, z)dx ∧ dy ∧ dz (2.30d)

Notice that with eq. (2.30a) we have also condidered functions as 0-forms and that we

have included the 1/3! factor in the definition of the coefficients. By acting with the

differential operator d on each of the (2.30) via definition 2.10, we obtain

Ω1
p(M) 3 dω0 =

∂f

∂x
dx+

∂f

∂y
dy +

∂f

∂z
dz (2.31a)

Ω2
p(M) 3 dω1 =

(
∂ωy
∂x
− ∂ωx

∂y

)
dx ∧ dy +

(
∂ωz
∂y
− ∂ωy

∂z

)
dy ∧ dz +

(
∂ωx
∂z
− ∂ωz

∂x

)
dz ∧ dx

(2.31b)

Ω3
p(M) 3 dω2 =

(
∂ωyz
∂x

+
∂ωzx
∂y

+
∂ωxy
∂z

)
dx ∧ dy ∧ dz (2.31c)

dω3 = 0 (2.31d)

Since in this 3-d situation we can view a two-form as a vector by contracting with the

Levi-Civita symbol, that is V µ ≡ εµνλωνλ with εP (1)P (2)P (3) = sgn(P ), we immediately

recognize that the action of the differential operator on functions, one-forms and two-

forms is, respectively, that of gradient, rotor and divergence.

Definition 2.11 (interior product). Let X ∈ X(M); we define the interior product

ıX : Ωr(M)→ Ωr−1(M) of a r-form with a vector field X as the contraction:

(ıXω)(X1, . . . , Xr−1) ≡ ω(X,X1, . . . , Xr−1) , (2.32)

or, in local coordinates with X = xν∂ν and ω given by eq. (2.27),

ıXω =
1

(r − 1)!
Xνωνµ2...µrdx

µ2 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµr (2.33)

It is in general possible to define Lie derivatives even for tensor fields (and hence for r-

forms) in a fashion similar to that used for vectors in paragraph 2.1.2. Without entering

much in detail, we present an elegant result which we can take as an operative definition

of Lie derivative over forms.
4notice that here repeated indexes are not summed
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Proposition 2.12. Let X ∈ X(M) be a vector field over M , and ω ∈ Ωr(M) a r-form.

The Lie derivative of ω along X can be written as

LXω = (d ıX + ıXd)ω . (2.34)

For example, in the case of a one-form ω = ωµdxµ, the Lie derivative along X reads

(d ıX + ıXd)ω = (Xν∂νωµ + ∂µX
νων)dxµ . (2.35)

We end this paragraph by providing some hints about the way the theory of integration

of forms is developed on differentiable manifolds. First of all, not every manifold admits

a canonical recipe to define what integration means, only the orientable manifolds.

Definition 2.13 (Orientable Manifold). A connected manifold M covered by the set

{ Ui } is said to be orientable if for every overlapping charts Ui ∩Uj there exist coordi-

nates { xµ } and { yα } such that the Jacobian J ≡ det(∂xµ/∂yα) of the transformation

between them is strictly positive.

If a manifold is orientable, it makes sense to define on it a volume form ωVol ≡
h(p)dxµ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµm ∈ Ωm(M), that is a form of maximal degree m with a positive

function h(p) as its coefficient. In fact, orientability ensures that when passing from a

chart to another the coefficient of the form remains positive (and in particular it does

not vanish) for each p ∈M ; in this sense, ωVol provides a “measure” on M .

Now, the integration of a function f ∈ F(M) with respect to the measure provided by

ωVol is readily defined on a chart Ui by5

∫

Ui

fωVol ≡
∫

φi(Ui)
f(φ−1

i (x))h(φ−1
i (x))dx1 . . . dxm , (2.36)

where the r.h.s. of (2.36) is indeed a well-defined quantity since it is simply the integral

of a R-valued function on a subspace of Rm. The integral over the whole manifold M

is then obtained by “pasting” together the “pieces” (2.36) in a consistent way. To this

end, it is necessary to introduce the so-called partition of unity, which is a family of

differentiable functions { ρi(p) } on M such that

0 ≤ ρi(p) ≤ 1 ∀p ∈M, (2.37a)

ρi(p) = 0 if p /∈ Ui, (2.37b)
∑

i

ρi(p) = 1 ∀p ∈M . (2.37c)

5we restore for a while the initial full notation that distinguishes points in Ui and their representation
in local coordinates { xµ } = φi(p) ∈ Rm for the sake of clarity
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Moreover, the manifold is assumed to be paracompact, which means that the set

{ Ui } is constituted by a finite number of elements, therefore ensuring that the sum

in eq. (2.37c) is, in turn, a sum of finite terms. Eventually, we are able to define the

integration of a function on M as the following.

Definition 2.14 (Integration). Let f ∈ F(M), ωVol be a volume form on a paracompact,

orientable manifold M and the set { ρi } be a partition of unity on M relative to the

finite covering { Ui }. Then, the integral of f w.r.t. ωVol over M is given by

∫

M
fωVol ≡

∑

i

∫

Ui

fiωVol , (2.38)

where fi(p) ≡ f(p)ρi(p) in the sense of eqs. (2.37) and the r.h.s. of eq. (2.38) is provided

by eq. (2.36).

We have to remark that the definition 2.14 of the integral is invariant under a change of

coordinates but the function h(p) appearing in ωVol transforms as the Jacobian once such

change of coordinates is performed, so that in general there is no canonical way to fix

the positive function h(p) (for example by putting h(p) = 1 everywhere). However, this

inconvenience can be avoided when the manifold M is endowed with a metric structure

that ensures the existence of a canonical volume form.

2.1.4 Lie Groups and their action over Differentiable Manifolds

As anticipated, Lie Groups provide what is probably the most important example of

differentiable manifolds: they are, indeed, differentiable manifolds which consistently

support a group structure, as precisely stated by the following definition.

Definition 2.15 (Lie Group). A Lie Group G is a differentiable manifold where the

group operations

1. multiplication: · : G×G→ G, that is (g1, g2) 7→ g1 · g2, and

2. inverse: −1 : G→ G, that is g 7→ g−1 ,

are differentiable. The dimension of G is defined as its dimension as a manifold.

Since Lie groups are well-known to physicists, we will not indulge in detailed examples;

rather we just point out that matrix groups like GL(n,R) or GL(n,C) and their sub-

groups are the Lie Groups we are dealing with throughout this work6. Before proceeding
6a not at all trivial theorem ensures that a subgroup of a Lie Group is a Lie Group by itself
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in the presentation of the interesting features pertaining Lie groups (and related alge-

bras, see later) in the context of differential geometry, we recall the basic concept of

quotient of (Lie) groups since it is at the hearth of a huge part of the results we are

going to present in the next chapters. Given a Lie group G and a Lie subgroup H, it is

possible to define an equivalence relation ∼ between elements of G by identifying g′ ∼ g
if g′ = gh for some element h ∈ H. Then the quotient group G/H is defined as the

set of equivalence classes [g] = { gh | h ∈ H } with respect to ∼. This resulting set is in

turn a Lie group if H is a normal subgroup of G, that is ghg−1 ∈ H for all g and h

(otherwise it is simply a manifold).

On a Lie Group G vector fields and forms can inherit from the group structure of the

manifold some relevant and useful properties; in order to proceed with this additional

construction proper of the interplay between the group structure and the manifold, let’s

start by defining the concept of left (right) translation and invariant vector fields.

Definition 2.16. The left (resp. right) translation of an element g ∈ G by another

element a ∈ G is a diffeomoprhism La : G→ G (resp. Ra : G→ G ) defined by

Lag = ag (resp. Rag = ga) (2.39)

These mappings, as explained in paragraph 2.1.2, induce differential maps on the corre-

sponding tangent spaces TgM , that is La∗ : TgG→ TagG (resp. Ra∗ : TgG→ TgaG )7.

A vector field X ∈ X(G) is said to be left-invariant if

La∗X|g = Xag ∀a, g ∈ G . (2.40)

On a Lie Group there exists a “preferential” point, namely the unit element e ∈ G

with respect to which the following constructions will result a little more apparent; for

example, a vector V ∈ TeG defines a unique left-invariant vector field XV by XV |g ≡
Lg∗V and, conversely, a left invariant vector field X defines a unique vector V ≡ X|e ∈
TeG. If we denote by g the set of left-invariant vector fields on G, the previous mappings

V 7→ XV and XV 7→ V allow us to consider g isomorphic to TeG. Moreover, on vector

fields the binary operation of Lie bracket is defined (cfr. definition 2.6 and eq. (2.16)),

therefore this is true in particular for X,Y ∈ g; it immediate to prove that g is closed

under Lie bracket, that is the Lie bracket Z = [X,Y ] is an element of g for all X,Y ∈ g.

Eventually, we are naturally led to the definition of Lie algebra.

Definition 2.17 (Lie algebra). The set g of left-invariant vector fields on a Lie Group

G, once equipped with the Lie bracket [·, ·] : g× g→ g, is the Lie algebra of G.
7unless otherwise specified, from now on we will only be concerned with the left translation-based

construction, since the right one is completely equivalent.
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As explained in paragraph 2.1.2, a vector field on a differentiable manifold induces a

flow; let’s see how this concepts are specified in the context of Lie Groups and hence

of left-invariant vector fields. It turns out that a left-invariant vector field X induces a

flow σ(t, g) which is also a one-parameter subgroup of G, the latter being a curve

φ : R→ G that satisfies the composition rule φ(s+t) = φ(s)φ(t), with the identifications

X ≡ dσ(t, g)
dt

, σ(e, t) ≡ φ(t) (2.41)

Conversely, given a one-parameter subgroup φ(t) of G there always exists a left-invariant

vector field that generates it. Thanks to the previous considerations, It should be clear

that an element X of the algebra g has a one-to-one correspondence with a flow in the

original Lie group G, this correspondence being clearly embodied in the definition of

exponential map.

Definition 2.18 (Exponential map). Let G be a Lie Group and X ∈ TeG an element of

its algebra (in the sense of the isomorphism explained above). The exponential map

is a map exp : TeG→ G given by

exp(X) ≡ φX(1) (2.42)

where φX(t) is the one-parameter subgroup generated by X.

Given the definition 2.18, it is immediate to prove that the whole subgroup can be

obtained by the exponential map (2.42) as

exp(tX) ≡ φX(t) (2.43)

As all physicists know very well from quantum mechanics, the exponential map is indeed

the “usual” exponential function (its definition in terms of power series) in the case of

matrix Lie groups.

It is natural to ask ourselves how the concept of left-invariant vector fields in translated

in terms of differential one-forms via the duality relation between TeG and T ∗eG. To this

end, define a basis {Xµ } ∈ TeG; this basis corresponds via the isomorphism between

TeG and g to a set of linearly independent left-invariant vector fields (which are defined

on the whole G even if we start from vectors defined only in TeG). We can expand any

element of g on this basis, and in particular we can write the Lie bracket between any

two elements as

[Xµ, Xν ] = cλµνX
λ (2.44)

The coefficients cλµν are the structure constants of the Lie Gorup G, and by construc-

tion they do not depend on the point g relative to tangent space TgG from which the
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starting basis vectors are taken (so that we can safely take a basis in TeG). Now, thanks

the duality relation introduced together with the definition 2.7 of one forms, we can take

a basis { θµ } ∈ T ∗eG dual to {Xν } ∈ TeG, that is 〈θµ, Xν〉 = δµν ; it can be easily seen

(by applying the definition of exterior derivative 2.10) that the structure equation (2.44)

translates to the so-called Maurer-Cartan structure equation

dθµ = −1
2
cµνλθ

ν ∧ θλ . (2.45)

The above properties are made frame-independent with the help of the left-invariant

Maurer-Cartan one-form θ : TgG→ TeG
8, defined by

X 7→ Lg1∗X ∀g ∈ G, ∀X ∈ X(G) (2.46)

In other terms, the action of θ on a vector X ∈ TgG is to “push forward” it from a point

g to e. The Maurer-Cartan form satisfies the following properties:

θ = Vµ ⊗ θµ, { Vµ } ∈ TeG and { θµ } ∈ T ∗eG , (2.47a)

dθ = −1
2

[θ, θ] ≡ −1
2

[Vµ, Vν ]θµ ∧ θν . (2.47b)

Eq. (2.47b) is a consequence of the Maurer-Cartan structure equation (2.45), while the

(2.47a) just provides a canonical way to represent it in terms of a basis in TeG and its

dual in T ∗eG.

We presented so far how the group structure allows Lie Groups to act on themselves

(from a differential geometry point of view); however, Lie groups can also act on a

different, generic manifold M .

Definition 2.19 (Action of a Lie group). Let G be a Lie group and M be a differentiable

manifold. A smooth map Φ : G ×M → M defines a (left) group action on M if it

fulfills the group-like properties

Φe(p) = p ∀p ∈M , (2.48a)

(Φg ◦ Φh)(p) = Φgh(p) ∀g, h ∈ G and p ∈M . (2.48b)

Moreover a group action can manifest these further following characterizations:

1. Φ is transitive if for every two points p1, p2 ∈ M there exists an element g ∈ G
such that Φg(p1) = p2 ;

2. Φ is effective if Φg = 1M implies g = e, that is the unit element e is the only one

that defines a trivial action on the whole M ;
8notice that θ takes value in the Lie algebra and not in R
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3. Φ is free if it has no fixed points, namely Φg(p) = p implies g = e for any p ∈M9.

Starting from p ∈ M , the group action defines an orbit by varying g, namely Op ≡
{ Φg(p) | g ∈ G }; if the action is transitive, it is clear that any orbit coincides with M .

The set H(p) of elements g ∈ G whose action on a given point p is trivial is called, on

the other hand, isotropy subgroup10 of G at p, namely H(p) ≡ { g ∈ G | Φg(p) = p };
if the action is free, the isotropy group H(p) just consists of the unit element for any

p ∈M . An important construction arises if a group G act transitively on M ; in this case

M is called homogeneous space of G, and all the isotropy groups H(p) are isomorphic.

This allows to canonically construct the quotient space G/H as the set of classes with

respect to the equivalence g1 ∼ g2 ↔ ∃h s.t. g1 = hg2, and G/H 'M itself. In order to

clarify these last concepts, let’s deal with a prototypical example which will prove to be

very useful in the following.

Example 2.3 (Spheres and rotations). As our intuition confirms, the group of orthog-

onal matrices in Rn+1, which we denote by O(n+ 1) acts transitively on the unit sphere

Sn ⊂ Rn+1. Therefore there is a common isotropy subgroup H ⊂ O(n+ 1) when acting

on Sn. If one consider the point p = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Sn, it is immediate to understand

that the class of orthogonal matrices that leave this point fixed is of the form

A =

(
1 0

0 B

)
(2.49)

where B is a generic n×n matrix but, since A must be orthogonal, B itself must belong

to O(n). Therefore, we have proved that any sphere Sn can be obtained as the quotient

space:

Sn ' O(n+ 1)
O(n)

(2.50)

It is not difficult to prove that a similar relation also holds in the case of unitary groups,

this time reading S2n+1 ' U(n+ 1)/U(n), and in the case of the restrictions SO(n) and

SU(n). We want to stress, however, that Sn in general does not have a group structure,

since SO(n) is not necessarily a normal subgroup of SO(n+ 1) (cfr. the considerations

made about the definition 2.15).

We now end this paragraph by inquiring the behavior of left invariants vector fields of

a group G when it acts on a manifold M . To fix the ideas, let G be a matrix group

of the “right dimension” acting on some manifold as Φg(p) = gx where x are as usual

local coordinates on M (as in the previous example). A left invariant vector field V in
9notice that this is a stronger condition than 2, since if the map is effective, it could happen that for

some g 6= e there exist some points p ∈M left unchanged by Φg, that is Φg(p) = p.
10indeed, it’s a Lie subgroup
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G produces, by means of the exponential map 2.18 an element of g which can hence act

on M producing, in turn. a flow in M :

V 7→ exp(tV ) action on M−−−−−−−→ exp(tV )x ≡ σ(t, x) (2.51)

where the latter is a one-parameter group of transformations that defines a vector field

in M by

V ]|x ≡
dσ
dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

=
d exp(tV )x

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

, (2.52)

and in the last equality we have made use of eq. (2.51). Therefore, we have established

an isomorphism ] : TeG→ X(M).

The action of a Lie group G onto itself is obviously of particular interest, and deserve a

special terminology; a homomorphism ada : G→ G defined by

ada(g) ≡ aga−1 (2.53)

is called adjoint representation of G. Clearly, this action induces a natural mapping

between the tangent spaces via the differential map, see eq. (2.12), and the isomorphisms

between TeG and the Lie algebra g of G allows one to canonically extend this action to

the latter. Explicitly, take the differential map ada∗ : TgG→ Tada(g)G and define:

Ada ≡ ada∗|TeG : TeG→ TeG ⇒ Ada : g→ g (2.54)

where the target space of Ada is again TeG since by definition (2.53) it is ada(e) = e

2.1.5 Fiber Bundles

2.1.5.1 Preliminary definitions

Fiber bundles provide the natural geometrical setting to describe the most part of phys-

ical concepts we are going to discuss in the next chapters, so that a quite detailed

presentation of their properties is now in order. The explanation of what a fiber bundle

is requires the usage of almost every concept of differential geometry we have presented

so far, thus in the following we will heavily rely on the basic definitions and properties

discussed in the previous paragraphs. From a physical point of view, a fiber bundle

is a unified geometric framework to discuss the action of a symmetry group on some

theory which possesses a natural hierarchy in its degrees of freedom that, in turn, gen-

erally intertwines in a nontrivial way. We dedicate this paragraph to the whole abstract

construction and subsequently present some prototypical examples of its application in

physics in the next section.
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Definition 2.20 (Fiber bundle). A fiber bundle is a differentiable manifold that locally

looks like a cartesian product of two manifolds but globally may not. More precisely,

a fiber bundle (which in the following we will denote with the shorthand E
π−→ M or

(E, π,M,F,G)) is made up of the following ingredients:

1. a total space E (differentiable manifold);

2. a base space M (differentiable manifold);

3. a typical fiber F (differentiable manifold);

4. a structure group G (Lie group) acting transitively on F on the left (cfr. def.

given in paragraph 2.1.4);

5. a projection π : E → M (surjection), such that for p ∈ M the counterimage

π−1(p) ≡ Fp is called fiber at p and Fp ' F (it is isomorphic to the typical fiber);

6. local trivializations φi : Ui×F → π−1(Ui) where { Ui } is a finite open covering

of M , and { φi } are diffeomorphisms such that π ◦ φi(p, f) = p ∀p ∈ Ui, f ∈ F ;

7. G-valued transition functions when passing from a chart to another, that is

fixing p ∈ Ui ∩ Uj define G 3 tij,p ≡ φ−1
i,p ◦ φj,p : F → F . As maps tij(p) :

Ui ∩ Uj → G they are required to be smooth.

These last two points 6 and 7 deserve a little further explanation. Local trivializations

embody the meaning of the statement: “fiber bundles locally look like the cartesian

product of two manifolds”, since they map a point in the total space u (with the re-

striction that it has to be projected at some point p in the base manifold) to a couple

(p, f) ∈ Ui × F . Then, transition functions define the rule to translate this diffeomor-

phism form one chart to another; in order to convince ourselves that they belong indeed

to the structure group, we may write the definition in 7 as

φj(p, fj) = φi(p, tij(p)fj) ≡ φi(p, fi) , (2.55)

i.e. in the overlap of the two charts two different local trivializations map the same

point u ∈ E to two different couples (p, fi) and (p, fj), where fi and fj are points of the

fiber and hence are connected by a group transformation (recall that G acts transitively

on F ) (cfr. figure 2.3). Moreover, in order to consistently “glue” together the local

trivializations, transition functions must obey the following conditions:

tii(p) = 1Ui ∀p ∈ Ui ; (2.56a)

tji(p) = t−1
ij (p) ∀p ∈ Ui ∩ Uj ; (2.56b)

tij(p)tjk(p) = tik(p) ∀p ∈ Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk . (2.56c)
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Figure 9.2. On the overlap Ui !U j , two elements fi , f j " F are assigned to u " !#1(p),
p " Ui ! U j . They are related by ti j (p) as fi = ti j (p) f j .

definite covering and make no distinction between a coordinate bundle and a fibre
bundle.]

We need to clarify several points. Let us take a chart Ui of the base space M .
!#1(Ui ) is a direct product diffeomorphic to Ui $ F , "#1

i : !#1(Ui ) % Ui $ F
being the diffeomorphism. If Ui ! U j &= ', we have two maps "i and " j on
Ui ! U j . Let us take a point u such that !(u) = p " Ui ! U j . We then assign
two elements of F , one by "#1

i and the other by "#1
j ,

"#1
i (u) = (p, fi ), "#1

j (u) = (p, f j ) (9.5)

see figure 9.2. There exists a map ti j : Ui ! U j % G which relates fi and f j as
fi = ti j (p) f j . This is also written as (9.4).

We require that the transition functions satisfy the following consistency
conditions:

tii (p) = identity map (p " Ui ) (9.6a)

ti j (p) = t j i(p)#1 (p " Ui ! U j ) (9.6b)

ti j (p) · t j k(p) = tik(p) (p " Ui ! U j ! Uk). (9.6c)

Unless these conditions are satisfied, local pieces of a fibre bundle cannot be glued
together consistently. If all the transition functions can be taken to be identity
maps, the fibre bundle is called a trivial bundle. A trivial bundle is a direct
product M $ F .

 

Figure 2.3: Local trivializations
Local trivializations referring to a point u whose image on M is p ∈ Ui ∩ Uj . - Original
Figure in[13]

A bundle is said to be trivial once it is M ×F globally or, in other words, when all the

transition functions can be taken as the identity map.

Given a covering { Ui } on M , there are many choices of local trivializations that give

rise to the same fiber bundle. Denote by { φi } and { ψi } two sets of them; then,

the corresponding transition functions tφ and tψare related by the homeomorphisms

G 3 g(p) : F → F :

tψij(p) = g−1
i (p) ◦ tφij(p) ◦ gj(p) , gi(p) ≡ φ−1

i,p ◦ ψi,p (2.57)

Eq. (2.57) defines the so-called gauge transformations g(p); moreover, putting tφij(p) =

1Ui∩Uj , one obtains the most general form transition functions can take in a given fiber

bundle, i.e. tij(p) = g−1
i (p)gj(p). As should be clear from this discussion, transition

functions play a prominent role in the theory of fiber bundles: indeed, they are more

“fundamental” than local trivializations in the sense of the reconstruction theorem we

are going to state.

Theorem 2.21 (Reconstruction theorem for a fiber bundle). Given a set (M,Ui, tij(p), F,G),

there exists a unique fiber bundle (E, π,M,F,G) with the notation conventions used so

far, that is: the minimum information required to construct a fiber bundle is contained

in the choice of a base manifold M , a covering { Ui }, the transition functions { tij }
(instead of the set of local trivializations!), the fiber F and the structure group G.
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On a fiber bundle there exists a natural concept of which the physics we are going to

develop in this work will make an extensive use, that is the notion of section.

Definition 2.22. A section (or global section) of a fiber bundle is a smooth map

s : M → E such that π ◦ s = 1M ; when this map is defined only from a patch Ui ⊂M ,

which we will denote by si : Ui → E, the section is called local. The set of sections on

M (resp., Ui) is denoted by Γ(M,E). Notice that s|p ≡ s(p) ∈ Fp ' F .

Sections are therefore maps that allow one to express an element of the total space as a

function of the base space coordinates, at least locally. In general, fiber bundles may not

admit global sections. In the following we will be concerned with two particular types of

fiber bundles, namely vector and principal bundles, where sections will manifest different

behaviors.

Definition 2.23 (Vector bundle). A vector bundle E π−→ M is a fiber bundle whose

typical fiber F is a vector space ' Rk (or Ck) and the structure group is given by the

corresponding matrix group GL(k,R) (or GL(k,C)).

A typical example of vector bundle is that given by the so-called tangent bundle, known

from Lagrangian formulation of classical mechanics.

Example 2.4 (Tangent bundle). Given some manifold M (with dim(M) = m), we dub

the collection of all tangent spaces as the tangent bundle TM , and write:

TM ≡
⋃

p∈M
TpM (2.58)

It is indeed a fiber bundle: locally (in a patch Ui with coordinates { xµ }), any element

of u ∈ TM can be decomposed in the couple (p, V µ(p)) with p ∈M , and V µ(p) ∈ Rm are

the coordinates in the tangent space at p, that is TpM 3 V |p = V µ∂µ. Therefore, TpM

serves as fiber at p, and TM is locally diffeomorphic to the cartesian product Rm × Rm.

The projection π : TM → M simply associates to a point u ∈ TM the point p ∈ M
at which the tangent space is taken. As for the structure group, we notice that a vector

V |p ∈ TpM is expressed through its coordinates V µ which change via equation (2.8) as

Ṽ ν = ∂µy
νV µ , where ∂µyν = ∂µy

ν(p) ∈ GL(m,R) is the transformation matrix (and,

therefore, must be non-singular), so that the structure group acting on the fiber is just

GL(m,R). Finally, a vector field X ∈ X(M) is a smooth assignment of a vector in a

tangent space Xp ∈ Tp for each point p ∈ M ; now, we can think that this assignment

is trivially extended to the whole TM by simply requiring that p 7→ up ∈ TM with

π−1(p) = Xp ∈ TpM . In other words, vector fields on M are just sections of TM .
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The last consideration in the previous example suggests that a notable property holds

for vector bundles, namely in a vector bundle sections can be pointwisely added and

multiplied by a scalar function as:

(s+ s′)(p) ≡ s(p) + s′(p), s, s′ ∈ Γ(M,E) (2.59a)

(fs)(p) ≡ f(p)s(p), f ∈ F(M), s ∈ Γ(M,E) , (2.59b)

where the right-hand sides of eq. (2.59) make sense since are combinations of vectors

and numbers. In this context, the null vector in each TpM plays a prominent role and

allows to define the null section as φi(p, 0) ≡ s0(p) for all the local trivializations { φi },
meaning in turn that a vector bundle always admits a global section (notice that the

null vector is left invariant by the action of the structure group at each fiber TpM).

This behavior substantially changes if one is concerned with principal bundles.

Definition 2.24 (Principal bundle). A principal bundle P π−→M (or, more commonly,

P (M,G) in order to emphasize the structure group G) is a fiber bundle whose fiber is

the structure group G itself.

A fundamental feature deriving from the principal bundle structure is that it is possible

to define, together with the left action of G onto itself via the transition functions, a

“canonical” right action on π−1(Ui) via

ua ≡ φi(p, gia) (2.60)

where u ∈ π−1(Ui) is a point in the total space trivialized in the patch Ui by φi(p, gi) = u,

with π(u) = p, and where a ∈ G. The notable property of the right action is that it can

be defined independently of the choice of local trivializations since right and left action

obviously commute. We shall therefore define Ra : P ×G→ G↔ (u, a) ≡ ua globally.

It is easy to see that the right action on the fiber at p, Gp ' G, is both transitive (any

two points on the fiber are connected by a right transformation, and Gp is just the orbit

passing through p, cfr. paragraph 2.1.4) and free, as ua = u implies a = e, the identity

element ∈ G. The existence of a trivialization-independent right action for a principal

bundle implies the possibility to define a preferred, or canonical, local trivialization,

namely, given a section si(p) : M → P , put

φi(p, e) ≡ si(p) . (2.61)

Now, si(p) associates to p a certain point u∗ belonging to π−1(p); by the right action,

this point can be connected to any other point on the same fiber, say u = u ∗ gu with

an appropriate choice of gu. This in turn implies that u is again canonically trivialized
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making use of eq. (2.61), that is u = si(p)gu = φi(p, gu) where in the last equality we

employed the definition of right action, eq. (2.60).

There exists an important relationship between principal and vector bundles, namely it is

possible to associate a vector bundle (in fact, a generic fiber bundle) to a given principal

bundle, and vice versa. Indeed, a principal bundle P
πP−−→ M induces an associated

vector bundle via the following construction. Let V be a k-dimensional vector space;

the group G can act on V from the left with its k-dimensional representation, say ρ(g);

then the associated vector bundle E ≡ P ×ρV is given by identifying the points P ×V 3
(u, v) ∼ (ug, ρ(g−1)v), that is the total space of the resulting bundle is made up of the

set of equivalence classes of the previously defined equivalence relation, and the base

manifold M is the original one. The projection in E, πE : E → M is defined starting

from the projection πP in P by ignoring the V component of the cartesian product,

that is πE(u, v) = π(u) ∀v ∈ V . Notice that in this way the projection is well-defined

since πP (u) = πP (ug) (right action on P ) and πE(u, v) = πE(ug, ρ(g−1)v) ≡ πP (ug)

(definition of the associated bundle and its projection). Local trivializations are simply

maps φi : Ui × V → π−1
E (Ui) and the transition functions are just the representation

of those of the principal bundle, tE,ij(p) = ρ(tP,ij(p)). For instance, associated to a

principal bundle P (M,GL(k,R)) there is the vector bundle with fiber Rk over M . As

anticipated, also the “backward” construction is possible: obviously the structure group

of the vector bundle is used as fiber for the principal one, and the transition functions

are taken to be the same; therefore a single principal bundle is associated to a given

vector bundle, whereas the converse statement is not true, as should be clear from the

previous explanation.

We end this preliminary part on fiber bundles with an important theorem concerning

the existence of a global section in a principal bundle11.

Theorem 2.25 (Triviality of a principal bundle). A principal bundle P (M,G) is trivial

if and only if it admits a global section. As a corollary, a vector bundle is trivial if and

only if its associated principal bundle is.

2.1.5.2 Connections, parallel transport and holonomy in fiber bundles

The definitions and properties we have presented so far concern the “static” (but still

quite involved) structure of a fiber bundle. In the following we will introduce the con-

cepts necessary to define the “dynamical” picture of a fiber bundle, especially aiming at

answering the natural question: “how can I compare objects defined at different fibers
11we have already seen that for a vector bundle it is always possible to globally define the null section,

so that the existence of a global section cannot be a condition of triviality.
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and transport them from one to another?”. It turns out that in order to give a response

to this problem it is sufficient to endow the fiber bundle with a connection12. Let’s then

proceed with its definition on a principal bundle: we want to stress that the restriction

to principal bundles on one hand provides a more concrete approach, on the other it is

still a quite general construction thanks to the association procedure we have dealt with

at the end of the previous paragraph.

Definition 2.26 (Connection on a principal bundle). A connection on a principal

bundle P (M,G) is a unique decomposition of the tangent spaces TuP ∀u ∈ P into

vertical and horizontal subspaces VuP and HuP (see later) such that the following

axioms are satisfied:

1. TuP = VuP ⊕HuP ∀u ∈ P ;

2. a generic vector field X ∈ X(P ) is separated into vector fields XV , XH ∈ X(P )

such that XV |u ∈ VuP , XH |u ∈ HuP and X|u = XV |u + XH |u. In other words,

the decomposition is smooth ;

3. the right action is compatible with this assignment, meaning that Rg∗HuP = HugP

for any u ∈ P and g ∈ G .

The crucial feature of this definition is the fact that the principal bundle structure

completely determines the vertical subspaces VuP , whereas the choice of the connection

is equivalent to the choice of the horizontal subspaces HuP : this assignment is free,

provided the properties 1-3 of 2.26 are satisfied. Namely, given a certain fiber Gp which

contains the point u in the sense π(u) = p, the vertical subspace VuP is the subspace

of TuP which is also tangent to the fiber. Therefore, a generic vector belonging to

the vertical subspace at u can be completely characterized as follows, without making

reference to the connection: by the right action, it is possible to define a curve lying in

Gp passing through u as

cAu (t) ≡ u exp(tA), A ∈ g (2.62)

since π(cAu (t)) = π(u), where we made use of the exponential map 2.18. Then, for a

generic function f : P → R, define the fundamental vector field A] generated by A

as

(A]f)(u) ≡ d
dt
f(cAu (t))|t=0 . (2.63)

Clearly, A]|u is a vertical vector ∈ VuP being tangent to the fiber at u by construction,

and the related vector field A] defines an isomorphism between the algebra g and VuP

12if the fiber bundle has already a metric structure, there is a canonical way to provide a connection.
We shall return to this point in the following, when dealing with the physical situations we are interested
in.
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through ] : g 3 A 7→ A]|u ∈ VuP . Therefore, we have also demonstrated that the

vertical subspace have dimension equal to that of the fiber and hence dim(HuP ) =

dim(P ) − dim(G). Moreover it is immediate to prove that π∗X = 0, X ∈ VuP , that is

a vertical vector is projected (via the differential map) to the null vector on the base

manifold, and that the isomorphism ] preserves the Lie bracket, namely [A,B] = C

implies [A], B]] = C].

Figure 10.1. The horizontal subspace Hug P is obtained from Hu P by the right action.

uneasy about our definition of a connection. At first sight, this definition seems
to have nothing to do with the gauge potential or the field strength. We clarify
these points after we introduce the connection one-form on P . We again stress
that our definition, which is based on the separation Tu P = Vu P !Hu P , is purely
geometrical and is defined independently of any extra information. Although the
connection becomes more tractable in the following, the geometrical picture and
its intrinsic nature are generally obscured.

10.1.2 The connection one-form

In practical computations, we need to separate Tu P into Vu P and Hu P in a
systematic way. This can be achieved by introducing a Lie-algebra-valued one-
form ! " # T $ P called the connection one-form.

Definition 10.2. A connection one-form ! " #T $ P is a projection of Tu P onto
the vertical component Vu P % . The projection property is summarized by the
following requirements,

(i) !(A#) = A A " (10.3a)

(ii) R$
g! = Adg&1! (10.3b)

that is, for X " Tu P ,

R$
g!ug(X) = !ug(Rg$X) = g&1!u(X)g. (10.3b')

Define the horizontal subspace Hu P by the kernel of !,

Hu P ( {X " Tu P|!(X) = 0}. (10.4)

 

Figure 2.4: Tangent space decomposition
The tangent space at a point u, resp. ug (both projecting onto p), decomposed into
vertical and horizontal subspace, compatibly with the right action u 7→ ug. - Original
Figure in[13]

The definition 2.26 has a clear geometrical interpretation, see fig. 2.4, but it would be

convenient to find a more practical and computable way to describe a connection. Not

surprisingly, the solution to this inconvenience is provided by the language of differential

forms, and in particular of one-forms (cfr. paragraph 2.1.3), now taking values in the

Lie algebra g of G.

Definition 2.27 (Connection one-form). A connection one-form ω taking values in

the Lie algebra of the structure group, that is ω ∈ Ω1(P ) ⊗ g, is defined by the two

requirements:

1. ω(A]) = A, A ∈ g ;
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2. R∗gω = Adg−1ω ,

where R∗g is the pullback of the right action on one-forms, cfr. eq. (2.23) and the adjoint

map Ad on a Lie algebra is given by eq. (2.54). Given ω, the relationship with the

previous definition of connection is established by assigning the horizontal subspaces

HuP as the kernel of ω, that is

HuP ≡ {Xu ∈ TuP | ω(X)|u = 0 } . (2.64)

The statement that the two definitions 2.26 and 2.27 is embodied in the following propo-

sition (very simple to demonstrate).

Proposition 2.28. The horizontal subspace defined as in eq. (2.64) satisfies axiom 3 of

definition 2.26. The uniqueness and smoothness of the assignment of HuP through ω

is guaranteed by the basic properties of differential forms (linearity of the pairing with

vectors and smoothness).

Essentially, the connection one-form projects any element of TuP onto its vertical com-

ponent VuP ' g, so that the kernel of ω is constituted by vectors which does not have

a vertical component and hence are defined to be “horizontal”.

As anticipated, when a physics problem relies on the geometry of a fiber bundle, sections

play a prominent role in the whole description, since they provide, in general only locally,

a mapping between the base manifold degrees of freedom and the the information stored

in a point of the total space: the connection one-form previously defined in 2.27 assumes

an immediate physical meaning when it is made local, too, by the choice of a local

section.

Definition 2.29 (Local connection form - gauge potential). Given a local section si :

Ui → P of a principal bundle P (M,G) and the connection form ω as in 2.27, the pullback

of ω through si

s∗iω ≡ Ai ∈ Ω1(Ui)⊗ g (2.65)

is called local connection form. It is again a Lie algebra valued one-form, now defined

on a chart Ui ⊂ M of the base manifold. In a principal bundle a section is canonically

associated to a local trivialization φi on Ui through eq. (2.61) so that, given another

patch Uj with canonical local trivialization φj(e) = sj , the local connection form (2.65)

on Uj is

Aj ≡ s∗jω = φ∗j (e)ω . (2.66)
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Obviously, in the overlap Ui ∩ Uj the local forms Aj and Ai must be related by the

transition functions tij ; explicitly, for p ∈ Ui ∩ Uj , it is

Aj(p) = t−1
ij (p)Ai(p)tij(p) + t−1

ij (p)dtij(p) . (2.67)

Eq. (2.67) should be regarded as a consistency condition for the set { Ai } to give rise

to a single and globally defined connection ω.

On the other hand, since we are dealing with a principal bundle, a different interpretation

is available: suppose that another section s′i is chosen on the same patch Ui so that,

again, a different local connection form A′i is defined as A′i ≡ (s′i)
∗ω, cfr. eq. (2.65).

The images of a point by two sections si and s′i are in turn related by the right action,

namely s′i(p) = si(p)gi(p) with p ∈ Ui and gi(p) ∈ G. Now, gi(p) : Ui → G (hence as a

function mapping p 7→ g(p)) is just a gauge transformation, introduced in eq. (2.57),

and A′i is consequently related to A′i by

A′i = g−1
i Aigi + g−1

i dgi . (2.68)

Eqs. (2.67) and (2.68) are formally identical but, as we pointed out, have slightly different

meanings which “overlap” for principal bundles; physicists prefer to adopt this second

point of view, that is “changing a section by means of a gauge transformation”, and in

this context the local connection form Ai is called local gauge potential.

Having defined the connection, we are now able to move back to the original ques-

tion about the notion of “transport” on principal bundles, and in particular of parallel

transport.

Definition 2.30 (Horizontal lift). A curve γ : [0, 1] → M in the base manifold M of

a principal bundle P (M,G) endowed with a connection ω is said to be horizontally

lifted to a curve γ̃ : [0, 1]→ P if π ◦ γ̃ = γ and its tangent vector is always horizontal,

namely

ω(X)|γ̃(t) = 0 ∀t ∈ [0, 1] (2.69)

where X is the vector field such that X|γ̃(t) = dγ̃/dt.

The definition of horizontal lift clearly depends on the connection ω: another choice ω′

implies a different set of horizontal lifts { γ̃′ }; in other words, a connection selects a

horizontal vector field (defined from t = 0 to t = 1 in this conventions) and hence a

“horizontal flow”. Again, the theory of ODEs guarantees the uniqueness of this flow

once a initial condition is selected, which exactly provides the being looked for condition

of parallel transport (of a point u0 ∈ P along γ ∈ M), as precisely stated in the

following theorem.
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Theorem 2.31 (Parallel transport). Let P (M,G) be a principal bundle with connection

ω, γ : [0, 1] → M be a curve in M , and let u0 ∈ π−1(γ(0)), that is u0 belongs to the

fiber at γ(0). Then, there exists a unique horizontal lift γ̃ ∈ P of γ such that γ̃(0) = u0;

u0 is said to be parallel transported along γ to the “endpoint” u1 ≡ γ̃(1) ∈ π−1(γ(1)).

Moreover, parallel transport commutes with the right action, that is if u0 is transported

to u1 along the horizontal lift γ̃(t), then u0g is transported to u1g along γ̃(t)g which is

again horizontal (see fig. 2.5).

Figure 10.3. A curve ! (t) in M and its horizontal lifts !̃ (t) and !̃ (t)g.

Let ! : [0, 1] ! M be a curve. Take a point u0 " "#1(! (0)). There is
a unique horizontal lift !̃ (t) of ! (t) through u0, and hence a unique point u1 =
!̃ (1) " "#1(! (1)), see figure 10.3. The point u1 is called the parallel transport
of u0 along the curve ! . This defines a map #(!̃ ) : "#1(! (0)) ! "#1(! (1))
such that u0 $! u1. If the local form (10.14) is employed, we have

u1 = $i (1) exp
!

#
" 1

0
iµ

dxµ (! (t))
dt

dt
#

. (10.17)

Corollary 10.1 ensures that #(!̃ ) commutes with the right action Rg . First
note that Rg#(!̃ )(u0) = u1g and #(!̃ )Rg(u0) = #(!̃ )(u0g). Observe that !̃ (t)g
is a horizontal lift through u0g and u1g. From the uniqueness of the horizontal
lift through u0g, we have u1g = #(!̃ )(u0g), that is Rg#(!̃ )(u0) = #(!̃ )Rg(u0).
Since this is true for any u0 " "#1(! (0)), we have

Rg#(!̃ ) = #(!̃ )Rg. (10.18)

Exercise 10.3. Let !̃ be a horizontal lift of ! : [0, 1] ! M . Consider a map
#(!̃ #1) : "#1(! (1)) ! "#1(! (0)) where !̃ #1(t) = !̃ (1 # t). Show that

#(!̃ #1) = #(!̃ )#1. (10.19)

 

Figure 2.5: Parallel transport
An illustration of the parallel transport of a point u0 to u1 along γ, also showing that
parallel transport commutes with the right action. - Original Figure in[13]

Let us now consider the situation where the curve γ ∈ M is closed, namely γ(0) =

γ(1). From theorem 2.31, it is evident that a point u0 is parallel transported to u1 ∈
π−1(γ(1)) = π−1(γ(0)), that is u0 and u1 lie on the same fiber, in turn implying that

there exists a right transformation gγ,u0 connecting the two points, say u1 = u0gγ,u0 .

The group element gγ,u0 is called holonomy element of the curve γ in the point u0

with respect to the connection ω .
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Definition 2.32 (Holonomy group). The holonomy group based at u0 is the set of

holonomy elements at u0 with varying closed γ:

Holu0 ≡ { gγ,u0 | γ ∈M,γ(0) = γ(1), γ̃(0) = u0 } . (2.70)

A few final remarks are now in order. Firstly, different curves in M may give rise to the

same holonomy element, whereas the holonomy group is indeed a subgroup of G, hence

deserving its name. Secondly, the fact that the right action commutes with parallel

transport suggests that holonomy groups based at different points on the same fiber

cannot be independent. Indeed the relation

Holu0h = h−1Holu0h (2.71)

holds for any h ∈ G in the sense that one can obtain any given element gγ,u0h ∈ Holu0h

by conjugation of the corresponding element gγ,u0 ∈ Holu0 with h, proving that the

holonomy groups based at different points of the same fiber are isomorphic. Finally,

it is obviously possible to give a characterization of an holonomy element as a proper

solution of the condition of parallel transport, see theorem 2.31 and the definition of

horizontal lift 2.30 in terms of global and local connection. From an operative point of

view, giving the latter amounts to solve the differential equation the lift γ̃ of γ (such

that the initial condition γ̃(0) = u0 holds) has to obey in terms of the local quantities

in order to be horizontal. Namely, taking a section si over Ui with si(γ(0)) = u0, it

is always possible to express the horizontal lift of γ by a suitable gauge transformation

gi(γ(t)) (we are assuming the curve γ ∈ Ui ⊂M):

γ̃(t) ≡ si(γ(t))gi(t) t ∈ [0, 1] (2.72)

Hence, from the horizontality condition induced by the connection ω
si−→ Ai, it is easily

seen that the gauge gi(t) has to fulfill

dgi
dt

= −Ai(X)gi(t) , (2.73)

where X is the tangent vector to γ in t = 0. The formal solution for a subsequent t of

eq. (2.73) (with gi(0) = e by eq. (2.72)) is given by

gi(t) = P exp

(
−
∫ γ(t)

γ(0)
Ai,µ(γ(t))dxµ

)
(2.74)

where the symbol P denotes the path ordering13, and xµ are the local coordinates in
13Recall that Ai,µ are the coefficients of a g-valued one-form and, therefore, at different times t1 and

t2, corresponding to different points in the base space, the g-elements Ai,µ(γ(t1)) and Ai,ν(γ(t2)) in
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Ui. Eventually, when t = 1 (that is, once the loop in the base space is completed), the

holonomy element of γ at u0 is computable as the integral of the connection over the

base curve γ:

gγ,u0 = P exp
(
−
∮

γ
A
)

(2.76)

Notice that the integral is expressed only in terms of local objects on Ui ⊂ M . If the

curve γ in the base manifold had extended to more than a single chart Ui, the integral

should have been cut-and-pasted accordingly to the construction yielding eq. (2.38).

Eq. (2.76) is an intrinsically gauge-dependent expression since changing the initial point

u0 = si(γ(0)) → u′0 = s′i(γ(0)) ≡ u0h for an appropriate element h ∈ G implies, as

embodied in eq. (2.71), that

gγ,u0h = h−1gγ,u0h . (2.77)

However, taking the trace of (2.77) a gauge-invariant quantity is clearly obtained: the

so called Wilson Loop [17].

2.1.5.3 The covariant derivative in associated vector bundles

As we sketched above, a principal bundle can be taken as the minimal ingredient starting

from which it is possible to construct any fiber bundle; in particular, we are interested in

the mechanism through which a connection of a principal bundle allows one to implement

the parallel transport on an associated vector bundle; to this end, we introduce the notion

of covariant derivative of sections.

Let E = P ×ρ V be a vector bundle associated with P (M,G), and denote a point in

E by the equivalence class [(u, v)] =
{

(ug, ρ(g−1)v
∣∣ u ∈ P, g ∈ G, v ∈ V

}
; a section

s ∈ Γ(M,E) is then described by the representative

E 3 s(p) = [(σ(p), ξ(p))] (2.78)

where p ∈ U ⊂M is a point in a given chart U of M , σ is a section in P and ξ a section in

V . Changing the gauge in P , that is σ(p)→ σ(p)g(p), amounts to re-define the section

in V , namely s(p) → s′(p) = [(σ(p), g(p)ξ(p))] ≡ [(σ(p), ξ′(p))]. Now, a section in E is

parallel transported along γ ∈ M if the section in P is a horizontal lift γ̃(t) of γ and

the section in V is constant: indeed, it is always possible to change the gauge in order

general do not commute. In turn, this implies that the exponential power series is ill-defined, unless
some specification is provided. The path ordering just accomplish the job since, given any two non
commuting quantities A(t) and B(s), it is defined as:

P(A(t)B(s)) ≡

A(t)B(s) t > s
B(s)A(t) s < t

(2.75)
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to make the section in P horizontal (≡ γ̃(t)), therefore we can generically characterize

a horizontal section in E by

s(γ(t)) = [(γ̃(t), η(γ(t)))], γ(t) ∈ U ⊂M ∀t ∈ [0, 1] . (2.79)

and η(γ(t)) constant, namely dη/dt = 0. We remark that this condition apparently

depends on the choice of the particular horizontal lift γ̃ but, again, by the definition of

the vector bundle it is clear that, given another horizontal lift γ̃′(t) = γ̃(t)h, with h ∈ G
forced to be constant by the commutativity of the right action with parallel transport,

the vector part only changes as η(t) → hη(t) and therefore remains constant if it was

constant with respect to γ̃.

We are eventually led to the definition of covariant derivative of a generic section in the

associated vector bundle E.

Definition 2.33 (Covariant derivative in an associated vector bundle). Let s ∈ Γ(M,E)

be an arbitrary section of E (vector bundle associated to P (M,G)), and denote its

parametrization along the curve γ(t) : [0, 1] → M as s(t) = [(γ̃(t), η(γ(t)))], with γ̃

arbitrary horizontal lift of γ w.r.t. the connection defined on P . Let Xp be the tangent

vector of γ(t) in p ≡ γ(0). The covariant derivative of s along γ in p is given by

∇Xs|p ≡ ∇Xps ≡
[(
γ̃(0),

d
dt
η(γ(t))

∣∣∣∣
t=0

)]
. (2.80)

It is possible to globally extend the definition given by expression (2.80) by resorting

again to the theory of differential forms. Namely, instead of taking the vector Xp ∈ Tp,
take the whole vector field X ∈ X(M) (tangent to γ when restricted to p in order to make

the link with the previous definition), and consider the map ∇X : Γ(M,E)→ Γ(M,E);

in turn, the latter can be thought as a map

∇ : Γ(M,E)→ Γ(M,E)⊗Ω1(M) , (2.81)

therefore the image of ∇ is a section-valued one-form over M .

2.2 Adiabatic Theory

The geometric construction we presented in the previous section is general and rich,

therefore a vast part of theoretical physics is naturally led to adopt differential geometry

as its underlying skeleton; for example, the fiber bundle approach provides the math-

ematical toolbox to rigorously formulate gauge field theories on curved backgrounds,

but many and various other physical descriptions get advantaged from such a general
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scheme. Among these, some aspects of non-relativistic Quantum Mechanics acquire both

an elegant formulation and a surplus value when treated by means of differential geom-

etry. In particular, our thesis work is greatly concerned with the notions of adiabaticity

and geometric phases; as we shall see in this section, these two concepts are deeply

related and provide the formal framework from which the original part of this thesis

work takes origin. For the sake of concreteness, we first pose the prototypical problem,

proper to quantum mechanics, of a “slowly” varying time-dependent or, in other words,

adiabatic Hamiltonian in the usual approach; subsequently, we present the abstract for-

malism underlying this still quite general situation, namely the so-called time-adiabatic

theory[15, 18]. Then, we are able to introduce the first example of geometric phase in

quantum mechanics, the well-known Berry’s phase[19, 20], by heavily relying both on

the adiabatic theory and the fiber bundle construction. Finally, we devote the last part

of this section to sketch the extension of the time-adiabatic theory to a more general

setting, called space-adiabatic theory[15, 16] which includes and systematically improves

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation[21] widely adopted in molecular and solid-state

physics.

2.2.1 Introduction: slowly varying time-dependent Hamiltonians

In quantum mechanics a system described by a time-dependent parametric Hamiltonian

is considered closed but not isolated (see Chapter 1); as thoroughly discussed, the fact

that time explicitly appears in the dynamical generator does not spoil the unitarity of

the evolution, but in the general case the propagator has to be expressed as a time-

ordered product of nested exponentials, and is indeed the fingerprint that the system

under consideration is embedded in an environment whose description can be carried

on classically (indeed, the time evolution of the parameters is usually known and under

full control, having no dynamical origin). The formal treatment of such a situation

greatly simplifies once the time variation of the external parameter is slow compared

to the natural time scales of the system, namely that introduced by the spacing of

the instantaneous energy levels: in this case, a system in an eigenstate at a certain

time t evolves in time following the externally-induced evolution of the corresponding

eigenspace, and the evolution is called adiabatic. To explicitly cope with this quasi -static

picture, let us consider the instantaneous Schrödinger eigenvalue equation:

H(t) |n(t)〉 = En(t) |n(t)〉 (2.82)

where we assume for the sake of clarity the instantaneous eigenstates |n(t)〉 to be non-

degenerate. At each time t, they form an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space H,
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〈n(t) |m(t)〉 = δnm, hence a generic state |ψ(t)〉 ∈ H can be expanded as

|ψ(t)〉 =
∑

n

cn(t) exp
(
−i
∫ t

0
En(τ)dτ

)
|n(t)〉 (2.83)

where
∑

n |cn(t)|2 = 1; moreover, in eq. (2.83) we singled out the dynamical phase factors

exp
(
−i
∫ t

0 En(τ)dτ
)

for further convenience and we assumed the dynamics starting from

the reference time t = 0. The coefficients evolution is generally ruled by the time-

dependent Schrödinger equation, yielding the following coupled system of differential

equations:

ċn = −cn 〈n | ṅ〉+
∑

m6=n
cm 〈n | ṁ〉 exp

(
−i
∫ t

0
(Em(τ)− En(τ)) dτ

)
(2.84)

where by ḟ we denote the time derivative of a function f , and we suppressed the ex-

plicit time dependence in order to lighten the notation. Now, by differentiating the

instantaneous eigenvalue equation eq. (2.82), it is easy to see that the overlap 〈n | ṁ〉
satisfies

〈n | ṁ〉 =
1

Em(t)− En(t)

〈
n
∣∣∣ Ḣ
∣∣∣m
〉
, n 6= m . (2.85)

Heuristically, eq. (2.85) means that the off-diagonal terms in eq. (2.84) are sensitive

to the ratio between the expectation value of the “velocity” at which the Hamilto-

nian H(t) changes compared to the gap En(t) − Em(t) between the corresponding

energies. Therefore, we anticipate that the time-adiabatic limit amounts to consider
1

En(t)−Em(t)

〈
n
∣∣∣ Ḣ
∣∣∣m
〉
→ 0, or 〈n | ṁ〉 → 0 for m 6= n, but we shall return to this point

later and in a systematic way. Let us however consider the consequences of such an

hypothesis: the evolution eq. (2.84) for each of the expansion coefficients immediately

simplifies into:

ċn = −cn 〈n | ṅ〉 , (2.86)

implying that the transition between different eigenspaces is fully suppressed, and that,

choosing an initial condition of the type cn(0) = δnk (namely, only the k-th level is

initially populated),

ck(t) = eiφk(t), φ̇k = i
〈
k
∣∣∣ k̇
〉
, φk(0) = 0 , (2.87)

that is ck(t) is just a phase factor. Eventually, returning to the state expansion eq. (2.83),

it is

|ψ(t)〉 = eiφk(t)

(
−i
∫ t

0
Ek(τ)dτ

)
|k(t)〉 for |ψ(0)〉 = |k(0)〉 (2.88)
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Eq. (2.88) clearly embodies the initial statement that, in the adiabatic limit, a state

belonging at t = 0 to a certain eigenspace, say Ran(|k(0)〉 〈k(0)|)14 accordingly to the

notation we used, at later times belongs to the “evolved” eigenspace Ran(|k(t)〉 〈k(t)|),
the latter instantaneously determined by the eigenvalue Schrödinger equation eq. (2.82).

We called this picture quasi -static exactly meaning that it is only the explicit time-

dependence of the Hamiltonian H(t) that “moves” the eigenspaces Ran(|k(t)〉 〈k(t)|)
and hence gives rise to an assigned, externally driven dynamics |k(0)〉 → |k(t)〉 but the

overall dynamics is automatically decoupled in each of the eigenspaces similarly to the

time-independent case.

The additional phase factor eiφk(t) in eq. (2.88) has been neglected in the literature for

over 50 years thanks to the following argument: the instantaneous eigenstates |k(t)〉
are determined by the Schrödinger equation (2.82) up to a phase factor, and hence

if one chooses at each time t
∣∣∣k̃(t)

〉
≡ eiφk(t) |k(t)〉 instead of |k(t)〉, the phase factor

itself is absorbed in the definition of the eigenstates
∣∣∣k̃(t)

〉
, therefore disappearing from

eq. (2.88); since φk(t) and |k(t)〉 are in turn related by eq. (2.87), this amounts to state

that in the gauge
∣∣∣k̃(t)

〉
it is15

0 =
〈
k̃
∣∣∣ ˙̃
k
〉
, (2.89)

this situation being denoted in literature by the term Born-Fock gauge. However, as we

shall thoroughly discuss in the whole remaining of this thesis work starting from para-

graph 2.2.3, this argument can fail from a formal point of view, this failure manifesting

itself in the physical observable effect of Berry’s phase.

2.2.2 Time-adiabatic theory

Having introduced the heuristic notion of adiabatic approximation in a system governed

by a slowly varying, time-dependent Hamiltonian and its consequences on the evolution

of a physical state, we now address the same problem rigorously, starting from a system-

atic definition of “slow variation”: the subsequent formalism, eventually embodied by

the time-adiabatic theorem, naturally reproduces and extends the results of the previous

paragraph, with many further advantages. As an immediate consequence, the errors

occurring while adopting such a simplified treatment can be quantified; moreover, the

method we are now going to introduce on one hand can be naturally generalized to more

complicated situations, on the other is also amenable of a direct and plain geometric
14where with the notation “Ran” we hereafter mean the image of the projector
15we will clarify in the subsequent paragraphs, obviously referring to the formal language introduced

in the previous section 2.1, why we call this choice a gauge choice, yet the heuristic reason is well
understood.
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description (see the next paragraph 2.2.3), paving the way to a solid treatment of Berry’s

phase.

Let us start by considering the family of time-dependent Hamiltonians H(s), s ∈ R,

which by definition are self-adjoint operators acting on some Hilbert space H; we also

assume them bounded to avoid unnecessary technicalities (we shall denote the set of

self-adjoint operators on H as Lsa(H)). Following the notation conventions of[15], here

s denotes the microscopic time (or fast time scale), namely H(s) enters the Scrödinger

equation as

i
d
ds
U ε(s; s0) = H(εs)U ε(s; s0), U ε(s0; s0) = 1H , (2.90)

where U ε(s; s0) is the unitary propagator. The dimensionless quantity ε, with 0 ≤
ε � 1, is here introduced as the adiabaticity parameter that rules the rate at which

the Hamiltonian varies: the smaller ε is, the more microscopic time s is needed to

appreciate an actual change in the Hamiltonian H(εs), hence the more the latter is

“slowly changing”, adopting the language of the previous paragraph. It should then be

clear that if one defines t ≡ εs, t is indeed the slow and macroscopic time scale at which

the Hamiltonian actually varies; therefore it is convenient to write eq. (2.90) as

iε
d
dt
U ε(t; t0) = H(t)U ε(t; t0), U ε(t0; t0) = 1H (2.91)

where it is understood that we denote U ε(t; t0) ≡ U ε(s; s0)|s=t/ε. Another way to state

the adiabatic problem is now the following: how can I systematically find approximate

solutions to eq. (2.91) exploiting the fact that ε is small? As we have seen in the previous

paragraph, it is the competition between the time-scale variation of the Hamiltonian and

the spacing between the energy levels that make the adiabatic machinery available; in the

present context, the condition which substitutes the heuristic one relative to eq. (2.85)

can be naturally formulated in terms of the spectrum of the slow Hamiltonian H(t);

namely, let us denote the spectrum of H(t) as σ(t), and consider a subset σ∗(t) ⊂
σ(t) (which typically will consist of a single, non-degenerate eigenvalue E∗(t) as in the

introductory example).

Definition 2.34 (Gap). σ∗(t) is separated by a gap g > 0 from the remainder of the

spectrum if there exist two bounded and continuos functions f±(t) defining an interval

I(t) = [f−(t), f+(t)] such that σ∗(t) ⊂ I(t) and

inf
t∈R

dist(I(t), σ(t)− σ∗(t)) = g > 0 , (2.92)

where the symbol σ(t)−σ∗(t) stands for the set of elements of σ(t) that does not belong

to σ∗(t). This definition may look a little involved, but it simply states the fact that,

uniformly in the macroscopic time t, the part of the spectrum σ∗(t) which is involved in
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the dynamics (via the initial condition on the state ψ) is far from the remainder of the

spectrum at least of a finite distance g, as illustrated in fig. 2.6.8 1 Introduction

Fig. 1.1. Spectrum which is locally isolated by a gap.

mechanics in its simplest form states that there is a constant C < ∞ such
that �� �1− P∗(t)

�
Uε(t, t0)P∗(t0)

��
L(H)

≤ C ε (1 + |t− t0|) . (1.6)

Physically speaking, if a system is initially in the state ψ0 ∈ P∗(t0)H, then
the state of the system at later times ψ(t) given through the solution of (1.3)
stays in the subspace P∗(t)H up to an error of order O(ε(1 + |t− t0|)�ψ0�).
The analogous assertion holds true if one starts in the orthogonal complement
of P∗(t0)H.

The mechanism that spectral subspaces which depend in some sense
slowly on some parameter are approximately invariant under the quantum
mechanical time-evolution is called adiabatic decoupling.

While the time-adiabatic theorem is often stated in the form (1.6), its
proof as going back to Kato [Ka2] yields actually a stronger statement than
(1.6). Let

Ha(t) = H(t)− i εP∗(t) Ṗ∗(t)− i εP⊥
∗ (t) Ṗ⊥

∗ (t) (1.7)

be the adiabatic Hamiltonian, where P⊥
∗ (t) = 1−P∗(t), and let Uε

a (t, t0) be
the adiabatic propagator given as the solution of

i ε
d
dt

Uε
a (t, t0) = Ha(t)Uε

a (t, t0) , Uε
a (t0, t0) = 1 . (1.8)

As to be shown, the adiabatic propagator is constructed such that it inter-
twines the spectral subspaces P∗(t) at different times exactly, i.e.

P∗(t)Uε
a (t, t0) = Uε

a (t, t0)P∗(t0) for all t, t0 ∈ R . (1.9)

We are now in a position to state the strong version of the time-adiabatic
theorem.

(H(t))!

 (t)!

t

*

f  (t)

f  (t)

+

!

Figure 2.6: Gap condition
An illustration of the definition 2.34 concerning the separation form the remainder of a
part of the spectrum σ∗(t). Original Figure in[15]

Substantially, the definition 2.34 is useful to our purposes both for technical reasons

(the condition therein stated ensures some regularity properties which are necessary in

order to prove a rigorous version of the time-adiabatic theorem) and because g is finite

compared to the adiabatic parameter ε which “tends to zero”. Let us now denote by

P∗(t) the projector onto the eigenspaces relative to σ∗(t): in the guideline treatment

of the previous paragraph P∗(t) was the one-dimensional projector |k(t)〉 〈k(t)|. Before

dealing with the theorem itself, a last (but not least) definition is in order.

Definition 2.35 (Adiabatic Hamiltonian-propagator). Let H(t) be the Hamiltonian

(again, self-adjoint and uniformly bounded) acting on some Hilbert space H, and denote

by σ∗(t) a part of its spectrum isolated by a gap from the remainder in the sense of

definition 2.34, P∗(t) being the corresponding projector. The adiabatic Hamiltonian

Ha(t) relative to σ∗(t) is defined as

Ha(t) ≡ H(t)− iεP∗(t)Ṗ∗(t)− iεP⊥∗ (t)Ṗ⊥∗ (t) (2.93)

where P⊥∗ (t) ≡ 1H − P∗(t) is the orthogonal complement of P∗(t). The corresponding

adiabatic propagator is defined by the Schrödinger equation

iε
d
dt
U εa (t; t0) = Ha(t)U εa (t; t0), U εa (t0; t0) = 1H . (2.94)

The adiabatic Hamiltonian (2.93), as to be soon proven, is the effective generator ac-

tually responsible for the time evolution of the spectral subspace P∗(t); its definition
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immediately confirms the intuition that in the adiabatic setting, that is for small ε,

Ha(t) is, indeed, a good approximation of the original full Hamiltonian H(t).

Theorem 2.36 (Time-adiabatic theorem). Let H(·) ∈ C2
b (R,Lsa(H)), and be σ∗(·) a

part of its spectrum satisfying the gap condition 2.34. Then P∗(·) ∈ C2
b (R,L(H)) and

there is a constant C <∞ such that ∀t, t0 ∈ R

‖U ε(t; t0)− U εa(t; t0)‖L(H) < Cε(1 + |t− t0|) (2.95)

in the norm of bounded operators L(H), and where U ε(t; t0) and U εa(t; t0) are, respec-

tively, solutions of (2.91) and (2.94) with Ha(t) given by eq. (2.93). Moreover, U εa(t; t0)

is constructed in such a way that it exactly evolves the spectral projector P∗(t0) into

P∗(t) as

P∗(t)U εa(t; t0) = U εa(t; t0)P∗(t0) , (2.96)

hence eq. (2.95) yields

‖(1H − P∗(t))U ε(t; t0)P∗(t0)‖L(H) < Cε(1 + |t− t0|) . (2.97)

Comments and sketch of the proof. Eq. (2.95) is a stronger result than (and imply by

virtue of eq. (2.96)) eq. (2.97) since the latter “simply” states that the true dynamics

adiabatically decouples the spectral subspaces, while eq. (2.95) can be used to define an

effective dynamics inside each subspace (see later).

The idea of the proof is the following. Thanks to the gap condition 2.34 (which is also

necessary to prove the regularity of P∗(t)), a straightforward but tedious calculation

shows that the difference of the exact and adiabatic propagators can be expressed as the

integral of a rapidly oscillating function, ideally of the form

U ε(t; t0)− U εa (t; t0) ∼
∫ t

t0

dτeiτ/ε = iε
(
eit/ε − eit0/ε

)
, (2.98)

therefore ‖U ε(t; t0) − U εa (t; t0)‖ = O(ε), heuristically justifying the bound (2.95). On

the other hand, as the geometry of the evolution of the spectral subspaces implies a

nice geometric picture to be shown in the subsequent paragraph, we prefer to deal in

a little more detail with the condition (2.96): in particual we want to show that it is

exactly satisfied given the adiabatic Hamiltonian (2.93) as the generator occurring in

the Schrödinger eq. (2.94). Let us now define the adiabatic Hamiltonian as a small

correction to the true one, via

Ha = H(t) + εK(t) , (2.99)
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where we will derive that

K(t) = −i(P∗(t)Ṗ∗(t) + P⊥∗ (t)Ṗ⊥∗ (t)) (2.100)

as in eq. (2.93). The projectors evolution condition (2.96) forces the form of this correc-

tion since it implies

0 =
d
dt

(U εa (t0; t)P∗(t)U εa (t; t0)) =
i
ε
U εa (t0; t)

(
[Ha(t), P∗(t)]− iεṖ∗(t)

)
U εa (t; t0) (2.101)

where we have made use of eq. (2.94). As the true Hamiltonian commutes with the

spectral subspace by definition, that is [H(t), P∗(t)] = 0, eq. (2.101) reduces to

Ṗ∗(t) = −i[K(t), P∗(t)] (2.102)

where we have employed the definition (2.99). It remains to invert the Von Neumann-

like equation (2.102); to this end, we exploit the projector property (P∗(t))2 = P∗(t) to

write16

Ṗ = ṖP + PṖ → PṖP = 0,→ Ṗ = P⊥ṖP + PṖP⊥ . (2.103)

The first property of eq. (2.103) allow us to compute Ṗ = [[Ṗ , P ], P ], so that by a direct

confrontation with eq. (2.102) we are led to

K(t) = i[Ṗ∗(t), P∗(t)] , (2.104)

which, thanks to the second property derived in eq. (2.103), yields exactly the desired

(2.100).

Substantially, the above theorem states that the dynamics of a given spectral subspace,

relative to a part of the spectrum separated by a gap from the remainder, is approxi-

mately decoupled from that of the others; making use of the same assumptions necessary

to prove this theorem, it is possible to simply characterize the dynamics inside the sub-

space itself. To this end, let us now consider a single eigenvalue σ∗(t) ≡ E(t) with

multiplicity d; by the time adiabatic theorem, it is clear that if the initial state of the

system ψ(t0) lies in P∗(t0)H, at any later time t > t0 ψ(t) approximately lies in P∗(t)H
in the sense of eq. (2.97). Moreover, the d-dimensional subspaces P∗(t)H admit, instant

by instant, orthonormal bases { |ηα(t)〉 , α = 1 . . . d }, through which it is possible to map

the dynamics inside P∗(t)H to the reference subspace Cd via the family of unitary

operators:

U(t) ≡
d∑

α=1

|χα〉 〈ηα(t)| , U(t) : P∗(t)H → C
d , (2.105)

16omitting the understood time dependence and pedices “*” referring to the chosen subspace
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where { |χα〉 } is a given basis in Cd. Indeed, let us define the unitary propagator in the

reference space as

U εeff(t; t0) ≡ U(t)U εa (t; t0)U∗(t0) (2.106)

It is easy to show that U εeff(t; t0) satisfies the effective Schrödinger equation

iε
d
dt
U εeff(t; t0) = Heff(t)U εeff(t; t0), U εeff(t0; t0) = 1Cd . (2.107)

where the effective Hamiltonian Heff(t) takes the simple form:

(Heff(t))αβ = E(t)δαβ − iε 〈ηα(t) | η̇β(t)〉 , (2.108)

where the matrix indexes αβ refers to the choice of the basis in Cd. Evidently, eq. (2.108)

provides for the dynamics of interest a much simpler expression than the original H(t) or

its adiabatic version Ha(t) as, on one hand, it acts on the smaller and time-independent

reference subspace Cd, on the other takes an almost diagonal form, with a non-diagonal

correction −iε 〈ηα(t) | η̇β(t)〉 proportional to the adiabatic parameter ε17. In the example

of the previous paragraph, the situation was almost trivial in the sense that each spectral

subspace was one-dimensional, so that the effective Hamiltonian (2.108) in that case

would have just been the function

H
(k)
eff (t) = Ek(t)− iε

〈
k(t)

∣∣∣ k̇(t)
〉
, (2.109)

where the index k labels the subspace of interest, namely that including the initial state

|ψ(t0)〉 = |k(t0)〉. Consistently, the time-dependent Schrödinger equation relative to the

effective Hamiltonian (2.109) reproduces eq. (2.88), with the only difference that here

the adiabaticity parameter ε is explicitly singled out. Moreover, we want to stress that

the effective Hamiltonian (2.108) is gauge dependent, and indeed, for example, choosing

the Born-Fock gauge (see. eq (2.89)) the second term of (2.109) is locally wiped away.

However we have to still remark that this is not always possible, as thoroughly discussed

in the subsequent part of this section.

2.2.3 Adiabaticity, Geometry and Berry’s Phase

In physical applications, the time-dependence usually enters the HamiltonianH(t) through

a set of external parameters describing some differentiable manifold M (recall the con-

struction depicted in section 2.1). We are now going to present the way the formal

machinery there presented enters the adiabatic treatment of such class of dynamics, and
17the “i” factor here present is actually a consequence of the fact that the diagonal terms 〈ηα(t) | η̇α(t)〉

are purely imaginary, while the off-diagonal elements are skew-symmetric, consistently yielding a Her-
mitian Hamiltonian.
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in particular we are going to show that an adiabatic evolution can be nicely character-

ized as the parallel transport of a canonically defined connection (cfr. paragraph 2.1.5.2)

in the fiber bundle construction which naturally emerges in these physical settings; the

eventual reach of such a geometric treatment is to characterize the to be defined Berry’s

phase as the relative holonomy element.

From the discussion in the above paragraph 2.2.2, it should be clear that the generator

K(t), given by eq. (2.100) or equivalently by eq. (2.104), is the responsible for the

completely adiabatic evolution (namely, for the evolution of the projection P∗(t) onto

the desired spectral subspaces, see the Von-Neumann eq. (2.102)). Clearly, a physical

state |ψ(t)〉 lying in such a subspace, which is characterized as in eq. (2.88) if the subspace

is one-dimensional, satisfies at each time t

P∗(t) |ψ(t)〉 = |ψ(t)〉 if |ψ(t0)〉 ∈ Ran(P∗(t0)) . (2.110)

Taking the time derivative of both members and exploiting again the relation PṖP = 0,

it is easy to prove that the state |ψ(t)〉 satisfies, in this case,

Pd |ψ〉 = 0 , (2.111)

where d here is the differential operator on M , replacing the time derivative as d =

∂tdt =
∑

µ ∂µdxµ, and xµ are the local coordinates on M . Actually, eq. (2.111) states

that an adiabatically evolving vector |ψ〉 satisfies a relation of the form:

∇ |ψ〉 = 0, ∇ ≡ Pd , (2.112)

where ∇ has to be seen as a covariant derivative in the vector bundle associated to the

spectral projector P∗(t), which is easily constructed as follows. Let us denote by p a

point in M and, as above, be { xµ } its coordinates. The Hamiltonian of the system

is a function of the parameters associated to the point p, namely H = H(p), with

p (slowly) varying in time as p = p(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xm(t)): in other words, the time

variation of the parameters entering the Hamiltonian defines a curve in M . Then, a set of

spectral projections
{
P(n)(p)

}
is associated to H(p), the index (n) labelling the different

spectral subspaces. Let us suppose now to choose among them a spectral projection

P∗(p) satisfying the gap condition 2.34 in order to have the adiabatic machinery available.

At each point p, Ran(P∗(p)) defines a vector subspace of the full Hilbert space H, whose

elements are hence defined up to a unitary transformation leaving invariant the subspace:

for example, If Ran(P∗(p)) is one-dimensional, the normalized vector belonging to it, say

|ψ∗(p)〉, is defined up to p-dependent phase factor. Eventually, it should be clear that
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Ran(P∗(p)) ≡ F∗(p) is a vector fiber at p, so that

H∗ ≡
⋃

p∈M
F∗(p) (2.113)

is a vector bundle (which is a sub-bundle of the trivial bundle given by the cartesian

product M × H) with base manifold M , fiber F (p), structure group given by the uni-

tary transformations inside the spectral subspace considered, and a projection π that

associates to a given vector ∈ H∗ the point p at which it is defined; such a vector, once

expressed as a function of the base manifold coordinates, is actually a section of this

vector bundle, called for obvious reasons spectral bundle. The adiabatic setting plays

a two-fold fundamental role in such a construction: on one hand, the adiabatic hypoth-

esis ensures that the fiber bundle structure is preserved during the evolution, otherwise

it would have been completely useless from a physical point of view. On the other,

eq. (2.111) provides a rule to parallel transport sections (vectors) from a fiber to an-

other: parallel transported sections are those annihilated by ∇ ≡ Pd, so that the bundle

is naturally endowed with a connection (in this case, a covariant derivative) simply by

the requirement of adiabatic evolution.

We are now in the position to develop the formal treatment of Berry’s phase. We

present it in the case considered in the introductory paragraph 2.2.1, namely that of

one-dimensional spectral subspaces, hence of one-dimensional fibers18. Let, as before,

M be the external parameters manifold, and consider the one-dimensional fiber at p, or

the set of vectors belonging to a given spectral subspace Ran(P(k)(p))19:

Fp = { q |k(p)〉 | q ∈ C− {0} } . (2.114)

Restricting the treatment to normalized vectors for physical reasons, the number q must

be a phase factor, so that

Fp =
{
eiα |k(p)〉

∣∣ α ∈ R
}
, (2.115)

that is, the fiber is isomorphic to U(1). Therefore, we can also look at the one-

dimensional (normalized) spectral bundle as a principal U(1)-bundle over M , and denote

it by P (M,U(1)); a different choice in the representative |k(p)〉 amounts to redefine its

phase, namely to perform a local gauge transformation. The connection, expressed
18It is, indeed, the case considered by Berry, although the generalization to multi-dimensional fibers

has also been straightforwardly considered, and in literature is referred to as Wilczek-Zee non-Abelian
phase[22].

19slightly changing the notation in order to make an explicit link with the expressions appearing in
2.2.1
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before as a covariant derivative, can now be immediately interpreted as the natural con-

nection provided by the Hilbert space itself[20]: the Hilbert space, indeed, is endowed

with a scalar product, so that if an element of the fiber is the vector |k(p)〉, a vector |h〉
orthogonal to it has the natural meaning of being horizontal:

〈k(p) |h〉 = 0 ↔ h “horizontal” . (2.116)

Consider now the curve p(t) in the parameters space: a horizontal lift of such a curve

w.r.t. the connection (2.116) is, thanks to the definition 2.30 and the explicit fiber

bundle construction here adopted, a section |ψ(p)〉 such that:

〈
k(p)

∣∣∣ ψ̇(p)
〉

= 0 (2.117)

holds for each t parametrizing the curve p ∈ M . Equivalently, as the projector P(k)(p)

can be unambiguously written as |k(p)〉 〈k(p)|, eq. (2.117) becomes:

P(k)dψ = 0 , (2.118)

which is exactly the expression (2.111) for transport of spectral subspaces derived from

the adiabatic setting. Let us note that a vector in the Born-Fock gauge is the horizontal

lift of the corresponding curve in the parameter space. The fundamental point is now

the following: if the curve p(t) in the parameters space is closed, namely p(0) = p(T ),

for some T > 0, a parallel transported vector |ψ(p(0))〉 → |ψ(p(T ))〉 comes back to

the original fiber, but may have acquired an holonomy phase factor just as explained

in paragraph 2.1.5.2. The explicit form of this phase factor is readily found: indeed,

eq. (2.87) and eq. (2.88) give (apart from the dynamical phase factor which can be

always gauged away)

|ψ(T )〉 = eiφk(T ) |k(0)〉 , (2.119)

with

φk(T ) = i
∫ T

0
dτ
〈
k
∣∣∣ k̇
〉

= i
∮

p(t)∈M
〈k |dk〉 , (2.120)

that is, the phase factor φk(T ) becomes a circuit integral along the closed curve p(t) ∈M
of the quantity 〈k(p) | dk(p)〉: since the curve is closed, a point-by-point redefinition

of the vectors |k(p)〉 such that the term 〈k(p) |dk(p)〉 is gauged away is not possible

everywhere, since it would imply a multi-valued definition at p(0) = p(T ); in other words,

the Born-Fock gauge can be chosen only locally. Such an impossibility is embodied by

the last equality of the expression (2.120), as the closed loop is indeed gauge invariant

(while 〈k |dk〉 was not, of course, as it was possible to locally put it as zero). Moreover,

it should be clear that

A(k)(p) ≡ i 〈k(p) |dk(p)〉 ∈ R (2.121)
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is precisely the definition of the local connection form relative to the abstract connection

(2.116) given by the Hilbert space structure; such a connection (form) is usually referred

to as Berry-Simon connection (form); it is easy to see that it takes value in R, which

is just the algebra of the structure group U(1)20, as required by the fiber bundle theory,

cfr. paragraph 2.1.5.2. We want to remark, again, that A(k)(p) is gauge dependent in

the sense that a different choice of the representative |k(p)〉 →
∣∣∣k̃(p)

〉
makes the local

connection form vary accordingly to eq. (2.68); it is important not to be confused by

the fact that the index (k) here also refers to the (k)-th spectral bundle, which is the

“name” of the overall bundle and does not change unless another spectral projection,

and hence another bundle, is considered. Putting together eqs. (2.120) and (2.121), we

end up in the being looked for definition of Berry’s phase:

φk(C) =
∮

C
A(k) , (2.122)

where C stands for the closed curve spanned by the parameters in M . The phase factor

exp(iφk(C)) is thus recognized as the holonomy element of C based at |ψ(0)〉 = |k(0)〉;
as the structure group is abelian, the holonomy element is gauge invariant in the sense

that it does not even depend on the point at which it is based, but just on the curve C

and the connection A(k), cfr. expression (2.77). The gauge invariance of (2.122) can be

also stressed by making use of Stoke’s theorem21: for our purposes, this means that the

line integral in (2.122) can be replaced by a surface integral of the Berry’s curvature

two-form F(k)

φk(C) =
∫∫

Σ
F(k), F(k) ≡ dA(k) , (2.123)

where Σ is any two-dimensional sub-manifold of M such that its boundary is given by

C, and it is immediate to find F(k) = −=〈dk | ∧ | dk〉. As F(k) itself is gauge invariant,

its surface integral is, as well. Usually, Berry’s phase is actually computed exploiting the

relation (2.123), and given that a straightforward calculation yields for the curvature

two-form

F(k) = −=
∑

n6=k

〈k |dH |n〉 ∧ 〈n |dH | k〉
(En − Ek)2

. (2.124)

Summing up, Berry’s phase factor is recognized as the holonomy element of the curve C

w.r.t. the natural connection A(k), inherited by the overall Hilbert space structure, in

the spectral bundle arising when considering the adiabatic evolution of a state belong-

ing to a certain spectral subspace P(k)(p) of a parametric dependent Hamiltonian H(p);

20apart from an i factor which is just a matter of conventions.
21Since the complete and rigorous formulation of Stoke’s theorem goes beyond the scope of this work,

we address the interested reader to specific references, such as[13]; we want to point out, however, that
Berry’s himself in his seminal paper[19] already adopts this point of view in order to stress the gauge
invariance of his to be celebrated phase.
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the adiabatic hypothesis both guarantees to dynamically preserve such a geometric con-

struction and to define a natural rule of parallel transport along the evolution, which is

compatible with the Hilbert space inner product.

In order to clarify the above discussion, let’s deal with the specific but still prototypical

example of the simplest quantum system, a spin-1
2 or qubit, embedded into an external,

adiabatically precessing magnetic field B(t).

Example 2.5 (Qubit in external field). Let H(t) = µ
2 σ ·B(t) be the Hamiltonian acting

on a spin-1
2 Hilbert space H, where σ is the vector of Pauli matrices and B(t) is an

external magnetic field with fixed modulus B, describing in time a curve in the manifold

M ' BS2 (that is, a two-sphere of radius B). The energy levels of the system, as the

Hamiltonian is rotationally invariant, just depend on the physical coupling µ and on the

modulus of the field, reading

E± = ±µ
2
B . (2.125)

The corresponding eigenspaces are the range of the spectral projectors

P±(B) =
1
2

(1H ± σ · B
B

) . (2.126)

Notice that the spectral projectors are regular functions, everywhere defined, of the mag-

netic field B, as they do not depend on the specific choice of local coordinates. In order

to characterize a vector in either of the two subspaces, it is convenient to notice that if

B = (0, 0, B), i.e. the magnetic field is directed along the positive z-axis in real space, the

Hamiltonian is H(Bz) = µ
2σzB, hence the positive and negative energy eigenvectors are

just those of σz, which we denote by |±〉. The eigenvectors for an arbitrary B-direction

are obtained by appropriately rotating the latters, yielding

Ran(P+(B)) 3 |+(B)〉 = cos
θ

2
|+〉+ sin

θ

2
eiϕ |−〉 , (2.127a)

Ran(P−(B)) 3 |−(B)〉 = − sin
θ

2
|+〉+ cos

θ

2
eiϕ |−〉 , (2.127b)

where (θ, ϕ) are the usual spherical coordinates denoting the point B. As discussed

above, the B-dependent eigenvectors are defined up to a phase factor, so that their ex-

plicit expression must be recognized as that of sections in the principal U(1) bundle over

M ; moreover, the base manifold itself, being the two-dimensional sphere, is non-trivial,

meaning that at least two charts are required to cover the entire sphere BS2 (cfr. example

2.1). Indeed, for θ = 0, π, respectively, the sections |−(B)〉 and |+(B)〉 are ill-defined:

this situation is an explicit example of the fact that in a non-trivial principal bundle no

global sections are admitted. In order to avoid confusion, let us restrict ourselves to the

spectral bundle relative to the positive energy eigenvalue, namely in the following P∗(p)
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will be P+(B). Adopting the conventions of paragraph 2.1.5, the canonical local trivi-

alization associated to the local section (2.127a) reads φN(B, e) = |+(B)〉 ≡ |+(B)〉N,

where the index N refers to the fact that it is defined on a patch UN containing the North

Pole; a different section is required at the south Pole (0, 0,−B), for instance

|+(B)〉S ≡ cos
θ

2
e−iϕ |+〉+ sin

θ

2
|−〉 . (2.128)

Clearly, it is |+(B)〉S = e−iϕ |+(B)〉N, so that the corresponding canonical local trivial-

ization is φS(B, e) = |+(B)〉S = φN(B, e)e−iϕ. Therefore, we can immediately compute

the unique transition function using the definition 7 of the fiber bundle construction or

the property (2.55):

tNS(B) ≡ φ−1
N ◦ φS(B) = e−iϕ : UN ∩ US → U(1) , (2.129)

where US is the patch containing the south Pole at which the section |+(B)〉S is defined.

The local connection form in the north patch reads, according to eq. (2.121)

AN
(+) = i 〈+(B) | d |+(B)〉N = −1

2
(1− cos θ)dϕ , (2.130)

and, consistently with the compatibility condition (2.67) (recall the “i” factor in the

definition of the Berry-Simon connection), AS
(+) = AN

(+) + dϕ = 1
2(1 + cos θ)dϕ. Finally,

according to the definition (2.122), Berry’s phase for the positive energy spectral subspace

reads (we will hereafter use the symbol γ instead of φ in order to avoid confusion with

the local trivialization):

γ+(C) =
∮

C
AN

(+) (2.131)

where C is a closed curve on BS2. For a path of the type θ = const, the integral in

eq. (2.131) is readily computed as

γ+(Cθ) = −π(1− cos θ) (2.132)

For generic paths, one can always resort to Stoke’s theorem and apply the formula

(2.123), with F(+) = −1
2 sin θdθ ∧ dϕ, therefore yielding

γ+(C) = −1
2

Ω(C) , (2.133)

where Ω(C) is the solid angle subtended at the origin by the curve C.
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2.2.4 First order Born-Oppenheimer theory

A more general and refined tratment than that presented in paragraph 2.2.2 is provided

by the so-called space-adiabatic theory[15, 16]; although we shall present the theory

restring ourselves to the first order (see below) and adopt it in the specific case of molec-

ular Hamiltonians, we remark that the space adiabatic theory provides a systematic way

to improve the accuracy at any given order in the parameter ruling the approximation

and can be applied to a wide class of systems. In the subsequent treatment the similari-

ties with the time-adiabatic theory before presented will be apparent; moreover, we shall

introduce an important approach, namely the semiclassical one, we will be concerned

with in the next chapters 3-4.

Let us prepare the physical setup by recalling that the Hamiltonian of a molecule, once

the spin degrees of freedom are neglected, can be in general written in the following

form:

Hmol = − 1
2mn

∆x −
1

2me
∆y + Ve(y) + Vn(x) + Ven(x, y) , (2.134)

where x = (x1, . . . , xl) is the vector of positions of all the l nuclei and y = (y1, . . . , yk)

that of the k electrons (each of the coordinates is the point denoting a single nucleus or

electrons, so that the latters are, respectively, vectors in R3l and R3k); the constants mn

(resp., me) represents the masses of the nuclei (resp., the electrons), all taken equal for

simplicity of notation, while ∆x,y are the Laplacian operators and pertain to the kinetic

energy terms of the nuclei and the electrons. The remaining terms, denoted by V , only

depend on the positions of the particles and represent the Coulomb interactions; sum-

ming up, the Hamiltonian (2.134) is a Hermitian operator acting on the Lebesgue Hilbert

space Hmol ≡ L 2(R3(l+k)), and displays an intertwined structure as there is the term

Ven(x, y) explicitly coupling the different coordinates x and y. The “standard” way to

tackle this kind of Hamiltonians dates back to the very birth of Quantum Mechanics[21],

and indeed consits in an adiabatic-approximation scheme that resides on the heuristic

separation of the typical energy scales over which the nuclei and the electrons “move”:

as the mass mn is much larger than that of the electrons, it is expected that, even

for comparable kinetic energies22, nuclei change their configuration much more slowly

than the electrons, so that the nuclear coordinate x is effectively seen from the electrons

as an “external”, slowly varying parameter. Moreover, the slow motion of the nuclei

would suggest that a quasi-classical treatment of their evolution can be applied. These

intuitions, which are strictly related but actually well-separated concepts, can be made

rigorous and precise in the context of the space-adiabatic theory, whose application to

such a physical setting (2.134) can be substantially summarized as follows.
22the fact that the kinetic energy of the nuclei remains bounded at any macroscopic time is indeed a

crucial assumption in the development of the theorem, see below
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Let us put the electronic mass me = 1, so that mn � 1, and introduce the dimensionless

parameter ε =
√

1/mn, therefore 0 < ε � 1 as in the previous time-adiabatic setting.

The molecular Hamiltonian (2.134) then becomes

Hε
mol = −ε

2

2
∆x +He(y;x) , (2.135)

where we defined the “electronic” Hamiltonian

He(y;x) ≡ −1
2

∆y + Ve(y) + Vn(x) + Ven(x, y) (2.136)

as it contains all the electronic degrees of freedom and the positions of the nuclei only.

Therefore, the electronic Hamiltonian can be seen as an operator He(x) acting on the

Hilbert space He ≡ L 2(R3k) of the electrons alone, each of the He(x) parametrically

depending on the positions x of the nuclei. Similarly to the time-adiabatic setting, the

properties of the spectrum of the parametrically-dependent Hamiltonian is crucial in

order to obtain physical results when applying such an approximation scheme; let us

then denote the discrete spectrum of He(x)23 by σ(x) = { Ej(x) }, and assume that

there is a part of the spectrum, say σ∗(x), isolated by a gap from the remainder:

Definition 2.37 (Gap on Λ). Let σ∗(x) ⊂ σ(x), x ∈ Λ ⊂ R3l be a part of the spec-

trum, and be f± two continuous and bounded functions defining the interval I(x) =

[f−(x), f+(x)], such that

σ∗(x) ⊂ I(x), inf
x∈Λ

dist(I(x), σ(x)− σ∗(x)) ≡ g > 0 . (2.137)

Then, σ∗(x) is said to be isolated by a gap g from the remainder over Λ.

Clearly, definition 2.37 is the perfect analogue of 2.34 of the time-adiabatic setting, where

here the time dependence is replaced by the space-dependence and the dominion Λ over

which it holds is specified. In practical situations, Λ does not extend to the whole R3l as

the electronic energy surfaces Ej(x), hereafter also referred to as bands, do in generally

cross. Again, to each spectral subspace is uniquely associated a projector Pj(x), which

in the case of non-degenerate eigenvalue is associated to an electronic eigenstate |φj(x)〉,
apart from an x-dependent phase factor. Given the spatial-gap condition 2.37, and the

form of the molecular Hamiltonian as in (2.135), we want to find approximate solutions

of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

iε
dψ
dt

= Hε
molψ, ψ(t0) = ψ(0) ∈ L 2(R3(l+k)) (2.138)

23we hereafter omit the electronic dependence
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where the small parameter ε also enters the l.h.s. of eq. (2.138) as we are interested

in the evolution over the macroscopic time scale t, at which the nuclei actually change

their configuration (cfr. the discussion in paragraph 2.2.2). At the zeroth order, the

molecular Hamiltonian reduces to the electronic one (2.136), so that if the dynamics is

restricted by the initial conditions to the electronic subspace Ran(P∗(x)), it will remain

there for all later times. Namely, assuming that P∗ is d-dimensional and denoting

by { |φn(x)〉 , n = 1, . . . d } the corresponding electronic eigenfunctions (parametrically

dependent on the nuclear position x), a state of the form

∑

n

= χn(x) |φn(x)〉 (2.139)

is an exact eigenfunction of the total system for each nuclear wavefunction χn(x)24.

However, since ε is small but differs from zero, the restriction to P∗Hmol (that is, to

states of the form (2.139)) only yields approximate solutions of eq. (2.138), as the nuclear

Laplacian ∆x weakly couples different spectral subspaces thanks to the x-dependence.

In other words, the commutator

[P∗, Hε
mol] 6= 0 . (2.140)

The key observation in order to state a space-adiabatic theorem is that, provided some

regularity conditions on the nuclear wavefunction are embraced (the most important

being the request that their kinetic energy be uniformly bounded), the commutator

[P∗, Hε
mol] = O(ε) so that the spectral subspace P∗Hmol is approximately left invariant

during the evolution. Equivalently, it is convenient to define the “diagonal” Hamiltonian

Hε
diag ≡ P∗Hε

molP∗ + P⊥∗ H
ε
molP

⊥
∗ (2.141)

which is an approximate generator of the true dynamics, in the sense of the

Theorem 2.38 (Space-Adiabatic theorem). Assuming that the gap condition 2.37 is

satisfied for Λ = R3l, then there exists a constant C such that

∥∥∥
(
e−iHε

molt/ε − e−iHε
diagt/ε

)
P∗

∥∥∥ ≤ Cε(1 + |t|)(1 + |E|) (2.142)

when acting on wavefunctions ψ ∈ L 2(R3(l+k)) with bounded kinetic energy E < ∞
uniformly in ε.

The content of the above theorem is the perfect analogue of that of 2.36, where in

this case, however, the adiabatically-varying parameters are true quantum mechanical
24On the other hand, if ε = 0 exactly, it would make no sense to consider the time-dependent

Schrödinger eq. (2.138) over finite macroscopic times.
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degrees of freedom (the nuclear positions), so that further requirements on the initial

state are needed in order to uniformly control their behaviour during the macroscopic

evolution; moreover, it is usually impossible in a true physical system that the gap

condition 2.37 is satisfied over the whole configuration space, so that the theorem can

be applied only locally.

However, from a practical perspective, the diagonal Hamiltonian (2.141) still provides

the initial useful tool to study the dynamics inside the relevant spectral subspace P∗Hmol;

at variance with the time-adiabatic case (cfr. the discussion following theorem 2.36),

the reference space is now given by Cd ⊗L 2(Λ), where d represents the multiplicity of

the considered eigenvalue as before, but a tensor product with the nuclear Hilbert space

is present due to the fact that the nuclear degrees of freedom are left undetermined by

the choice of the electronic eigenstates { |φn(x)〉 }. In other words, the relevant part

of the “diagonal” Hamiltonian (2.141), is diagonal only in the electronic sector and the

Laplacian term ∆x pertaining to the nuclear sector has not so far been considered. In

particular, an effective Hamiltonian on the reference subspace can be defined as

Hε
eff ≡ P∗Hε

molP∗ =

=
d∑

m,n=1

|φm(x)〉
(
E(x)δmn +

1
2

d∑

l=1

(pδml − εAml(x)) · (pδln − εAln(x))

)
〈φn(x)| =

≡
d∑

m,n=1

|φm(x)〉 (Hε
BO)mn 〈φn(x)|

(2.143)

where

Anl(x) = i 〈φn(x) | ∇x |φl(x)〉 (2.144)

and p = −iε∇x is the momentum of the nuclei. In the last equality of eq. (2.143),

we defined in round brackets the Born-Oppenheimer effective Hamiltonian for the

nuclei; in the here considered case of a single eigenvalue E with finite multiplicity d,

the Hamiltonian is matrix valued, and a similar formal treatment occurs whenever more

than one band, each of multiplicity one, is involved in the projector P∗ (it is sufficient

to replace E(x) → Em(x)). Besides the already diagonal part E(x)δmn, in eq. (2.143)

the terms originating from the nuclear Laplacian ∼ ε2∆x do appear; in particular, the

nuclear momentum p results corrected by the terms Anl(x) of eq. (2.144) which arise as

the x-derivatives also act onto the electronic parametric eigenfunctions |φn(x)〉. These

quantities are the analogue of that present in eq. (2.108) and have a geometrical origin,

as they are the components of a matrix-valued connection form in the spectral bundle

constructed over the nuclear coordinates support R3l: in analogy with the time-adiabatic

case, they are called Berry’s (vector) potential. Generally speaking, the geometric
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properties of such a bundle is affected by the possibility that, at some point x̃, the energy

levels involved in the restricted dynamics intersect among them or, analogously, that the

domain Λ for which the gap condition 2.37 holds cannot be extended to the whole R3l

when a single energy band somewhere crosses another one. In any case, energy level

intersections of co-dimension two makes impossible to gauge away the Berry’s potential

term by appropriately choosing the representative electronic eigenfunctions, giving in

turn rise to Berry’s phases for cyclic nuclear motion.

As a last step, without entering much in detail, we address the question about the classi-

cal behaviour of the nuclei. As it should be clear from the above discussion, the adiabatic

decoupling procedure in molecular systems does not rely on classical-like approximations.

On the other hand, if the initial nuclear wavepacket is sufficiently localized in the con-

figuration space about some point q(0), one would expect that a semiclassical treatment

of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation relative to the Born-Oppenheimer Hamilto-

nian becomes available, and it is indeed the case even for a much broader class of initial

states. To be a little more explicit, let us assume, for simplicity, a real-valued (i.e.,

one dimensional) Born-Oppenheimer effective Hamiltonian, whose semiclassical symbol

(i.e., the phase-space function whose Weyl quantization q → x̂ and p → −iε∇x gives

back the quantum Hε
BO) reads

Hcl
BO =

1
2
p2 + E(q) . (2.145)

Notice that in such a case the geometric term is omitted as it can be suitably made

vanish. Then, the x-support of the solution of

iε
dχε

dt
= Hε

BOχ
ε, χε(0) = χε0 ∈ L 2(R3l) (2.146)

can be approximately evaluated by the classical evolution (i.e., with a uniform error of

order ε):

q̇ = p, ṗ = −∇qE(q) . (2.147)

as long that this classical evolution, for the considered duration T of the dynamics,

does not make q(T ) exceed the border of the domain Λ inside which the space-adiabatic

machinery works. The other important condition that enables the usage of such a semi-

classical treatment25 is the existence, not always guaranteed, of a classical distribution

ρcl over the phase space to which the initial nuclear wavefunction χ0 weakly converge.

This means, in formulas, to require

lim
ε→0

∣∣∣∣
〈
χε0

∣∣∣ Ô
∣∣∣χε0
〉
Hn

−
∫

dqdpO(q, p)ρcl(q, p)
∣∣∣∣ = 0 (2.148)

25we leave the details to[15] and references therein
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for any semiclassical symbol O(q, p), where Ô stands for its Weyl quantization. As antic-

ipated, such semiclassical treatment provides a further controlled approximation and a

consequent practical simplification than that adopted in the space-adiabatic framework.

However, we remark that in the formalism we shall develop in the subsequent chapters,

and especially in paragraph 4.2, the semiclassical approach will play a prominent role,

while a neat distinction between the latter and the adiabatic framework will be no more

available due to the structure of the formalism itself.



Chapter 3

The Parametric Representation

In the introductory chapter 1 we briefly presented the traditional analysis methods

adopted whenever a quantum system is in contact with some surrounding environment,

classifying the possible situations of interests into two main categories: closed systems,

where the environment is classically treated and consequently formalized as a set of

external, usually time-dependent parameters, and open ones, where the environment is

ideally quantum, too, but its presence in the overall description actually manifests itself

only as its “coarse-grained” effects onto the open system, whose non-unitarity character

of the dynamics, together with the non-pureness of the state, are indeed the defining

features of “openness”. By contrast, closed systems are those evolving unitarily and

described by pure states.

In this chapter we are going to present the generalities of the original part of this thesis

work, which provides an alternative but, at the same time, interpolating scheme be-

tween the two approaches summarized above: the parametric representation of an open

quantum system. Loosely speaking, the parametric representation is an exact formalism

which allows to simultaneously treat a composite, bipartite quantum system in such a

way that the principal (open) system, instead of being represented by a density opera-

tor, becomes a collection of pure states with an additional dependence on a “label” that

specifies a possible environmental “configuration”, their occurrence (pure parametrized

state + corresponding environmental configuration) ruled by a certain probability dis-

tribution1. The possibility of such a representation relies on two crucial assumptions,

both conceptual and technical, which we now want to introduce due to their importance,

but that, obviously, we shall widely discuss throughout the whole chapter:
1We here emphasize with the usage of quotation marks that the terms we are adopting are intention-

ally vague, as their specification will be formally and conceptually different in the two main cases we are
going to discuss

63
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1. the composite, global system (open system + its environment) is actually global, in

the sense that it isolated (cfr. chapter 1) and hence is described by a pure state with

no further “external” dependences; pushing forward the idea of such a physical set-

up, this pure state should also be an eigenstate (actually, the ground state) of the

underlying Hamiltonian operator but, as the parametric representation does not

need such a specification, we will develop the general formalism forgetting about

this additional, physical requirement, postposing its discussion to the application

of the formalism itself in the subsequent chapter 4.

2. On the environment it is possible to define a partition (or, equivalently, resolution)

of the identity operator in terms of projectors onto normalized states; in the case of

separable Hilbert spaces2, this condition is automatically satisfied since a countable

orthonormal basis exists by definition, ensuring in turn the possibility of such a

partition through the basis states themselves; whichever way the identity resolution

is defined, the resulting description will be strongly affected by the “structure” that

the chosen partition induces on the description of the environment . As we shall see,

a different choice from that ensured by the existence of a countable basis actually

provides the interpolating scheme mentioned above, as it is achieved through a

continuous of states rather that a countable set; nevertheless, separability will

play an important role, as well, even in the continuous case.

We divide the chapter in two sections: in the first one we present in detail the whole

formalism of the parametric representation. The parametric representation by itself is a

tool to describe a pure state without implying the existence of an underlying dynamics,

and the description is exact as in the case of the reduced density operator. On the

other hand, starting from paragraph 3.1.2, we present a general recipe to develop such

a method employing generalized coherent states which provide the requested resolution

of the identity on the environment and whose construction is actually suggested by the

form of the Hamiltonian of the system: we remark again that, although this construction

takes origin from the dynamics, its implementation for the parametric representation has

nothing to do with the dynamics itself. In the second section 3.2 of this chapter we will

take into account the Hamiltonian of the system and investigate some dynamical aspects

in the context of the parametric representation in general, and some more specific related

to the choice of generalized coherent states, in particular.
2on the other hand, almost every Hilbert space adopted in quantum mechanics is actually separa-

ble; in any case, we emphasize that the necessary condition in order to proceed with the parametric
representation construction is the possibility to define the identity resolution on the environment, the
separability just being a sufficient one.
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3.1 An alternative approach to Open Quantum Systems:

the Parametric Representation

In this section we describe in detail all the formal aspects concerning the parametric

representation; as we provide both a discrete and a continuous version of such a descrip-

tion, we hope, on one hand, to highlight the complete generality and feasibility of the

approach, on the other to emphasize the deep differences between these two main cases,

and in particular the advantages obtained when adopting the latter.

As mentioned in the chapter introduction, the parametric representation is a formalism

to exactly describe the state of a composite bipartite system, but its actual implementa-

tion is devised in such a way that the physical distinction between the two subsystems as

“principal (open) system+its environment” is apparent; by our definition, the parametric

representation pertains to the open system, but the information that it provides is suffi-

cient to reconstruct the whole, composite, state; consistently, the construction starting

from the global state can be in principle reversed if the role of open system and environ-

ment are for some reasons reversed. Indeed, we conceived the idea to implement such a

representation to describe an open quantum system being inspired by the long-standing

adiabatic representation of a molecule (which is by all means a composite system) that

we sketched in the context of the space-adiabatic theory of paragraph 2.2.4. In the

more recent framework of OQS theory, the nuclei (resp., the electrons) can be viewed

as the environment of the open system constituted by the electrons (resp., the nuclei)

and the adiabatic representation of the global wavefunction (cfr., e.g., eq. (2.139) with

only one addend) is a parametric representation. In order to explain our motivations

more precisely, let us focus on such inspiring example in a little more detail, resorting

to a change of notation which is (hopefully) more natural in this context. Denoting now

the collective vectors of electronic and nuclear coordinates by r and R, respectively, the

adiabatic representation of the molecular wavefunction (2.139) reads

Ψ(r,R) =
∑

n

χn(R)φn(r,R), He(R)φn(r,R) = En(R)φn(r,R) , (3.1)

where we have recalled that the electronic states φn(r,R) are obtained as the set of

eigenfunctions of the electronic Hamiltonian He(R) (cfr. eq. (2.136)). Those states can

be both seen as functions of the Hilbert space of the composite system L 2(R3(l+k))

and states of the electronic Hilbert space, parametrically dependent on R. The infinite,

countable set { φn(r,R) }, moreover, provides a basis for L 2(R3(l+k)), hence the de-

scription (3.1) is indeed exact when the sum involves the whole electronic basis, and the

further R-dependence of the nuclear wavefunction is dictated by physical reasons but is

in principle unnecessary at this level. However, this adiabatic representation is mainly
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adopted only taking a finite, small number of adiabatic states, while the nuclear wave-

function has to be explicitly singled out in order to pursue such a decoupling scheme at

the first order in the adiabatic parameter ε, the resulting total wavefunction being only

a (controlled) approximation of the true one (cfr. the discussion in paragraph 2.2.4). In

the case of a single, non-degenerate electronic state3, the expansion (3.1) reads

Ψ(r,R) ' χ(R)φ(r,R) . (3.2)

In order to highlight the analogies with the subsequent construction, we restore the

Dirac “bra-ket” notation by ignoring the fact that the Hilbert spaces involved are indeed

functional Hilbert spaces, so that an “abstract” state |ψ〉 ∈ H (either electronic, nuclear

or molecular) is related to its wavefunction ψ(x) by the expansion

|ψ〉 =
∫

dxψ(x) |x〉 , (3.3)

where ψ(x) ≡ 〈x |ψ〉, x is the appropriate coordinate (either r, R or (r; R)), and |x〉
is the related generalized basis state (which in this coordinate case, actually, does not

belong to the Hilbert space as it is only a distribution): in other words, the wavefunc-

tion ψ(x) is the set of the Fourier coefficients of an element |ψ〉 ∈ H with respect to

the position eigenstates |x〉 and contains the whole information about |ψ〉. By apply-

ing the expansion (3.3) on the molecular state |Ψ(e,n)〉, the relationship with its total

wavefunction Ψ(r,R) is given by

|Ψ(e,n)〉 =
∫

drdR Ψ(r,R) |r〉 |R〉 , (3.4)

Ignoring the actual choice of the electronic basis, one may equivalently write eq. (3.4)

as

|Ψ(e,n)〉 ≡
∫

dR 〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 |R〉 , (3.5)

where we have defined the “partial” overlap

〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 ≡
∫

dr Ψ(r,R) |r〉 ; (3.6)

for any given R, the latter is an element of the electronic Hilbert space and has to be seen

as a projection ΠR ≡ 〈R | · 〉 : Hmol → He. We remark that eq. (3.5) is an exact repre-

sentation of the composite, molecular state |Ψ(e,n)〉, as the set
{
〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 ,R ∈ Rl

}

is sufficient to reconstruct |Ψ(e,n)〉 through the integral over the nuclear coordinate ba-

sis, in the same way eq. (3.3) is just an expansion of a generic state |ψ〉 of the Hilbert

space onto the coordinate basis { |x〉 }; indeed, and in sharp contrast to the reduced

density matrix formalism, cfr. section 1.1, the integral over the environmental degrees
3which is, indeed, the situation usually referred to as Born-Oppenheimer approximation
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of freedom (the nuclear coordinates) reproduces through (3.5) the composite state (the

molecule), instead of yielding the reduced density operator for the principal system (the

electrons). We shall return to the connection between the two approaches when dealing

with the general construction presented in paragraphs 3.1.1-3.1.2.2.

In the adiabatic setting, see eq. (3.2) the expansion (3.5) has to fulfill

〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 ≡ χ(R) |φe(R)〉 , (3.7)

where the “abstract” electronic state is immediately given by

|φe(R)〉 =
∫

dr |r〉φ(r,R) . (3.8)

Eq. (3.7), together with the expansion (3.5), naturally displays the very structure we have

been inspired by when developing the parametric representation for a generic quantum

composite system. Some remarks are therefore in order both to clarify its meaning in

this particular situation and to notice, in the subsequent, the relevant differences with

respect to the general construction. Firstly, as we mentioned in the introduction, the

formal passage from a generic representation of the molecular state to a parametric one

is achieved by introducing a resolution of the identity operator in the Hilbert space of

the nuclei Hn, which in this case relies on the generalized position basis

1Hn =
∫

dR |R〉 〈R| (3.9)

and realizes the mapping, for each R

ΠR : Hmol → He, |Ψ(e,n)〉 7→ 〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 . (3.10)

Notice that the parametrized states 〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 have to be seen, in this context, as

unnormalized states of the electronic (open) subsystem. Their decomposition, as in

eq. (3.7) or eq. (3.2), besides being an essential ansatz in order to pursue the adiabatic

decoupling scheme, is dictated by requiring the correct quantum mechanical interpre-

tation of probabilities, both for the electrons and the nuclei. Indeed, the electronic

parametrized states 〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 can be in principle normalized for each R, by dividing

by the appropriate R-dependent normalization factor:

〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 norm.−−−→ 〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉
‖ 〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 ‖He

, (3.11)

where we have here explicitly stressed in the subscripts that the scalar product is taken
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over the electronic Hilbert space4. It is immediate now to notice that the decomposition

(3.7) can in general perform the electronic state normalization, by identifying:

|φe(R)〉 ≡ eiλ(R) 〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉
‖ 〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 ‖He

, (3.12a)

χ(R) ≡ e−iλ(R)‖ 〈R |Ψ(e,n)〉 ‖He , (3.12b)

in agreement with the normalizations implied in eq. (3.2). In the definitions (3.12),

we had the freedom to single out two compensating R-dependent phase factors, which

embody, on one hand, the gauge freedom in choosing the representative electronic eigen-

functions (sections in the spectral bundle over R, see paragraph 2.2.3) and, thus, reflect

themselves in the definition of the Berry’s potential (cfr. eq. (2.144)) and the related pos-

sible emergence of Berry’s phase; on the other hand, they allow one to truly treat χ(R) as

a nuclear wavefunction, making it a probability amplitude. As for this last point, it is im-

mediate to calculate from (3.12b) and the overall normalization 〈Ψ(n,e) |Ψ(n,e)〉Hmol
= 1

that ∫
dR |χ(R)|2 = 1 , (3.13)

meaning that the electronic state (local) normalization automatically implies that of the

nuclear wavefunction.

The starting point in the presentation of the above paradigmatic example was the total

wavefunction decoupling induced by the first order Born-Oppenheimer theory, eq. (3.2);

however, the parametric representation of a molecule is not a specific feature of such an

approximation scheme: indeed, it is immediate to notice that the abstract construction

from eq.(3.5) to eqs. (3.12) does not rely on any approximation, as the initial compos-

ite molecular state |Ψ(e,n)〉 can be in principle completely generic and, consequently,

the decomposition in a parametrized and normalized electronic state |φe(R)〉 and its

R-dependent normalization χ(R) does not force the former to be an adiabatic eigen-

function, nor the latter to be the adiabatic nuclear wavefunction. In this sense, the

adiabatic form of eq. (3.2) is a particular case of parametric representation, obtained

through the resolution of the identity over the nuclear coordinates when applied to a

specific class of molecular states. The same line of reasoning can be adopted to con-

clude that the decomposition (3.2) can be made exact by an appropriate choice of the

parametrized electronic and nuclear wavefunction, as extensively explained in [23, 24]

in the context of probability amplitudes in quantum chemistry. In particular, in [24] a

minimization procedure in order to systematically express in the form (3.2) the exact

4It is clear that, since the latter is the functional Hilbert space L 2(R3k), the scalar product is
calculated as an integral over the electronic coordinates, but we still prefer to avoid any formal reference
to the Hilbert space structure of the electrons since it is both in general unnecessary and in particular
may rise confusion.
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ground state of a molecular Hamiltonian (see, e.g., eq. (2.134)) is devised: not surpris-

ingly, such minimization has to be carried over by involving Lagrange multipliers that

take into account, firstly, the normalization of the electronic parametrized state for each

nuclear position, secondly, that of the nuclear wavefunction, in perfect analogy with the

above presented construction.

3.1.1 The parametric representation with a discrete resolution of the

identity

We are now in the position to present the general construction yielding the parametric

representation of an open quantum system obtained starting from a composite system.

The only assumption we make, as anticipated in the chapter introduction, is the separa-

bility of the environmental Hilbert space, which we shall denote by Henv in the following;

the reason for such a requirement is two-fold: as for the current paragraph, it guarantees

the existence of countable bases ∈ Henv providing an identity resolution, but it will be

also necessary in the generalized coherent states construction we will extensively discuss

in the remainder of this work.

Let us then consider a pure state |Ψ〉 belonging to the tensor product Hilbert space

H ≡ Hopen ⊗ Henv, Hopen denoting the Hilbert space of the open (principal) system.

In order to avoid unnecessary complications and, at the same time, still comprising a

huge class of physical systems usually treated as OQS (cfr. chapter 1), we restrict the

discussion to the case where Hopen is finite-dimensional. Choosing two orthonormal

bases { |α〉 ∈ Hopen, α = 1, . . . ,dim(Hopen) ≡ d <∞} and { |n〉 ∈ Henv }5, any global

state |Ψ〉 can be written as

|Ψ〉 =
∑

αn

cαn |α〉 ⊗ |n〉 , (3.14)

with
∑

αn |cαn|2 = 1 as we assume |Ψ〉 normalized to unity. The basis |n〉 actually

provides the most immediate parametric representation: indeed, defining Πn ≡ 〈n | · 〉 :

H → Hopen, eq. (3.14) becomes

|Ψ〉 =
∑

n

|n〉Πn(Ψ) , (3.15)

where

Πn(Ψ) =
d∑

α=1

cαn |α〉 (3.16)

5from now on we shall distinct the labels pertaining the open system and the environment using,
respectively, greek and latin letters
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is the resulting unnormalized and n-dependent state of the open system, and is an

explicit version of the l.h.s. of eq. (3.7) thanks to the local bases expansion of (3.14). In

the same way the r.h.s. of eq. (3.7) provides the parametrized state normalization, we

define

Πn(Ψ) ≡ χn |φn〉 , (3.17)

where, again in perfect analogy with eqs. (3.12), the separation reads

|φn〉 ≡ eiλn Πn(Ψ)
‖Πn(Ψ)‖Hopen

= eiλn

∑d
α=1 cαn |α〉√∑d
α=1 |cαn|2

, (3.18a)

χn ≡ e−iλn

√√√√
d∑

α=1

|cαn|2 , (3.18b)

with a generic λn ∈ R. It is trivial to verify that the choices (3.18) ensure

‖ |φn〉 ‖Hopen = 1 ∀n , (3.19a)
∑

n

|χn|2 = 1 . (3.19b)

Summing up, we have the following

Definition 3.1. (Parametric Representation - discrete version) We define parametric

representation of an open system (belonging to an isolated bipartite system described

by the pure state |Ψ〉 ∈ H), induced by the set

{
Πn ≡ 〈n | · 〉 : H → Hopen,

∑

n

|n〉 〈n| = 1Henv

}
, (3.20)

the set of couples

{
(|φn〉 , χn), |φn〉 ∈ Hopen, ‖ |φn〉 ‖Hopen = 1, χn ∈ C

}
, (3.21)

where |Ψ〉 is given by eq. (3.14) and |φn〉 , χn are defined by (3.18).

Several comments and clarifications are now in order. The most important one concerns

the definition of the set of maps {Πn } that, when applied to a global state |Ψ〉 ∈ H,

produces a countable set {Πn(Ψ) } belonging to the open system Hilbert space. Such a

definition relies on the fact that the state |Ψ〉 is understood as a composite state whose

generic expansion is cast into the form of eq. (3.14), so that the overlap 〈n |Ψ〉 has

to be intepreted in the same sense of the partial trace over the environmental degrees

of freedom (cfr. section 1.1), and hence can be calculated by evaluating the scalar

products with the environmental basis states appearing in (3.14), without affecting the
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principal system. On the other hand, eq. (3.16) do provide the resulting definition of

the action of this set of maps on a generic |Ψ〉, so that the passage through the overlap

〈n |Ψ〉 may seem unnecessary. However, this complication is due to the fact that we

want to associate the parametric representation to a given partition of the unity in the

environmental Hilbert space without making any assumption on the environmental basis

the global state is written in; in fact, if the latter has a different expansion,

|Ψ〉 =
∑

α,i

c′αi |α〉 ⊗ |ui〉 , (3.22)

the “new” basis { |ui〉 } is related to { |n〉 } by a unitary transformation and, consistently,

the coefficients c′αi oppositely change, so that the result of the action of any Πn on |Ψ〉 is

the same, the only dependence being that inherited from the choice of the resolution of

the identity on Henv. Moreover, the fact that the set {Πn } is associated to an identity

resolution
∑

n |n〉 〈n| = 1Henv ensures that the global state becomes exactly written as

in eq. (3.15) and can be in principle reconstructed from the set defining the parametric

representation, eq. (3.21). As for this subject, we point out that the resolution of the

identity leaves the possibility to redefine the phases of the states |n〉 since the composite

state |Ψ〉 is obviously unaffected by a transformation of the type |n〉 → exp(iµn) |n〉;
however, such a freedom manifests itself in Πn(Ψ) = χn |φn〉, yielding an additional

overall phase ambiguity which can be eventually appended to the phases of χn or |φn〉.
Many conventions can be adopted in this sense, but we prefer to postpone their discussion

to the paragraph 3.1.2.2 which deals with a continuous parametric representation, where

such freedoms assume their more natural interpretation as gauge freedoms.

The property stated in eq. (3.19b) has been derived from the physical assumption that

the starting composite state is normalized, and must be seen as a consistency condi-

tion the parametric representation 3.1 has to fulfill when adopted in the converse sense,

namely when the sets (3.20) and (3.21) are assumed and used to reconstruct the full

state |Ψ〉. Moreover, a nice physical picture eventually emerge from such property: a

parametric representation of an open quantum system derived from a composite pure

state is a collection of pure parametrized (and normalized) states { |φn〉 ∈ Hopen } whose

occurrence is ruled by the set of probability amplitudes { χn } concerning the corre-

sponding environmental state |n〉. It is now natural to wonder about the relationship

between such a representation and the reduced density matrix formalism, and the simple

answer is given by the immediate calculation:

ρopen ≡ Trenv (|Ψ〉 〈Ψ|) =
∑

n

|χn|2 |φn〉 〈φn| (3.23)
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so that, for any open system local observable Oopen, it is

〈O〉 = Tropen (ρopenOopen) =
∑

n

|χn|2 〈φn |Oopen |φn〉 . (3.24)

Eqs. (3.23)-(3.24) state that the parametric representation does provide all the informa-

tion needed to calculate the expectation values of any local observable for the principal

system, and indeed provide much more than simply that, as it actually contains the

information stored in the whole composite system, where the reduced density matrix is

in this context its “summed” version. Moreover, it is immediate to see that

|χn|2 = (ρenv)n ≡ 〈n | ρenv |n〉 (3.25)

where ρenv ≡ Tropen (|Ψ〉 〈Ψ|) is the reduced density matrix of the environment, meaning,

in turn, that the probabilities |χn|2 are the populations of the environment in the basis

|n〉, irrespective to the configuration of the principal system.

For the sake of concreteness, we now move to the simplest example of two qubits forming

a composite system in an entangled Bell state[2].

Example 3.1 (Bell state). Let us consider a quantum system made up by two qubits,

and denote the composite Hilbert space as H ≡ HA⊗HB, where the labels A and B refer

to each single qubit subsystem. We assume such a system to be described by the Bell

state ∣∣Φ+
〉
≡ 1√

2
(|0〉A ⊗ |0〉B + |1〉A ⊗ |1〉B) , (3.26)

where the local orthonormal bases (|0〉i , |1〉i) , i = A,B are expressed as computational

bases, and physically we think of them as referring to the two eigenvalues of the spin

operator along a given direction, say z, implying that the logical qubit is actually realized

by a spin-1
2 particle: the states |0〉i correspond, in each subsystem A and B, to a local

measurement of (σz)i = +1
2 , and |1〉i to (σz)i = −1

2 . The role of the two subsystems is

perfectly interchangeable as the state (3.26) is invariant as A ↔ B; in order to avoid

confusion, however, we think of the qubit A as the open system so that B is its envi-

ronment, and we firstly consider the parametric representation induced by the resolution

of the identity relative to the same computational basis, that is 1B =
∑

n=0,1 |n〉B 〈n|B.

The resulting parametrized states for A immediately read:

Π0(Φ+) ≡
〈
0B
∣∣Φ+

〉
=

1√
2
|0〉A (3.27a)

Π1(Φ+) ≡
〈
1B
∣∣Φ+

〉
=

1√
2
|1〉A (3.27b)
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Therefore (putting the phases λn = 0) the normalized and parametrized states together

with their amplitudes (cfr. eq. (3.18)) can be simultaneously written as

|φn〉 = |n〉A , χn =
1√
2
, n = 0, 1 (3.28)

The initial total state is then trivially reconstructed as in eq. (3.15) using the above

expression, eq. (3.28): ∣∣Φ+
〉

=
∑

n

|n〉B χn |φn〉 . (3.29)

In other words, the initial state was already in the parametric representation induced

by the computational basis on the environment. This fact is obviously not a mere coin-

cidence, as the Bell state (3.26) (alike the other Bell states) is written in the Schmidt

decomposed form (cfr. section 1.1), and the Schmidt decomposition is a particular kind

of parametric representation. In fact, in general, a bipartite state in Schmidt form has

the following structure:

|ΨSchmidt〉 =
∑

j

√
pj |j〉A ⊗ |j〉B , (3.30)

where the sum runs over the lower dimensionality between the two subsystems, and

|j〉A, |j〉B are local orthonormal bases elements. The natural identifications with the

parametric representation formalism are, considering the system A as the principal one,
√
pj ↔ χj and |j〉A ↔ |φj〉, remembering that the phases of χj can always be adjusted to

make them positive real numbers; the only apparent difference resides in the fact that, if

the dimensionality of the environment dB is strictly greater than that of the open system

( unlike the previous explicit case), the environmental states |j〉B appearing in (3.30) are

fewer than dB, thus not forming an identity resolution in HB. However, it is not an

actual problem to exactly make (3.30) a parametric representation in the sense of the

definition 3.1, since one may trivially complete the resolution of the identity with the basis

remainder |k〉B , k = 1, . . . , dB − dA and extend the sum to the whole basis while putting

to zero the amplitudes of the previously missing states, χk = 0 for k = 1, . . . dB − dA.

More importantly, it is clear that the converse is not true: not every discrete parametric

representations is a Schmidt decomposition. Indeed (besides the identity resolution issue)

whichever of the two subsystems you choose as being the open one, the corresponding

basis states are automatically orthonormal in (3.30), while for a general parametric

representation it is not: 〈φn |φn′〉 6= δnn′, as immediately verifiable from the definition

(3.18a).
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Let us now suppose to parametrize the same Bell state (3.26) using a different resolution

of the identity, namely that given by the orthonormal basis:

|±〉B ≡
1√
2

(|0〉B ± |1〉B) , (3.31)

hence corresponding to the σx eigenvectors. It is readily seen that, using the same basis

also for A, one can write |Φ+〉 as

∣∣Φ+
〉
≡ 1√

2
(|+〉A ⊗ |+〉B + |−〉A ⊗ |−〉B) , (3.32)

thus immediately yielding the parametric representation:

|φn〉 = |n〉A , χn =
1√
2
, n = +,−. (3.33)

Notice that, although the form of the parametric representation is the same as before,

the parametrized states are different consistently with the change of the environmental

identity resolution, as previously they were { |φn〉 } = |0〉A , |1〉A, now they are { |φn〉 } =

|+〉A , |−〉A, while the amplitudes do coincide due to the special choice of a Bell state for

the to be parametrized composite state.

3.1.2 The parametric representation with generalized coherent states

In the previous paragraph we introduced the formal aspects that concern the paramet-

ric representation using a countable identity resolution on the environmental Hilbert

space. Although we consider such a construction interesting per se thanks to both its

novelty and generality, we saw in the example 3.1 that the Schmidt decomposition is

indeed a prototypical form of parametric representation, thus suggesting that, at least

in the “direct way” (namely, that starting from the composite state and arriving to the

parametrized couples { (|φn〉 , χn }), there is no a priori reason to prefer the generalized

construction (the parametric representation) to the “canonical” Schmidt decomposition.

However, rather than exploring in detail the “converse way” in the discrete case, which

would surely involve a non-trivial extension of the Schmidt formalism and would result

to be an interesting issue both from a mathematical (algebraic) and from a physical

(information-theoretic) point of view, we prefer to adopt the approach mentioned in the

chapter introduction, and resort to a continuous variable formalism.

The motivations for such a choice are various, both conceptual and practical: besides

the intention to radically distinguish the parametric representation formalism to that

induced by the Schmidt decomposition, the most important reason to adopt a continuos

version of the parametric representation is the pursuit of a natural scheme to relate the
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fully quantum treatment of an open quantum system to closed systems, since, from our

point of view, the latter approach has to be derived from the former in a systematic

way; in particular, the intuition suggests that when a quantum system surrounded by

an environment is effectively treated as closed, the parameters characterizing its envi-

ronment are classical objects that should be, in principle, derived as “classical limits”

of some a priori exactly quantum description. A detailed discussion of the crossover

from a quantum to a classical “world” does really go beyond the scope of this thesis

work, as such a topic is deeply connected to the subtlest conceptual aspects concerning

the very interpretation of quantum mechanics as a physical theory of reality. In the

following, we will just limit our discussion to the crossover from a quantum to a classical

environment as obtained from our construction using generalized coherent states, which

provides such a being looked for interpolating scheme in a rather natural way, and re-

ferring to the literature for all the other approaches to this huge problem (see, e.g., [1]

or[25]).

Moreover, the parametric representation formalism suggests a completely different ap-

proach to the dynamics of an open quantum system, since, in principle, the environment

quantum character remains entirely retained rather than traced out: as we will briefly

present in the next section 3.2, one might exploit the peculiar properties characteriz-

ing the dynamics of generalized coherent states, in order to relate a possible dynamical

evolution of the global system to that of the principal one. Indeed, the formal scheme

here presented opens the possibility of using established approaches for dealing with

quantum dynamics in phase space, such as the the path-integral formalism[26, 27], the

adiabatic perturbation theory and the Born-Oppenheimer approximation previously pre-

sented, and generalizations to curved phase spaces of multi-configurational Eherenfest

methods[28, 29], as tools for taking into account the effects of the environment on the

principal system and vice versa.

Finally, as we shall see in an explicit physical application of the whole formalism in

chapter 4, the continuous implementation of the parametric representation, thanks to

its interpolating behaviour between a fully quantum and an effectively closed and local

approach, provides a natural way to display a deep relationship between two different

manifestations of non-locality in quantum mechanics: on one hand, the entanglement

characterizing a state of a composite system, on the other the Berry’s phase possibly

arising in parametrically dependent closed ones (recall paragraph 2.2.3).
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3.1.2.1 The construction of generalized coherent states

As suggested by the name itself, generalized coherent states are an extension of the

“usual” coherent states introduced in 1963 by Glauber and Sudarshan[30–32] to de-

scribe the quantized radiation field: we will hereafter refer to this kind of coherent

states, which therefore concern the properties of the harmonic oscillator algebra, as

field coherent states in order to emphasize that they are indeed a particular implemen-

tation of the general construction, independently developed about ten years later by

Gilmore[33] and Perelomov[34]. For the subsequent, we will mainly adopt Gilmore’s

construction, following the nice review on this subject made by Gilmore himself and

some co-authors[35] (see also the book[36] for further details).

We recall that field coherent states can be defined in many equivalent ways; probably,

the best known concerns the fact that a field coherent state |α〉 is an eigenstate of the

annihilation operator describing a harmonic oscillator, â |α〉 = α |α〉, with [â, â†] = 1; it

is worth mentioning that, as â is not a Hermitian operator, α is a complex number. A

more interesting definition that paves the way to the generalization of coherent states to

arbitrary dynamical systems is that one can define |α〉 as the state obtained by applying

the displacement operator D̂(α) to the Fock vacuum:

|α〉 ≡ D̂(α) |0〉 , D̂(α) ≡ eαâ†−α∗â . (3.34)

The idea underlying the extension of the concept of coherent states, yielding the con-

struction of the latters for whatever quantum dynamical system, consists in resorting

to a group-theoretic framework, where the expression (3.34) enters as the last, defining

step of a self-consistent algorithm. Such an algorithm only needs the specification of

a dynamical system, in the sense that a Hamiltonian acting on some Hilbert space is

given: in the above case of field coherent states, the underlying Hamiltonian has the

form

Hfield =
∑

k

ωkâ
†
kâk + γk(t)â

†
k + γ∗k(t)âk , (3.35)

representing the radiation field (described by the modes k) interacting with some exter-

nal, time dependent source embodied into the γk(t)s, where ωkâ
†
kâk is the usual free term.

For each mode k, the algebraic structure of the Hamiltonian is constituted by a term

linear in the creation and annihilation operator, and the quadratic term â†kâk ≡ n̂k that

represents the number of excitations in the chosen mode. Those operators6, together
6again, for any k which we hereafter omit
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with the identity operator, span a Lie Algebra, which is denoted by h4:

[n̂, â†] = â†, [n̂, â] = â, [â, â†] = 1 , (3.36a)

[n̂,1] = [â,1] = [â†,1] = 0 . (3.36b)

The corresponding Lie Group, that hereafter will be in general referred to as the dy-

namical group induced by the Hamiltonian of the system, is in this case the well-

known Heisenberg-Weyl group ≡ H4[37]. The Hilbert space where the Hamiltonian

(3.35) acts is obviously the tensor product of the Fock spaces
⊗k Fk, with Fk refer-

ring to a single mode of radiation, which are the natural carrier spaces of the infinite-

dimensional representation of H4 spanned by the number operator n̂k eigenstates, Fk =

Span(|0〉 , |1〉 , . . . , |n〉 , . . . )k. In order to proceed in the definition of coherent states via

the group-theoretic algorithm, it is necessary to set a last ingredient, namely a refer-

ence state |Φ0〉, that in principle is a free choice, but in practical situations becomes

the ground state of a part of the Hamiltonian which for physical reasons has to be inter-

preted as the free part (the number operator term, in this case) and/or it is the maximal

weight of the considered representation. Such a choice strongly influences the proper-

ties of the generated coherent states and, consequently, their practical usefulness; in the

harmonic oscillator case, in order to cope with the previous definitions, the reference

state is indeed the ground state of the number operator, |Φ0〉 ≡ |0〉, that moreover is

the maximal weight of the representation of the algebra h4 (3.36).

Field coherent states |α〉 are then generated, starting from the three ingredients above

depicted, in three subsequent steps: firstly, one has to identify the maximum stability

subgroup of the dynamical group H4, that is the set of group members that leave

the reference state |0〉 invariant up to a phase factor ; this last requirement has obvious

physical reasons and slightly distinguishes the maximum stability subgroup from the

isotropy subgroup defined in paragraph 2.1.4, but the consequences of such a specification

on the subsequent construction will result to be non-trivial at all. In this guideline case,

a generic element f of the maximum stability subgroup ≡ F ⊂ H4 acting on the Fock

vacuum |0〉 can be easily found to be of the form

f = ei(δn̂+φ1) = eiδn̂eiφ1 (3.37)

with δ, φ real parameters, hence F ' U(1)×U(1) (two independent phase factors). The

maximum stability subgroup is then used to construct the quotient space H4/F (cfr.

paragraph 2.1.4), so that a generic element g of the dynamical group can be decomposed

as g = Df , where D ∈ H4/F and f ∈ F . Finally, the element D of the quotient space

inherits the representation T of the corresponding group element g when acting on the

Fock space as T̂ (g) = T̂ (D)T̂ (f): in particular, field coherent states are defined by the
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following relation again involving the reference state |0〉

T̂ (g) |0〉 = T̂ (D)T̂ (f) |0〉 = T̂ (D) |0〉 eiφ ≡ D̂(α) |0〉 eiφ , (3.38)

where we have made explicit use of the form of the maximum stability subgroup repre-

sentation (3.37) (identifying with a slight abuse of notation the abstract group element

f with its representation T̂ (f)), and where we denote by D̂(α) the representation of

D. This last notation is not a mere coincidence, as it is straightforward to prove (see

for more details[35]) that D̂(α) coincides with the displacement operator defined in

eq. (3.34), and the parameter α has to be seen as the coordinate of the point D ∈ H4/F .

In other words, coherent states are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of

the quotient space between the Heisenberg-Weyl dynamical group H4 and the maximum

stability subgroup F ' U(1)× U(1):

|α〉 ≡ D̂(α) |0〉 , D̂(α) ≡ T̂ (D), D ∈ H4/F . (3.39)

Once the group-theoretic argument above sketched in the case of the harmonic oscillator

(Heisenberg-Weyl) algebra is generalized to an arbitrary dynamical group G induced by

the generators appearing in the Hamiltonian (its algebra g), one is naturally led to the

notion of generalized coherent states. In order to both introduce the notation and clarify

several details of such construction, let us start back from the beginning of the algorithm,

and write the Hamiltonian of the physical system under investigation in the abstract

form

H = H({Xi }), Xi ∈ g . (3.40)

In practical applications, g is usually a Lie algebra (cfr. paragraph 2.1.4 and in particular

the definition 2.17) so that G is a Lie Group (and in the following we will adopt such

restriction), but in principle the construction can be carried over for a generic dynamical

group. The Lie algebra g is characterized by the commutation relations:

[Xi, Xj ] =
∑

k

ckijXk, {Xi } ∈ g , (3.41)

where the coefficients ckij are the structure constants (recall the structure equation (2.44)

for the geometric construction of a Lie algebra associated to G). If, moreover, the Lie

algebra g is semisimple7, the generators and the commutation relations (3.41) are written
7A semisimple algebra is a direct sum of simple algebras; a simple algebra is an algebra that does

not contain proper ideals, the latters being invariant subalgebras in the following sense: denoting by g

a simple algebra and h any of its subalgebras, [h, g] = h implies that h is either zero or g itself. For
a more detailed discussion, please refer to[38] or other group-theoretic textbooks; apart from the very
definition, for our purposes the commutation relations (3.42) are those we are interested in.
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in the so-called Cartan basis ({Hi } , { (Eα, E−α) }) as following:

[Hi, Hj ] = 0, [Hi, Eα] = αiEα, [Eα, E−α] =
∑

i

αiHi, [Eα, Eβ] = cα;βEα+β .

(3.42)

Therefore, if the Hamiltonian (3.40) is linear in the generators, in the case of semisimple

Lie algebra it takes the “canonical” form

H =
∑

i

εiHi +
∑

α

γαEα + γ∗αE−α , (3.43)

where we can recognize the form of (3.35)8 by identifying Hi with n̂, 1 and Eα ≡ E with

â†9: to this respect, it is worth to point out that the radiation Hamiltonian (3.35) is

indeed linear in the generators of h4 as the quadratic term n̂ ≡ â†â is considered itself

as an elementary object.

The Hilbert space of the system H is, in such context, the carrier space of a unitary

irreducible representation of the dynamical group G, which we denoted before by the

symbol T̂ 10. It is worth to point out that, although the choice of the representation is

a priori not given by the Hamiltonian (3.40) itself, it is again the physical set up that

determines it.

As anticipated, a last ingredient is needed in order to pursue the algorithm, namely

the choice of a reference state |Φ0〉 ∈ H normalized to unity, 〈Φ0 |Φ0〉 = 1. In the

case of the decomposition (3.42) and linear Hamiltonian (3.43), the part containing

the generators Hi is usually associated to the “free” term, while the generators Eα, E−α
embody the “perturbation”, and from the theory of representation it is possible to choose

the His diagonal and Hermitian, Ĥ†i = Ĥi in every irreducible representation, while the

representative of the Eα, E−α becomes shift-up and shift-down operators such that Ê†α =

Ê−α
11. In this case, the reference state |Φ0〉 is usually chosen to be both an eigenstate

of the free part, Ĥi |Φ0〉 = Λi |Φ0〉, Λi depending on the particular representation, and

a maximal weight state, in the sense that it is annihilated by all the shift-up operators,

Êα |Φ0〉 = 0∀α.

To sum up, the algorithm to construct generalized coherent states needs the following

three inputs:
8again, for each mode k that should not be confused with the index labeling the elements of the

Cartan basis of g
9namely, the structure of the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra h4 in the Cartan basis has only one non-trivial

element of type “Hi” and only one of type “Eα”
10The representation of a group is usually defined itself as the couple (H,

n
T̂ (g)

o
) of the carrier space

together with the unitary operators representing the action of the group on it for each element g ∈ G.
11We drop the representation symbol by replacing it with a “ˆ” to lighten the notation.
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1. a Hamiltonian H({Xi }), the generators {Xi } spanning a (Lie) algebra that spec-

ifies the dynamical group G;

2. an unitary irreducible representation of G (H, T̂ (g) ∀g ∈ G);

3. the choice of a normalized reference state |Φ0〉 ∈ H.

Once such ingredients are given, the algorithm firstly provides the maximum stability

subgroup of G, namely the set F ⊂ G of all elements f that leave the reference state

invariant up to a phase factor, namely

f ∈ F ↔ T (f) |Φ0〉 = |Φ0〉 eiφ(f) (3.44)

where we made explicit the fact that in general the phase factor φ(f) depends on f ; we

remark that such a subgroup is strongly affected by the choice of the reference state.

The maximum stability subgroup is then used in the second step to define the quotient

space G/F , which is in general a differentiable manifold provided that G is a Lie group,

as we assume for physical reasons. Any group element g ∈ G is then decomposed as

g = Ωf , with Ω ∈ G/F and f ∈ F , where such a decomposition, according to the

geometric properties of G and G/F , may or may not be given globally (see later). As

a last step, generalized coherent states are defined by the action of the dynamical

group on the reference state, via the representation of the above decomposition:

ĝ |Φ0〉 = Ω̂f̂ |Φ〉0 = Ω̂ |Φ0〉 eiφ(f) ≡ |Ω〉 eiφ(f) , (3.45)

where we defined Ω̂ |Φ0〉 ≡ |Ω〉 ∈ H. Generalized coherent states are therefore in one-

to-one correspondence with the elements Ω of the quotient space G/F , thus inheriting

from the latter many useful differential properties, which we shall present shortly after.

Resorting again to the useful (but not so restricting) hypothesis of a semisimple Lie alge-

bra (3.42) and a linear Hamiltonian (3.43), the general expression of the representation

Ω̂ can be put in the “generalized displacement operator” form:

Ω̂ = exp


∑

β

ηβÊβ − ηβ
∗
Ê−β


 (3.46)

where the sum runs over those shift-down operators that do not annihilate the reference

state12, and the complex parameters ηβ are coordinates on G/F .

To sum up, the three ordered outputs of the generalized coherent states algorithm are:

1. the maximum stability subgroup F ;
12clearly, if Êβ is a shift-down operator, Ê−β acts as a shift-up.
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2. the quotient space G/F (a differentiable manifold when dealing with Lie groups);

3. the coherent states |Ω〉 ≡ Ω̂ |Φ0〉, Ω ∈ G/F .

The resulting geometry of G/F strongly influences the properties of the coherent states.

It turns out that, in general, G/F is an even dimensional manifold, and if the algebra

g is semisimple and satisfies the Cartan decomposition in the form g = f ⊕ p, where

f is the algebra of F and p = ηβEβ − ηβ∗E−β is its orthogonal complement, G/F is

also a symmetric space[39], and an element in G/F can be expressed in matrix form (of

dimension dim(G)), according to the fact G is either compact (-) or non-compact (+):

(√
1∓ zz† z

∓z†
√
1∓ z†z

)
, (3.47)

where the new “coordinates” z are matrices of dimension dim(f)× dim(p), related to a

dim(f)× dim(p) matrix representation of the ηs, via

z = η
sin
√
η†η√

η†η
(−), z = η

sinh
√
η†η√

η†η
(+) (3.48)

A last useful coordinate is that yielding a complex projective representation of G/F ,

related to z as

τ = z(1∓ z†z)− 1
2 ; (3.49)

for our purposes (see later the application in paragraph 4.1.2), however, η, z, τ will

actually be c-numbers and we will be only interested in the explicit transformations

relating them.

More interestingly, the quotient space G/F is endowed with a natural metric structure,

inherited by the dynamical group G, which is useful to express in the τ coordinates as

ds2 =
∑

αβ

gαβdταdτβ
∗
. (3.50)

The metrics gαβ, in turn, is related to the non-normalized form of the coherent states:

namely, it is gαβ = ∂α∂βF (τ, τ∗), where

F (τ, τ∗) ≡ lnN(τ, τ∗) , (3.51)

and N(τ, τ∗) is a normalization factor that relates the normalized coherent state |Ω〉 =

Ω̂ |Φ0〉 defined by eq. (3.46) and the τ expression |τ〉 ≡ exp(
∑

β τ
βÊβ) |Φ0〉 through

|Ω〉 = N(τ, τ∗)−
1
2 |τ〉 . (3.52)
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Since the manifold G/F is endowed with a metric tensor g, it is possible to define on it

a canonical volume form (see, e.g., [13]), in the sense that such a form is invariant under

reparametrization, and the corresponding volume element can be written as

dµ(Ω) = const× det(g)
∏

α

dταdτα∗ (3.53)

for whatever coordinate system.

Moreover, the quotient space G/F also admits a symplectic structure; such property has

a relevant physical significance since the symplectic form allows one to consider G/F

a phase space over which a Poisson bracket is defined; indeed, under rather general

assumptions, G/F turns out to be the phase space the quantum dynamical system

collapse into as a proper classical limit is performed. Since we will deal more precisely

with this issue in the following chapter 4, for the moment we restrict ourselves to the

statement of the abstract and geometrical aspects, but we still remark that coherent

states are actually a well-known link between the quantum and the classical world as,

for instance, they are a class of minimum uncertainty states[40]. The symplectic form is a

closed, non-degenerate two-form defined onG/F which has the coordinate representation

ω = i
∑

αβ

gαβdτα ∧ dτβ
∗
, (3.54)

and is used to define the Poisson brackets

{f, g}PB ≡ −i
∑

αβ

gαβ
(
∂f

∂τα
∂g

∂τβ
∗ −

∂g

∂τα
∂f

∂τβ
∗

)
. (3.55)

Switching to the z coordinates and putting

zβ ≡ 1√
2

(qβ + ipβ), zβ
∗ ≡ 1√

2
(qβ − ipβ) , (3.56)

the Poisson brackets (3.55) display the canonical form:

{f, g}PB =
∑

α

(
∂f

∂qα
∂g

∂pα
− ∂g

∂pα
∂f

∂qα

)
. (3.57)

It is worth to point out that, since the differential structure of the quotient space G/F is

in general non-trivial, the coordinates are only locally defined, so as the classical phase

space coordinates { (qα, pα) }; nevertheless, the Poisson structure is everywhere defined

as it relies on the existence of an intrinsically given symplectic form ω (even though in

(3.54) we only report its coordinate presentation for the sake of clarity).

We now move to a more algebraic treatment of generalized coherent states, namely we
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present their relevant properties as vectors in the Hilbert space H they belong to; in

particular, we shall see in what sense they provide a way to expand a generic state onto

them and, most importantly, that they provide a continuous resolution of the identity

in H which, as we explained in the previous paragraph 3.1.1, is the key ingredient to

define a parametric representation when a composite system is considered, see paragraph

3.1.2.2. From their very definition through the displacement operator (3.46), generalized

coherent states naturally come normalized but non-orthogonal :

〈Ω |Ω〉 =
〈

Φ0

∣∣∣ Ω̂†Ω̂
∣∣∣Φ0

〉
=
〈

Φ0

∣∣∣ T̂ (g−1g)
∣∣∣Φ0

〉
= 1 (3.58)

since the representation T̂ is unitary, and, similarly

〈
Ω
∣∣Ω′
〉

=
〈

Φ0

∣∣∣ T̂ (g′′ = g−1g′)
∣∣∣Φ0

〉
eiφ ≡ K(Ω,Ω′)eiφ 6= 0 (3.59)

in general, where we defined the overlap function K(Ω,Ω′) ≡ 〈Ω |Ω′〉. Generalized

coherent state are usually referred to as forming an overcomplete set of states, in the

sense that, although they are not orthogonal, they provide, as an immediate consequence

of Schur’s lemma, a resolution of the identity by

1H =
∫

G/F
|Ω〉dµ(Ω) 〈Ω| , (3.60)

where the group-invariant measure dµ(Ω) is defined as in eq. (3.53) by appropriately

choosing the constant pre-factor. Overcompletenss is usually associated to the simulta-

neous properties (3.59) and (3.60), and becomes even more apparent where the consid-

ered representation is finite-dimensional. In fact, on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H
a basis (that provides an identity resolution, too) has a finite number of elements, while

generalized coherent states are an infinite, continuous set labeled by the point Ω ∈ G/F ;

this way, only a “zero measure” subset of them can indeed constitute a proper basis,

whose elements be orthogonal to each other.

Belonging to H, coherent states can be expanded on a proper basis { |n〉 } for any Ω:

|Ω〉 =
∑

n

g∗n(Ω) |n〉 , (3.61)

where the expansion coefficients g∗n(Ω)13 are the overlaps 〈n |Ω〉, and are uniquely defined

once a representative in the quotient space G/F is chosen, that is the decomposition

T̂ (g) = Ω̂T̂ (f) is made explicit (see later the fiber bundle interpretation). On the other

hand, as coherent states provide an identity resolution (3.60) in H, a generic state |ψ〉
13the complex conjugate is put for further convenience
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can be expanded onto them as

|ψ〉 =
∫

dµ(Ω)ψ(Ω) |Ω〉 , (3.62)

for appropriate coefficients ψ(Ω); by the non-orthogonality property (3.59), however, the

expansion (3.62) is not unique: if one chooses φ(Ω) 6= 0 such that
∫

dµ(Ω′) 〈Ω |Ω′〉φ(Ω′) =

0, it is also ∫
dµ(Ω) |Ω〉 (ψ(Ω) + φ(Ω)) =

∫
dµ(Ω)ψ(Ω) |Ω〉 = |ψ〉 . (3.63)

Notice that the choice of a nonzero φ(Ω) is possible only because the overlap 〈Ω |Ω′〉 6=
δ(Ω − Ω′), unlike a true basis. Nevertheless, this last consideration suggests that a

condition on the coefficients ψ(Ω) for providing a unique decomposition can still be

given, namely by requiring that

∫
dµ(Ω′)

〈
Ω
∣∣Ω′
〉
ψ(Ω′) = ψ(Ω) , (3.64)

as can be easily seen by inserting it into (3.62). A not surprising solution of (3.64) is

obtained by expanding the state |ψ〉 in the true basis |n〉 of eq. (3.61) as |ψ〉 =
∑

n ψn |n〉,
and by defining in (3.62):

ψ(Ω) ≡ 〈Ω |ψ〉 =
∑

n

〈Ω |n〉ψn =
∑

n

gn(Ω)ψn , (3.65)

thus leaving no ambiguities in a generic state |ψ〉 ∈ H expansion, except from the above

mentioned one that pertains the choice of the representative in the quotient space G/F .

As for this last point, the fact that the output space of the algorithm is a quotient space

between a group G and its maximum stability subgroup naturally paves the way to the

interpretation of the interplay between G, F and G/F in terms of a principal bundle, cfr.

paragraph 2.1.5, whereG is the total space, G/F the base manifold (there denoted byM)

and F the structure group-fiber. In other words, a point g in the total space is trivialized

by the couple (Ω, f) that is in one-to one correspondence to the choice of a section g(Ω):

the bundle is in general non-trivial, and therefore the trivializiation can be given only

locally in G/F , as it will be apparent in the example given in 4.1.2. Different sections are

related by gauge transformations ∈ F , which in the case where F is abelian (we remark

that it should be “at least” a U(1) due to the definition of the maximum stability

subgroup), such a transformation can be cast into the form exp(iλ(Ω)). Generalized

coherent states are then constructed as representation of the action of the group G

onto the carrier Hilbert space H so that, to be precise, instead of the principal bundle

structure just sketched one should resort to the procedure also depicted in paragraph

2.1.5 that associates to the former a vector bundle. Generalized coherent states are

eventually interpreted in such framework as holomorphic sections in an associated line
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bundle (one dimensional vector bundle) over (the complexification of) G/F [41]; without

entering much in detail, for our purposes it is important to interpret the coherent state

expansion coefficients g∗n(Ω) of eq. (3.61) as sections over G/F (instead of functions)

and that, moreover, these sections are holomorphic, actually meaning that they are

holomorphic functions of the complex coordinates that locally express the point Ω in

G/F (for example, the τ above presented). Consequently, the coefficients ψ(Ω) in the

state expansion (3.62) inherit from the relation ψ(Ω) = 〈Ω |ψ〉 (see (3.65)) the property

of being holomorphic sections: this means, in turn, as the state |ψ〉 ∈ H is completely

generic, that physical states are in one-to one correspondence with the holomorphic

sections ψ(Ω) of the complex line bundle over G/F associated to the principal bundle

G→ G/F .

We end this paragraph by stating another important application of coherent states,

that is intimately connected with the quantum-to-classical transition issue: being (quite

generally) sections defined on G/F , coherent states provide a natural way to express op-

erators in the Hilbert space H as distributions on the corresponding classical phase space

(see, e.g., [42] for a nice review about the subject). Reversing the point of view, starting

from a phase-space distribution, an operator on H can be obtained by a generalized

quantization procedure (for instance, the Weyl transform[37]): the usual replacement

of the canonical coordinates on the phase space, {q, p}PB = 1, by operators x̂, p̂ satis-

fying [x̂, p̂] = i has to be regarded, in this sense, as a particular case (with flat phase

space) of such a general framework. An even more general (geometrical) approach is

provided by the so-called geometrical quantization (see, e.g., [43]) that naturally copes

with curved phase spaces. Let us then present the three kinds of such distributions,

that correspond to the three possible orders of the operators obtained by the converse

quantization procedure.

1. P representation: given an observable Ô, its P representation OP (Ω) is defined by

the relation

Ô =
∫

dµ(Ω) |Ω〉OP (Ω) 〈Ω| . (3.66)

In the case of field coherent states |α〉, it corresponds to a normally ordered quan-

tization, namely, the creation-annihilation operators obtained when canonically

quantizing the phase space variables appearing in OP (α = (q, p)), once ordered as
∏
i a
†
i

∏
k ak, yield the original Ô; moreover, OP (α) is always defined for bounded

operators. On the other hand, for generic coherent states |Ω〉, the expansion (3.66)

can correspond to unphysical phase space distributions.
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2. Q representation; given an observable Ô, its Q representation (or Husimi Q-

function) OQ(Ω) is uniquely defined as

Ô →
〈

Ω
∣∣∣ Ô
∣∣∣Ω
〉
≡ OQ(Ω) , (3.67)

and corresponds to an anti-normal ordering. Interestingly, the statistical average

of an operator Ô on the density matrix ρ can be expressed as a combination of P

and Q distributions:

Tr(ρÔ) =
∫

dµ(Ω)ρQ(Ω)OP (Ω) , (3.68)

as can be immediately seen by the definitions (3.66)-(3.67).

3. W representation: the last phase space distribution is the W representation (the

“W” standing for Wigner), that corresponds to a symmetric ordering, and is ab-

stractly defined by requiring that Ô ↔ OW (it is a bijiection) and that for any two

operators Â, B̂ on H it is:

Tr(A†B) =
∫

dµ(Ω)A∗W (Ω)BW (Ω) , (3.69)

so that
〈
ρÔ
〉

=
∫

dµ(Ω)ρW (Ω)OW (Ω).

In general, the P , Q and W representations are only quasi -probability distributions over

the phase space, in the sense that they may not be globally positive-definite; however, in

the practical situation we shall throughly discuss in the subsequent, we will encounter

the Q representation of the environmental density matrix, that will result to be a true

probability distribution (see later and paragraph 4.1.2).

3.1.2.2 Using generalized coherent states for a parametric representation

We are now in the position to present the continuous parametric representation of a

state |Ψ〉 of a composite system H ≡ Hopen ⊗Henv, mimicking step by step the formal

construction of paragraph 3.1.1 by only replacing the discrete identity resolution in Henv

with the continuous one provided by generalized coherent states, eq. (3.60); due to the

importance of such a construction for the following, we prefer to repeat the essential

steps, using the same notation as before unless otherwise stated.

Let us suppose that on the system H a Hamiltonian H is defined, the latter being a sum

of a local part Henv in the sense that it only contains operators acting on Henv, and an

interaction part Hint containing operators acting on both Hilbert spaces; ignoring the
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operators acting on Hopen, the Hamiltonian is usually linear in the generators Xi, or can

be taken to be linear as in the field coherent state example (it was made so by appending

the number operator to the algebra of the dynamical group), but we remark that the

construction does not rely on any assumption of this kind. Anyway, let us suppose that

the dynamical group G of the environment is given together with its representation

(Henv, T̂ ), and that a highest weight state |Φ0〉 ∈ Henv is chosen as reference state, so

that generalized environmental coherent states |Ω〉 are defined according to the algorithm

summed up in 3.1.2.1.

The identity resolution (3.60) provides a continuous set of maps ΠΩ ≡ 〈Ω | · 〉 : H →
Hopen, so that a composite state |Ψ〉 has the coherent state expansion

|Ψ〉 =
∫

G/F
dµ(Ω) |Ω〉ΠΩ(|Ψ〉) , (3.70)

where the partial overlap ΠΩ(|Ψ〉) = 〈Ω |Ψ〉 has to be intended in the same sense of

the coefficients in the “isolated” case ψ(Ω) = 〈Ω |ψ〉 (see eq. (3.62) and subsequent

discussion): the expansion of the composite state |Ψ〉 over the local bases { |β〉 } ∈ Hopen

and { |n〉 } ∈ Henv is implied, so that the scalar products 〈Ω |n〉 in Henv are known from

(3.61). Explicitly, writing H 3 |Ψ〉 =
∑

βn cβn |β〉 |n〉, the images ΠΩ(|Ψ〉) comparing in

eq. (3.70) read:

ΠΩ(|Ψ〉) =
∑

βn

gn(Ω)cβn |β〉 ≡
∑

β

ψβ(Ω) |β〉 , (3.71)

where we have put

ψβ(Ω) ≡
∑

n

gn(Ω)cβn (3.72)

in the last equality. Therefore the extension from the “isolated” case treated in para-

graph 3.1.2.1 to the composite case of eq. (3.71) is quite natural in the geometrical

language: instead of a single holomorphic section ψ(Ω), a physical state turns out to

be a multicomponent holomorphic section { ψβ(Ω), β = 1, . . . ,dim(Hopen) }, belonging

to the tensor product between the line bundle defining coherent states and the Hilbert

space of the open system.

The parametric representation of the open system induced by the coherent state is then

obtained, as in 3.1.1, by factorizing the state (3.71) into a normalized, parametric state

of |φ(Ω)〉 ∈ Hopen and the corresponding amplitude χ(Ω), ΠΩ(|Ψ〉) ≡ χ(Ω) |φ(Ω)〉, where
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(cfr. eqs. (3.18))

|φ(Ω)〉 ≡ eiλ(Ω) ΠΩ(|Ψ〉)
‖ΠΩ(|Ψ〉)‖ = eiλ(Ω)

∑
β ψβ(Ω) |β〉

√∑
β |ψβ(Ω)|2

(3.73a)

χ(Ω) ≡ e−iλ(Ω) ‖ΠΩ(|Ψ〉)‖ = e−iλ(Ω)

√∑

β

|ψβ(Ω)|2 , (3.73b)

where ψβ(Ω) are defined in (3.72), with the Ω-dependent phase factor exp(iλ(Ω)) left

undetermined. As anticipated, to such a local phase ambiguity, the gauge freedom in

defining the section |Ω〉 over the quotient space G/F is superimposed, with the result

that the phase factors relative to |φ(Ω)〉 and χ(Ω) actually becomes uncorrelated and,

eventually, the only relevant gauge freedom is that pertaining the coherent states: in

other words, we can “canonically” choose χ(Ω) real (λ(Ω) ≡ 0) and append the coherent

state gauge freedom to the parametrized state |φ(Ω)〉.

In analogy with def. 3.1, we define parametric representation with generalized

coherent states (of the open system related to composite state |Ψ〉 ∈ H) the couple

(|φ(Ω)〉 , χ(Ω)), explicitly given by eqs. (3.70) and (3.73).

Although the continuous construction displays the very same structure of the discrete

one, the former immediately results more practical than the latter, as the set of parametrized

states and corresponding amplitudes becomes functions of the variable Ω (actually, sec-

tions when considered together, see above), so that the parametric dependence is made

“explicit” in a single state-amplitude couple. As a drawback, the physical interpretation

results a little tricky: unlike, for instance, the parametric representation in molecular

systems (recall this section introduction), the parameter Ω ∈ G/F belongs to the phase

space of the environment (in the sense explained in paragraph 3.1.2.1 ), thus it does

not label a true observable of Henv, even if the environmental coherent state |Ω〉 is a

proper physical state since it is normalized. We shall therefore refer to Ω as labeling an

environmental configuration. Nevertheless, as in the discrete case, the amplitude χ(Ω)

satisfies by construction: ∫
dµ(Ω)|χ(Ω)|2 = 1 , (3.74)

thus still allowing us to interpret χ(Ω) as a probability amplitude, and consequently

|χ(Ω)|2 as a probability distribution, over G/F . Moreover, as can be seen by a direct

calculation as in eq. (3.25), such distribution coincides with the “populations” of the

diagonal elements of the environmental density matrix (in the “basis” |Ω〉 defining the

identity resolution):

|χ(Ω)|2 = (ρenv)(Ω) ≡ 〈Ω | ρenv |Ω〉 ≡ ρenv,Q(Ω) , (3.75)
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where we have immediately pointed out that the last term 〈Ω | ρenv |Ω〉 is indeed the Q-

representation of the environmental reduced density matrix; not surprisingly, in this case

the Q-representation is a true probability distribution since it pertains a positive-definite

operator (the density matrix ρenv). The identity resolution on the environment with

coherent states (3.60), moreover, allows one to express the trace over the environmental

degrees of freedom as

TrenvρTOT = Trenv(1HenvρTOT) = · · · =
∫

dµ(Ω) 〈Ω | ρTOT |Ω〉 (3.76)

for any global state ρTOT
14. We can therefore express the relation between the coherent

state parametric representation and the reduced density matrix for the open system,

mimicking the discrete case (see. eq. (3.23)), as

ρopen ≡ Trenv (|Ψ〉 〈Ψ|) =
∫

dµ(Ω)|χ(Ω)|2 |φ(Ω)〉 〈φ(Ω)| . (3.77)

Such a representation of the reduced density matrix, moreover, can be adopted to cal-

culate the expectation values of any open system observable Ôopen; a straightforward

calculation shows, indeed, that the cyclic property of the trace still holds, in the sense

that

〈
Ôopen

〉
= Tropen

(
ρopenÔopen

)
= · · · =

∫
dµ(Ω)|χ(Ω)|2

〈
φ(Ω)

∣∣∣ Ôopen

∣∣∣φ(Ω)
〉
,

(3.78)

where in the last equality the quantity
〈
φ(Ω)

∣∣∣ Ôopen

∣∣∣φ(Ω)
〉

has to be interpreted as a

conditional probability distribution for the local observable Ôopen.

To sum up, the coherent state parametric representation is a tool to describe an open

system originating from a composite system in a pure state |Ψ〉 that is made up by a nor-

malized and parametrized state |φ(Ω)〉 that functionally depends on the environmental

configuration Ω, with occurrence ruled by the probability amplitude χ(Ω) for the latter,

while the parameter Ω represents a point in the phase space of the environment, and

the composite state |Ψ〉 can be systematically reconstructed as

|Ψ〉 =
∫

dµ(Ω) |Ω〉χ(Ω) |φ(Ω)〉 . (3.79)

All the concepts here presented will be extensively clarified in the physical set up dis-

cussed in the next chapter 4, where the composite system will be made up by a spin-1
2

particle in the role of the open system, isotropically interacting with an environment

embodied by a ring of surrounding spins. Such situation is commonly referred to as

a spin-star model: we shall see that it naturally admits a coherent state parametric
14where the expectation value, as always, has to be taken in the same sense as before, namely by

calculating the overlaps of the type 〈Ω |n〉 and leaving the operator part on Hopen untouched.
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representation in terms of SU(2) coherent states, that are the simplest non-trivial im-

plementation of the group-theoretic algorithm we presented throughout this chapter,

with various interesting consequences.

Example 3.2 (Bell states - coherent parametric representation). As an immediate ap-

plication of the generalized coherent state parametric representation, we come back to

the Bell state example, cfr. 3.1. Let us then recall the Bell state |Φ+〉 of eq. (3.26):

∣∣Φ+
〉
≡ 1√

2
(|0〉A ⊗ |0〉B + |1〉A ⊗ |1〉B) , (3.80)

where the subsystem B is again considered as the environment for the subsystem A.

Without referring to any Hamiltonian, we can still take G = SU(2) as the dynami-

cal group for the environment since the environmental states appearing in (3.80) are

those relative to the spin-1
2 representation of G. By choosing the state |0〉B as the

reference state for the coherent state algorithm (the opposite choice would bring a com-

pletely identical result provided a suitable redefinition of the coordinates is performed),

one can immediately see that generalized coherent states turns out to be the so-called

spin coherent states; since we shall deal with the same construction in a more gen-

eral framework (namely, a generic spin-S representation) in the next chapter, we don’t

now enter into the details and just write without proof the expansion of spin coherent

states onto the σz,B basis |0〉B , |1〉B appearing in (3.80). We anticipate that spin coher-

ent states |Ω〉 are in one-to-one correspondence with the two-dimensional sphere, since

G/F = SU(2)/U(1) ' S2, namely Ω ∈ S2 (cfr. example 2.1) and can be parametrized,

for instance, through the usual polar angles Ω = (θ, ϕ); moreover, the measure on

G/F ∼ { Ω } is simply a rescaling of the euclidean measure of the spherical surface

in real space, namely dµ(Ω) = 1
2πdΩ (the rescaling factor actually depends on the di-

mension of the representation). Now, according to eq. (3.70), one has to compute

ΠΩ(Φ+) ≡
〈
Ω
∣∣Φ+

〉
=

1√
2

∑

i=0,1

〈Ω | i〉B ⊗ |i〉A , (3.81)

so that the two overlaps gi(Ω) ≡ 〈Ω | i〉B , i = 0, 1 are needed; they read[44]

g0(θ, ϕ) = cos
θ

2
, g1(θ, ϕ) = sin

θ

2
e−iϕ . (3.82)

Eventually, according to the general formulas (3.73), the parametric representation of

(3.80) through spin-1
2 coherent states is given by

|φ(Ω)〉 = cos
θ

2
|0〉A + sin

θ

2
e−iϕ |1〉A , χ(Ω) =

1√
2
. (3.83)

By a direct calculation, one can immediately check that (3.83) exactly reconstructs the
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initial Bell state (3.80) as imposed by the general expression (3.79). We just point out

an interesting aspect concerning such example: the decomposition of eq. (3.81) into a

normalized parametrized state |φ(Ω)〉 for the subsystem A and its amplitude χ(Ω), which

is given by (3.83), is trivial in the sense that the amplitude is a constant factor which

does not depend on Ω. This implies that the occurrence of the parameters (θ, ϕ) into

the parametrized states of the subsystem A is uniform; since, moreover, the dependence

into |φ(Ω)〉 is a direct parametrization of the Bloch sphere (the usual one being obtained

by putting ϕ→ −ϕ), this implies that the open quantum system A obtained by the Bell

state (3.80) is simply a qubit pointing in a generic direction with respect to the overall

quantization axis “z” (actually, with opposite longitude ϕ).

3.2 Dynamics and the Parametric Representation

When considering a closed system, the main reason to introduce coherent states is related

to their dynamical properties: indeed, once the dynamical group G is properly identified,

coherent states define a subset of the Hilbert space H that undergoes a classical-like

dynamics, in the sense we are now going to explain. Subsequently, we shall sketch some

possible ways to extend such idea to the composite case.

For the sake of concreteness, while presenting the general formalism[35], we also provide

an immediate example in the context of field coherent states (cfr. paragraph 3.1.2.1);

indeed, the first idea to introduce this class of states dates back to the very beginning

of the quantum mechanics development[45]. On one hand, field coherent states are, by

definition, those states that minimize the position-momentum uncertainty relation for

the harmonic oscillator; on the other hand, the expectation values calculated over them

of position and momentum evolves as the classical counterpart. Let us then suppose

that the Hamiltonian H(t) is linear in the generators of the dynamical group G, and

suppose moreover that the initial state |ψ(t0)〉 is a coherent state itself (for instance, the

reference state |Φ0〉). Introducing the ansatz for the state at a generic later time t, with

Ω̂(t) defined by (3.46),

|ψ(t)〉 ≡ Ω̂(t) |ψ(t0)〉 eiφ(t) , (3.84)

it is straightforward to demonstrate that the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i
d
dt
|ψ(t)〉 = H(t) |ψ(t)〉 (3.85)

is identically satisfied if

φ(t) =
∫ t

t0

〈
ψ(t0)

∣∣∣∣ Ω̂†(t′)
(

i
∂

∂t′
−H(t′)

)
Ω̂(t′)

∣∣∣∣ψ(t0)
〉
. (3.86)
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Moreover, the time-dependence of the quotient group point Ω(t) is obtained by the

classical (Hamilton) equations (e.g., in the τ variable, cfr. eq. (3.49))

igαβ
dτα

dt
=
∂HQ(τ, τ∗)
∂(τβ)∗

, (3.87a)

−igαβ
d(τα)∗

dt
=
∂HQ(τ, τ∗)

∂τβ
, (3.87b)

(3.87c)

with the metrics gαβ defined above eq. (3.51) and HQ(Ω) is the Q-representation of the

Hamiltonian (again written in the τ variable). Equations (3.86)-(3.87), together with

the ansatz (3.84), define the so-called coherent dynamics: a coherent state of a linear

Hamiltonian always remains coherent or, in other words, the dynamics generated by

H(t) when acting on a coherent state is just an orbit of the dynamical group G[41].

Notice that eqs. (3.87) is the generalization of the Hamilton equations to a curved phase

space, since locally one may always move to the (q, p) coordinates via the transformations

(3.49)-(3.56) to have

q̇α =
∂HQ

∂pα
, ṗα = −∂HQ

∂qα
. (3.88)

In the case of field coherent states, the underlying Hamiltonian has the general form

(3.35); concentrating again on a single mode, the Hamiltonian is clearly linear in the

generators:

Hfield,sm = ωâ†â+ γ(t)â† + γ∗(t)â , (3.89)

so that the equations (3.84)-(3.87) can be easily applied; namely, starting from the

vacuum state |ψ(0)〉 = |0〉, the evolved state can be written as

|ψ(t)〉 = α̂(t) |0〉 eiη(t) , (3.90)

with

α̂(t) ≡ D̂(α(t)) = exp
(
α(t)a† − α∗(t)a

)
, (3.91)

α(t) = −iωe−iωt

∫ t

0
dt′ γ∗(t′)eiωt′ , (3.92a)

η(t) = −1
2
ωt−

∫ t

0
dt′<

(
γ(t′)α(t′)

)
. (3.92b)

It is straightforward to check that, since α(t) = 1√
2
[q(t) + ip(t)], α(t) given by (3.92a)

globally satisfies15 the Hamilton equations (3.88) with HQ(α, α∗) = 〈α |Hfield,sm |α〉.
15the quotient space is globally flat, the metrics being identically 1 since by the unnormalized form of

field coherent states it is immediately F (α, α∗) = |α|2
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From a geometrical perspective, coherent dynamics is equivalent to a parallel transport

rule for sections under a suitably defined connection, together with the definition of a

classical Hamiltonian that generates a flow in the homogeneous quotient space G/F :

recall that the latter is the base manifold of the line bundle associated to the coherent

state construction and that physical states are interpreted as the subclass of holomorphic

sections (cfr. paragraphs 2.1.5.2 and 3.1.2.1). In fact, the ansatz (3.84) is equivalent, by

taking the time derivative and using the Schödinger equation (3.85), to the requirement:

i
∣∣∣Ω̇
〉

= H(t) |Ω〉+ φ̇ |Ω〉 . (3.93)

Now, a holomorphic section in the line bundle over G/F is defined as the overlap ψ(Ω) ≡
〈Ω |ψ〉, see eq. (3.65), so that its time variation is given by

dψ(Ω)
dt

=
d
dt
〈Ω |ψ〉 = i

(〈
Ω̇
∣∣∣ψ
〉

+
〈

Ω
∣∣∣ ψ̇
〉)

. (3.94)

Using the coherent dynamics property (3.93) for the first addend and again the Schrödinger

eq. (3.85) for the second one, we immediately obtain

idψ = dφψ , (3.95)

or

(i d− dφ)ψ = 0 , (3.96)

where we have omitted the understood Ω-dependence and substituted the total “time”

variation with the differential operator “d”, in analogy with the geometric picture of

adiabaticity, cfr. expression (2.111) in order to emphasize that (3.96) is a rule to parallel

transport a section ψ. Indeed, (i d−dφ) ≡ ∇ is a covariant derivative in the line bundle

over G/F , with connection dφ defined as, using eq. (3.86),

dφ = i 〈Ω | dΩ〉 −HQ(Ω) ≡ A(Ω)−HQ(Ω) , (3.97)

and we dubbed

A(Ω) ≡ i 〈Ω |dΩ〉 . (3.98)

We recognize the latter expression (3.98) as the natural local connection one-form in

the principal bundle generated by coherent states, namely the connection that gives

rise to the so-called canonical geometric phase[26, 27]. The analogy with the geometric

picture of an adiabatic evolution (2.111) is therefore apparent; the substantial difference

resides in the presence of the Q-representation of the Hamiltonian HQ(Ω) which, besides

entering the explicit expression of the covariant derivative, also defines the curve in the

base manifold, whereas in the adiabatic framework such a curve was described by the a
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priori given time-dependence of the external parameters.

The direct extension of the concept of coherent dynamics to the composite case requires

the assumption of a restrictive additional hypothesis, despite the structure of a physical

state in such case is simply given by the tensor product with the Hilbert space of the

principal system; recalling eq. (3.72) a physical composite state is a multicomponent

section, namely ψβ(Ω), { ψβ } : G/F → L ⊗ CN , β = 1, . . . , N . Let us now suppose

that there exists a local observable A for the principal system commuting with the

total Hamiltonian, [H,A] = 0, and let us label by { |α〉 } the set of its non-degenerate

eigenvectors, which we also suppose to be a basis for Hopen ' CN ; such assumptions

implys that, when H acts on a tensor product state of the form |χ〉 ⊗ |α〉 , |χ〉 ∈ Henv, it

is

H |χ〉 ⊗ |α〉 = |α〉 ⊗Hα |χ〉 , (3.99)

where the operator Hα only acts on the environmental Hilbert space and depends on

the eigenvalue α relative to |α〉; moreover, since α is real, it is easy to convince ourselves

that the Hαs are self-adjoint as the original Hamiltonian H was. Let us then suppose, as

before, that the total Hamiltonian H is linear in the generators Xi of the environmental

dynamical group G, so that the environmental operators Hα are linear, too. Our simple

task, given the above assumptions, is to derive the equation of transport of a generic

component ψα(Ω) in the tensor product bundle over G/F , see eq. (3.72), the label α

pertaining to the basis |α〉 introduced a few lines above, namely

ψα(Ω) ≡ 〈α,Ω |Ψ〉 =
∑

n

cαngn(Ω) . (3.100)

where |Ψ〉 denotes, as usual, a generic composite state ∈ Hopen ⊗ Henv. Putting all

together, the existence of a conserved local observable for the principal system allows us

to define, component by component, a coherent dynamics even in the composite system,

by using the set of environmental “effective” Hamiltonians Hα of eq. (3.99) as those

generating the parallel transport of each component ψα of the multi-component section

defined form G/F to the tensor product bundle L⊗CN . Indeed, eq. (3.99) implies that,

when |χ〉 is an environmental coherent state |Ω〉, we have, on one hand,

H |Ω〉 ⊗ |α〉 = |α〉 ⊗Hα |Ω〉 , (3.101)

on the other hand, eq. (3.93) becomes

i
∣∣∣Ω̇
〉

= Hα |Ω〉+ φ̇α |Ω〉 , (3.102)
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with the obvious notation (cfr. eq. (3.86))

φ̇α =
〈

Ω(t)
∣∣∣∣
(

i
∂

∂t
−Hα

) ∣∣∣∣Ω(t)
〉
. (3.103)

Therefore, the equation of parallel transport (3.96) becomes

(id− dφα)ψα = 0, dφα ≡ A−Hα,Q , (3.104)

where A is the local connection form for coherent states defined in eq. (3.98) and

Hα,Q = Hα,Q(Ω) is the Q-representation of each environmental Hamiltonian Hα; no-

tice that the complete separation of the coherent dynamics due to the presence of the

local conserved quantity also implies that the Hamiltonian flow itself in the base manifold

G/F , eq. (3.87), now depends on α, namely the classical equations of motion describe a

different curve according to α, as

Ω̇ = {Hα,Q(Ω),Ω}PB , (3.105)

where the poisson brackets, as before, are defined in eq. (3.55) by the coherent state

construction itself.

From a general perspective, the existence of a local conserved quantity is a quite restric-

tive requirement, and it is sufficient to find the exact solution for the composite system

dynamics; nevertheless, some important physical situations possess such property. For

instance, in [46] an exactly solvable model is proposed to study decoherence[47], and it

indeed is characterized by the presence of such a local conserved quantity; moreover, and

not surprisingly, the solution to such particular case of study is achieved by the use of

field coherent states (the environment is a collection of bosonic modes), substantially be-

ing an explicit usage of the ideas sketched above and summarized in eqs. (3.104)-(3.105).

On the other hand, the existence of a preferential basis for the principal system suggests

a possible way to extend such ideas to a more general framework, namely by making use

of the adiabatic approach presented in section 2.2 and, in particular, the space-adiabatic

one of paragraph 2.2.4. Roughly speaking, our idea is to replace the fixed and globally

conserved set of projectors |α〉 〈α| relative to the local observable A with a set of ap-

proximately conserved projectors Pα(Ω), now depending on the point Ω in the phase

space of the environment. Indeed, the space-adiabatic machinery for the molecular case,

for instance, immediately provides such decoupling by making use of the spectral pro-

jectors of the electronic adiabatic Hamiltonian He, which in this case is singled out at

sight and canonically in the structure of the composite Hamiltonian, cfr. eq. (2.135):

in other words, the principal system “almost conserved” basis is the set of electronic

eigenstates |φR〉 relative to He, parametrically depending on the environmental position
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R. Generalized coherent states, on the other hand, are labeled by a point on the phase

space, so that a globally defined and separated differential representation like eq. (2.135)

in impossible in the general case we are trying to tackle. Nevertheless, the adiabatic

machinery can still be pursued on the curved phase space (rather that only on a con-

figuration space, alike the molecular case) induced by the coherent state construction,

by investigating the spectral properties of the Q-representation of the total Hamiltonian

of the system (see [48] and references therein). The essential feature of such approach

(and of similar ones, see, e.g., [39]), is the coincidence of the adiabatic parameter with

that ruling the classical limit; for a spin-S particle, for instance (see, again, [48] and, in

a different perspective, the next chapter discussion 4.2), it is the total spin eigenvalue S

that rules both expansions. However, given the adiabatic basis for the principal system,

|φα(Ω)〉, the study of the resulting effective environmental dynamics formally falls within

the framework of the so-called multicomponent WKB approximation[49] and receive a

complete formal treatment in the context of geometric quantization (see, e.g., [43]).



Chapter 4

An application: the Spin-Star

Model

The general formalism we developed in the previous chapter 3, and especially the para-

metric representation involving the continuous identity resolution on the environment

through generalized coherent states, finds an immediate but still rich and worthwhile

application in the physics of composite (open) spin systems. There exists an enormous

variety of physical systems, and consequently models and formal techniques to deal

with the latters, that involves interacting spins, mainly spin-1
2 ; from our point of view,

composite systems made up by a central central spin-1
2 interacting with a surrounding

environment, that are usually referred to as “central spin models”[50–64], are of par-

ticular interest especially in the case where the environment is made up by spins, too,

essentially for two reasons.

The first reason is a physical one, as this type of systems are often characterized by

a strongly correlated behaviour, both between the central spin and its surroundings

and among the constitutive elements of the latter, so that the formal schemes usually

adopted to describe the dynamics of the open system (the central spin in this case),

which we briefly depicted in the introductory chapter 1, are no more available or require

a sensible improvement. Indeed, it is not surprising at all that numerical methods (also

involving the exact diagonalization of the total system, when implementable[51]) are

often preferred to an “open system-Markovian” approach. On the other hand, those of

such systems for which an exact solution is available for some reason (either analytical

or numerically-exact) can become the proving ground of the quite recent question con-

cerning the degree of non-Markovian behaviour of a system[65], confirming the fact that

the assumptions underlying the Markovian approximation are usually too restrictive to

capture the essential phenomenology of such spin interactions and have to be strongly

97
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modified (see, for instance, [66, 67]) since neglecting the “backward” flow of information

from the environment to the central spin is, in such cases, a too drastic simplification. A

systematic way to construct a beyond-Markov reduced dynamics is well known[3], but

it may still result to be not necessarily profitable. Quite interestingly, a sort of “inter-

mediate” approach, which in the literature is usually referred to as correlated projectors

technique has been proposed and mainly adopted for central spin models[68–70]: in-

deed, it is very similar to the parametric representation as it relies on a resolution of the

identity on the environment but still aims at devising a system of coupled master-like

equations for the resulting components of the reduced density matrix1. Following this

line of reasoning, the parametric representation

• is in principle an exact formalism and

• provides an intrinsic environmental structure,

so that, in general, it offers an alternative and more refined tool to deal with strongly cor-

related systems. In the specific case of the spin-star model with frustration[71, 72] we are

going to present, moreover, the generalized coherent states construction finds its imme-

diate non-trivial implementation, as the dynamical group pertaining to the environment

is the “prototypical” SU(2), represented onto a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, so that

such model is a natural application of our formalism also from a mathematical point of

view.

The chapter is devoted to such a physical application of the parametric representation

obtained through generalized coherent states; in the first part 4.1, we present in detail

the model and how the parametric representation behaves in the fully quantum set-up,

while in the second part 4.2 the most immediate consequence of the choice of coherent

states is investigated, namely we exploit the coherent state “bridging” properties between

the quantum and the classical world to perform a classical limit on the environment,

keeping intact the quantum nature of the central spin. The result of such approach will

bring to light one of the most interesting results of this thesis work: we obtain a strict

relationship between the entanglement of the original composite system and the Berry’s

geometric phase possibly arising in the semiclassical approach.

4.1 The Spin-Star Model in parametric representation

The spin-star belongs to the large family of the so-called “central-spin” models; besides

our particular motivations above summarized, these kind of models are in general of
1and, of course, it would be quite interesting to study the connections between the latter and our

parametric representation in the future, especially in the continuous case.
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great interest since they describe magnetic interactions that play a relevant role in the

physics of candidate future nanodevices[51, 73–79]. The term “spin-star” refers to the

structure of the bipartition of a global system, made up by a certain number of spin-
1
2 , into a central, “privileged” spin, which we will hereafter call qubit for the sake of

clarity, interacting with each of the remaining spins that, in turn, form as a whole its

environment and in general may or may not interact among themselves; the different

possible choices of the interactions accordingly yield very diversified phenomenologies.

In paragraph 4.1.1 we present in detail the model, specifying the terminology and the

main known results about our particular case of study, while in the second paragraph

4.1.2 we will show how the parametric representation using generalized coherent states

provides an original insight into its physical behaviour.

4.1.1 The model

The particular spin-star we adopt for implementing the coherent state parametric repre-

sentation is essentially characterized by the presence of frustration. Indeed, the central

qubit interacts with the surrounding spins via an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg uni-

form coupling g > 0 ,thus a configuration where each of the environmental spins is

counter-aligned with respect to the qubit is energetically favoured; the environmental

spins, in turn, are ideally disposed along a ring and each of them only interact with

its (two) nearest neighbours, again via another antiferromagnetic Heisenberg coupling

k > 0, eventually inducing frustration. In order to avoid frustration with the boundary

conditions, the number N of environmental spins is taken even. Let us then denote

the qubit spin operators by the symbol2 σ, while the environmental spin operators by

si, i = 1, . . . , N ; the Hamiltonian of the frustrated spin-star thus reads:

H = HqR +HR , (4.1a)

HqR =
2g
N

σ

2
·
N∑

i=1

si , (4.1b)

HR =
2k
N

N∑

i=1

si · si+1 . (4.1c)

Notice that the coupling strengths are chosen to depend on the number of the external

ring elements as ∼ (N/2)−1 in order to keep finite the interaction energy in the environ-

mental classical limit. Defining the total spin of the ring S =
∑

i si, it is immediately

HqR =
2g
N

σ

2
· S . (4.2)

2more precisely, it refers to the vector of Pauli Matrices σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3) so that the spin operators
for the qubit read σµ/2, µ = 1, 2, 3 in our overall ~ = 1 convention
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The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of such model are easily deduced from the several

integrals of motion present in this case; namely, introducing the total angular momentum

J = S +
σ

2
, (4.3)

it is immediate to see that

[H,J2] = [H,J3] = [HR,S2] = [HR, S3] = 0 , (4.4)

which are commutation relations proper to any Heisenberg Hamiltonian, and that

[H,HR] = 0 , (4.5)

which is a particular feature of (4.1) also implying [H,S2] = 0 by the Jacobi identity.

The commutation relations (4.4)-(4.5) mean that the integrals of motion are, besides

the total Hamiltonian H, the square of the total angular momentum J together with its

component Jz along an undetermined quantization axis ≡ ẑ, the square of the spin S

of the external ring and its Hamiltonian HR, whose eigenvalues E, J(J + 1),M, S(S +

1), 2k
N ER thus label, respectively, the eigensystem relative to (4.1). Obviously, such

eigenvalues are not independent, since by angular momentum addition it is

J = S ± 1
2
≡ J (±) , (4.6)

so that the whole eigensystem structure splits into two multiples, referring to the sign

in eq. (4.6); the possible energies eigenvalue, that satisfy E = 2k
N ER +EqR due to (4.1a),

are consequently classified since (4.1b) depends on J as

HqR =
g

N

(
J2 − S2 −

(σ

2

)2
)
⇒ EqR =

g

N

(
J(J + 1)− S(S + 1)− 3

4

)
, (4.7)

hence

EqR = E±qR = ± g

N

(
S̃ ∓ 1

2

)
, (4.8)

accordingly to whether J = J (+) or J = J (−), and where we defined S̃ ≡ S + 1
2 ;

eventually, the total energies are

E± =
2k
N
ER ±

g

N

(
S̃ ∓ 1

2

)
. (4.9)

The quantity g
N

(
S̃ ∓ 1

2

)
is strictly positive so that, for any fixed S, the “-” multiplet

has lower energy than the “+” one, apart from the case S = 0 which does not contribute

to the “-” multiplet, and the greater S, the smaller E− for a given ER. Nevertheless, in

order to really identify the ground state of the system, it is also necessary to investigate
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the S-dependence of the ring energies: in this sense, it is sufficient to recall the Lieb-

Mattis ordering[80] relation, that pertains to the lowest eigenvalue in each subspace with

fixed S and reads

ER(S) < ER(S + 1) . (4.10)

Such a relation eventually implies that, as a function of S, there is a competition between

the two terms ∼ kER and ∼ −gS̃ appearing in E−, that is weighted by the so-called

frustration ratio ≡ k/g: for low k/g, the negative interaction term −gS̃ dominates, so

that the maximum possible value of S = N/2 is that yielding the ground state energy,

and this remains true for

0 ≤ k

g
≤ 1

4
≡ α0. (4.11)

As the ratio k/g increases, there exists a sequence of critical values αn, n = 1, ..., (N/2−
1), such that the ground state has S = N/2 − n for αn−1 < k/g ≤ αn, and S = 0 for

k/g > αN/2−1 >> 1, implying that in the last case the ground state belongs to the E+

multiplet. Notice that the critical values αn depend on N , with the exception of α0

which equals 1/4 for all N .

In any case, the energy eigenvalues do not depend on the eigenvalue M relative to the

total angular momentum component along the quantization axis, as the Hamiltonian is

rotationally invariant. Eigenergies are thus degenerate in M , while the eigenvectors still

display such a dependence: indeed, eigenvectors are labeled by ER, J, S,M and, once

expressed as composite states in the local bases for the qubit and the ring, are of the

form:

|Ψ(ER, J, S,M)〉 = a |↑〉
∣∣∣∣Φ
(
ER, S, Sz = M − 1

2

)〉
+ b |↓〉

∣∣∣∣Φ
(
ER, S,m = M +

1
2

)〉
,

(4.12)

where the ring states
∣∣Φ
(
ER, S,m = M ∓ 1

2

)〉
denote the simultaneous eigenvectors of

the ring operators HR, S and Sz, and (|↑〉 , |↓〉) are the qubit eigenvectors of σz/2. The

form of eq. (4.12) is again due to the angular momentum addition relation, so that a, b

are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and the J-dependence becomes simply that of the signs

“±” in eq. (4.6); eventually, eq. (4.12) can be more plainly written (ignoring the “mute”

dependence on ER and S as

∣∣Ψ±M
〉

= a±M |↑〉
∣∣∣∣m = M − 1

2

〉
+ b±M |↓〉

∣∣∣∣m = M +
1
2

〉
, (4.13)

where the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are

a±M = ±
√

1
2

(
1± M

S̃

)
, b±M =

√
1
2

(
1∓ M

S̃

)
, (4.14)
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immediately satisfying a±M = ±b∓M . It is convenient to define the discretized angle

θM ∈ [0, π] as cos θM = M/S̃, so that eq. (4.14) is equivalently written as

a+
M = cos

θM
2
, b+M = sin

θM
2

, (4.15a)

a−M = − sin
θM
2
, b−M = cos

θM
2

. (4.15b)

In other words, for our future purposes the spin star eigenstates are just the eigenstates

of the interaction part ∼ σ ·S ∼ J2−S2 as we ignore the explicit dependence on ER; it is

worth pointing out that such states already display a Schmidt-decomposed form, so that

it is immediate to see that they are all entangled states (with respect to the bipartition

qubit - ring) except from the extremal states of the “+” multiplet, identified by M = ±S̃
or, equivalently, θM = 0, π; to this respect, the angle θM can be interpreted as the

latitude on a sphere that parametrizes the general form of the Schmidt decomposition

when it involves a two-level subsystem, since the coefficients appearing in such case

are only two, positive and whose square-sum equals one3 . Moreover, in our case the

Schmidt bases are defined as the local components of the angular momentum along the

common quantization axis “ẑ”, so that the parametrization in (4.13) via the angle θM
represents a rotation on a two-dimensional Hilbert space, and such a parametrization

“overlaps” with the parametrization of the Bloch sphere of the qubit. In particular,

the global state with θM = 0 (resp., θM = π) is |Ψ+(θM = 0)〉 = |↑〉 |m = S〉 (resp.,

|Ψ+(θM = π)〉 = |↓〉 |m = −S〉), corresponding to a configuration where the local spins

σ and S are parallel at the north pole (resp., south pole) of the Bloch sphere. We

shall see in the subsequent paragraph that the parametric representation with coherent

states immediately provides a generalization of such interpretation for the remaining,

entangled eigenstates.

Since the entanglement pertains to a pure, bipartite state, plenty of entanglement mea-

sures are available (see, e.g., [4]); for instance, the Von Neumann entropy[2] E , defined

by

E = −Tr (ρ log2 ρ) , (4.16)

where ρ is the reduced density matrix of either subspace of the bipartition, in the case of

the Heisenberg eigenstates (4.13) is readily computed to be independent of the multiplet

and amounts to:

EqR = −h
[

1
2

(
1− M

S̃

)]
= −h

[
1
2

(1− cos θM )
]
, (4.17)

3the longitude of the sphere represents the relative phase between the two addends and is actually
set to zero
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where the function h is the binary entropy

h[x] ≡ x log2 x+ (1− x) log2(1− x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 . (4.18)

4.1.2 Parametrizing the Spin-Star: SU(2) coherent states

We are now able to apply the parametric representation through generalized coherent

states (cfr. paragraphs 3.1.2-3.1.2.2) to the spin-star eigenvectors (4.13).

First of all, it is necessary to identify the environmental dynamical group G; in this case,

as we can ignore the local part HR pertaining to the ring due to the structure of the states

we want to parametrize, the only relevant term in the Hamiltonian is the interaction

part HqR of eq. (4.1b), that contains the three su(2) elements Sx, Sy, Sz representing the

total spin of the ring, eventually yielding G = SU(2), the environmental Hilbert space

being its spin-S representation. The natural choice of the reference state is that of the

maximal weight state of the representation: for physical convenience, we choose as in

[44] |Φ0〉 = |m = S〉 (with m eigenvalue relative to Sz), so that the natural identifications

with the Cartan basis (cfr. 3.1.2) are (maintaining for the sake of clarity the indexes “i”

and “α” even if they run over only one element per type)

Hi = Sz, Eα = S+ ≡ Sx + iSy, E−α = S− ≡ Sx − iSy , (4.19)

where we have identified the “positive” shift generator Eα with S+ since |Φ0〉 = |m = S〉,
in accordance to the convention Eα |Φ0〉 = 0 adopted before. The maximum stability

subgroup F coincides with that generated by the Cartan element Hi = Sz, as

eiµSz |m = S〉 = eiµS |m = S〉 , (4.20)

that is, F = U(1). The quotient group is therefore G/F = SU(2)/U(1) ' S2, namely the

two-dimensional sphere, and is in one-to one correspondence with generalized coherent

states; indeed, the generalized displacement operator assumes the form4

D(Ω(η)) = eηS
−−η∗S+

, (4.21)

where η is a complex number that parametrizes the sphere, being related to the usual

polar angles (θ, ϕ) as η = θ
2 exp(iϕ). Eventually applying the generalized diplacement

operator (4.21) to the reference state, one gets (cfr. eq. (3.46)) the so-called SU(2)
4omitting the “hats” used in chapter 3
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coherent states, also referred to as Bloch coherent states:

|Ω〉 ≡ D(Ω(η)) |m = S〉 = eηS
−−η∗S+ |m = S〉 . (4.22)

By construction, the SU(2) coherent state |Ω〉 = |θ, ϕ〉 is nothing but a rotation in the

generic direction (θ, ϕ) of the extremal state |m = S〉: irrespective to ϕ, the state with

θ = 0 immediately gives back the latter, while the “opposite” state |m = −S〉 is that

with θ = π.

The S2 sphere is described by a single complex coordinate, like η appearing in eq. (4.22),

and the definitions (3.48) and (3.49) immediately yield in such case

z = sin
θ

2
eiϕ, τ = tan

θ

2
eiϕ ; (4.23)

in turn, this implies that Bloch coherent states (4.22), when written in terms of the τ

coordinate, assume the form

|Ω〉 =
1

(1 + |τ |2)S
eτS

− |m = S〉 ≡ N(τ, τ∗)−
1
2 |τ〉 . (4.24)

Eq. (4.24) mimicks the form of eq.(3.52), thus by confrontation it is

N(τ, τ∗) ≡ (1 + |τ |2)2S , |τ〉 ≡ eτS− |m = S〉 , (4.25)

and the function F that generates the metrics becomes (cfr. expression (3.51))

F (τ, τ∗) = lnN(τ, τ∗) = 2S ln(1 + |τ |2) . (4.26)

We notice that the definition of the unnormalized form |τ〉 of coherent states of eq. (4.25)

immediately displays their holomorphic character, as the exponential expansion only

involves integer powers of the base manifold coordinates ∼ τk5. A straightforward

calculation eventually shows that the identity resolution on the environmental Hilbert

space (cfr. eqs.(3.53) and (3.60)) reads:

1HS =
∫

S2

dµ(Ω) |Ω〉 〈Ω| = S̃

2π

∫

S2

dΩ |Ω〉 〈Ω| , (4.27)

where dΩ ≡ sin θdθdϕ is just the euclidean measure on S2.

As a last step, in order to proceed with the parametric representation, the overlaps

〈Ω |m〉 with the environmental basis employed in the decomposition of the original

state are needed; in the case of the states (4.13), such basis is that corresponding to Sz,
5and in the transition functions of the associated line bundle the normalization factors cancels out,

so that the holomorphic property is satisfied
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that is the total environmental spin along the quantization axis, therefore also including

the reference state |m = S〉. Thus, the overlaps are readily obtained by expanding the

exponential in the initial definition of coherent states (4.22)

|Ω〉 =
S∑

m=−S
g∗m(Ω) |m〉 , (4.28)

where the coefficients g∗m(Ω) are expressed, for example as functions of (θ, ϕ), as

g∗m(Ω) =

√(
2S

m+ S

)(
cos

θ

2

)S+m(
sin

θ

2

)S−m
ei(S−m)ϕ ≡ g̃m(θ)ei(S−m)ϕ , (4.29)

where we singled-out the θ-dependent part (which is real)

g̃m(θ) ≡
√(

2S
m+ S

)(
cos

θ

2

)S+m(
sin

θ

2

)S−m
. (4.30)

Therefore,

〈Ω |m〉 = gm(Ω) = g̃m(θ)e−i(S−m)ϕ (4.31)

Finally, applying the general formulas (3.73) and (3.79) with the identity resolution

(4.27) and the overlaps given by (4.31), we obtain for the spin-star eigenstates (4.13):

∣∣Ψ±M
〉

=
S̃

2π

∫
dΩ |Ω〉χ±M (Ω)

∣∣φ±M (Ω)
〉
, (4.32)

where

∣∣φ±M (Ω)
〉

=
a±M g̃M− 1

2
(θ) |↑〉+ b±M g̃M+ 1

2
(θ)eiϕ |↑〉

√(
a±M g̃M− 1

2
(θ)
)2

+
(
b±M g̃M+ 1

2
(θ)
)2

, (4.33a)

χ±M (Ω) = e−i( eS−M)ϕ

√(
a±M g̃M− 1

2
(θ)
)2

+
(
b±M g̃M+ 1

2
(θ)
)2

, (4.33b)

and the coefficients a±M , b
±
M are defined in eqs. (4.14) or (4.15); notice that we decided to

append the phase factor exp(−i(S̃−M)ϕ) in the amplitude part (4.33b) by making real

in all cases the coefficient relative to the |↑〉 component of the qubit parametrized states

(4.33a). We remark that such a phase factor is inherited from the explicit definition of

the coherent states |Ω〉 (4.28); since coherent states are, in turn, only sections over the

sphere S2 (as discussed in general in paragraph 3.1.2.1), they are locally defined up a

Ω-dependent phase factor exp(iµ(Ω)). This means that, in principle, the ϕ-dependence

can be made vanish even in the amplitude χ±M (while it is obviously absent in its square

modulus) by choosing, for each global state, µ(Ω) = −(S̃ −M)ϕ; on the other hand,

such a gauge redefinition is possible only locally in the base manifold coordinates, as
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extensively discussed in the paragraph 2.2.3 about the emergence of Berry’s phase.

The expressions (4.33) can be further simplified by making explicit use of eq. (4.30):

∣∣φ±M (Ω)
〉

=
1

υ±M (θ)

(
a±M
b+M

sin
θ

2
|↑〉+

b±M
a+
M

cos
θ

2
eiϕ |↓〉

)
, (4.34a)

χ±M (Ω) = υ±M (θ)ζM (θ)e−i( eS−M)ϕ , (4.34b)

where we defined the functions

υ±M (θ) ≡

√√√√
(
a±M
b+M

sin
θ

2

)2

+
(
b±M
a+
M

cos
θ

2

)2

, (4.35a)

ζM (θ) ≡ b+M

√(
2S

S +M − 1
2

)(
cos

θ

2

)S+M− 1
2
(

sin
θ

2

)S−M− 1
2

. (4.35b)

Such a great simplification is essentially due to the fact that the open system considered is

a qubit, so that in the local angular momentum bases the environmental states appearing

in eq. (4.13) are labeled by only two Sz eigenvalues, m = M− 1
2 ,M+ 1

2 , that differ by one,

also affecting the relative phase exp(iϕ) between the |↑〉 and |↓〉 in the qubit parametrized

states (4.34). Moreover, by considering only the ground state multiplet, it is a−M = −b+M
and b−M = a+

M so that

υ−M (θ) = 1 (4.36)

and, consequently,

∣∣φ−(Ω)
〉

= − sin
θ

2
|↑〉+ cos

θ

2
eiϕ |↓〉 (4.37a)

χ−M (Ω) = ζM (θ)e−i( eS−M)ϕ , (4.37b)

that is, the qubit parametrized states for the ground state multiplet do not depend on the

total angular momentum z-component M . In order to better understand the physical

picture emerging from the results (4.34) and, in particular, (4.37), let us recover the

general interpretation of the parametric representation presented in paragraphs 3.1.1

and 3.1.2.2: a parametric representation of an open system (the qubit), given the pure

state of the composite system is in (the spin-star eigenstate
∣∣Ψ±M

〉
, eq. (4.13)), provides a

set of pure, normalized states
∣∣φ±M (Ω)

〉
, describing the open system, that depend on some

environmental parameter (the point Ω labelling the coherent state |Ω〉 the environment is

in), whose occurrence is ruled by the probability amplitude χ±M (Ω),
∫

dµ(Ω)|χ±M (Ω)|2 =

1. We want to remark that the dependence on the labels ±,M has nothing to do with

that characterizing the parametric representation, as they are quantities defining the

specific, initial composite state; nevertheless, they deeply affect the qualitative behaviour

of the description, as we shall see shortly after. The probability distribution ∼ |χ±M (Ω)|2,
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moreover, coincides with the Q-representation of the environmental reduced matrix or,

in other words, gives a probability distribution for the environmental configuration Ω

which is correctly normalized irrespective to the open system state. On the other hand,

an “indirect” effect of the qubit is still present: indeed, as testified by the very definition

(3.73), the probability distribution ∼ |χ±M (Ω)|2 depends on the same coefficients cβn
that pertain to the qubit; conversely if the ring were alone, the sum over β in (3.73)

would have been absent , and the distribution |χ(Ω)|2 would have only depended on the

coefficients describing the ring pure state.

In the specific case we are considering, the probability distribution does not depend on

ϕ, namely |χ±M (Ω)|2 = (υ±M (θ)ζM (θ))2, cfr. eq. (4.34b); moreover, as the normalization

condition does contain the measure dµ(Ω) = eS
2π sin θdθdϕ, it is convenient to define the

“latitude” probability distribution over θ ∈ [0, π]

p±M (θ) = S̃ sin θ(υ±M (θ)ζM (θ))2, s.t.
∫ π

0
dθp±M (θ) = 1 . (4.38)

We report in Fig. 4.1(a) the ground state environmental distributions p−M (θ) for different

values of M and S; for each S, the values of M are chosen in order to always produce

the four ratios cos θM = MeS = 9
11 ,

3
11 ,− 3

11 ,− 9
11 that are in one-to-one correspondence

with the angle θM = arccos MeS . The distributions are grouped according to the value

θM , each group being denoted by a different colour; notice that θM , plotted as a vertical

dashed line, approximately represents the center of each group of distributions. When

the quantum character of the environment is reduced by increasing S and keeping the

ratio cos θM fixed, it is immediately seen that the distributions become more peaked

around θM , resulting in turn narrower to preserve their integral over θ (cfr. the next

section 4.2). Moreover, we notice a shift of the maxima of the distributions with respect

to θM that become more evident for small S irrespective to M and for
∣∣∣MeS
∣∣∣ . 1; such

shifts are the above mentioned indirect signature of the existence of the qubit, since

on its own the function g̃m(θ) would be peaked around θ = arccos meS ; in particular,

by direct inspection of the initial expression (4.33b), in the ground state g̃M− 1
2

and

g̃M+ 1
2

are respectively weighted by sin θM
2 and cos θM2 , so that for θM & 0 the dominant

function is g̃M+ 1
2
, while for θM . π is g̃M− 1

2
. Such effect in the excited multiplet is

reversed, while the general S-behaviour (the smaller S, the greater the shift) is clearly

maintained, as can be directly seen in Fig. 4.2.

The environmental probability distribution ∼ |χ±M (Ω)|2 rules the occurrence of the qubit

parameters appearing in eq. (4.33a) and also weight the local observables distribution as
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(a) p−M (θ) for varying S and θM

(b) M = 9
2

(c) M = 3
2

(d) M = − 3
2
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2

Figure 4.1: Environmental probability distributions for the ground state
Upper panel: latitude environmental distribution for the ground state multiplet p−M (θ)

for MeS = 9
11 ,

3
11 ,− 3

11 ,− 9
11 (from left to right) and S=5,16,27,38,49 (from below); the

vertical dashed lines mark the corresponding values of θM , each identified by a given
color. Lower panel: qubit-states distributions, π−M (π − θ, ϕ), on the Bloch sphere for
S = 5 and θM as in the upper panel. A black line of latitude marks θM on each sphere,

and the corresponding value of M is reported below.

in eq. (3.78). On the other hand, a generic two-level system pure state (ignoring its over-

all phase factor) can represented as a point on the Bloch sphere, via the parametrization

|φ(Θ,Φ)〉 = cos
Θ
2
|↑〉+ sin

Θ
2
eiΦ |↓〉 (4.39)

implying that the σz eigenstates correspond to Θ = 0, π6; since in the case we are

considering there is a single quantization axis z, so that all the polar angles so far intro-

duced are defined with respect to such a physical direction, we can directly address the

question of the relationship between the coordinates relative to the generic parametriza-

tion (4.39) and the parametrized states (4.34a) obtained from a specific composite state
6Again, the parametrization is only local as the coordinates (Θ,Φ) of the Bloch sphere are local.
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∣∣Ψ±M
〉
. In the context of the parametric representation, such a relationship is an exam-

ple of local observable probability distribution in the sense of the definition (3.78), with

Ô = |φ(Θ,Φ)〉 〈φ(Θ,Φ)|, with |φ(Θ,Φ)〉 given by eq. (4.39), and simply amounts to eval-

uate |χ(Ω)|2 ∼ p(θ) in the Bloch sphere variables (Θ,Φ). To this end, it is convenient

to cast the parametrized states (4.34a) into the form (4.39) as

∣∣φ(Θ±M ,Φ
±)
〉

= cos
Θ±M (θ)

2
|↑〉+ sin

Θ±M (θ)
2

eiΦ±(ϕ) |↓〉 , (4.40)

where we also admitted the two different identifications (the sign being again relative to

the multiplet) between the longitudes

Φ+(ϕ) = ϕ, Φ−(ϕ) = ϕ+ π . (4.41)

Thanks to such a choice, eq. (4.40) becomes for the ground state multiplet

eiπ

(
− cos

Θ−M (θ)
2
|↑〉+ sin

Θ−M (θ)
2

eiϕ |↓〉
)

(4.42)

and for the subsequent the overall “-” sign can be ignored. In this way, the Bloch sphere

latitudes Θ±M (θ) are related to that of the coherent state θ by

tan
Θ±M (θ)

2
=
(

tan
θM
2

)±1

tan
θM
2

cot
θ

2
. (4.43)

Therefore, the environmental probability distribution p±M (θ) can be represented over the

Bloch sphere by solving eq. (4.43) with respect to θ, and evaluating

π±M (Θ) ≡ p±M (θ(Θ)) (4.44)

In the ground state multiplet, eq. (4.43) immediately yields θ = π − Θ irrespective to

M , and the Bloch sphere latitude distributions are simply π−M (Θ) = p−M (π−Θ), namely

they are symmetric to the original p−M with respect to the equator of the sphere7. They

are reported as a color-gradient plot on the Bloch sphere (Θ,Φ) in Fig 4.1(b)-(e) below

the corresponding p−M distribution (only for S = 5), together with the corresponding

parallel θM .

Another interesting example of local distribution is that of a given σz
2 eigenvalue; for

example, the probability distribution to have σz
2 = 1

2 is obtained by applying eq. (3.78)

7notice that, since that the probability p does not depend on ϕ, the longitudes identifications (4.41)
are completely irrelevant. On the other hand, if one had simply put Φ = ϕ also in the ground state
multiplet, it would have been Θ− = θ + π, making no sense as we want both Θ and θ lying in [0, π].
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Figure 4.2: Environmental probability distributions for the excited state
Latitude environmental distribution for the excited state multiplet p+

M (θ) with the
same values of M and S̃ as in Fig. 4.1

with Ô = |↑〉 〈↑|, yielding

dµ(Ω)
∣∣χ±M (Ω)

〈
φ±M (Ω)

∣∣ ↑
〉∣∣2 ∼ dθ p±M (θ) cos2 Θ±M (θ)

2
≡ dθ y±M (θ; ↑) , (4.45)

where, the functions Θ±M (θ) are again given by (4.43), and we defined

y±M (θ; ↑) ≡ p±M (θ) cos2 Θ±M (θ)
2

. (4.46)

The θ-integrated probability Y of measuring σz
2 = 1

2
8 is given by

(
a±M
)2 = Tr(|↑〉 〈↑| ρq) ≡ Y

(
σz
2

=
1
2

)
=
∫ π

0
dθ y±M (θ; ↑) (4.47)

with ρq being by construction the reduced density matrix of the qubit obtained from

the global state
∣∣Ψ±M

〉
. In Fig. 4.3 we report the ground state distributions y−M (θ; ↑)

with M and S chosen as in Fig. 4.1(a); clearily, the distributions are not normalized and

their integral consistently varies with M and S as (a−M )2 = sin2 θM
2 . The behaviour of

y−M (θ; ↑) is easily understood as the result of the antiferromagnetic interaction that in

the ground state tends to counter-align the qubit and the environmental spin: for small

θM the qubit has small probabilities of being directed towards the positive z axis since

it tends to stay counter-aligned with respect to the environmental spin, which is in turn

approximately peaked around θM .
8namely, the usual quantum mechanical probability for a local observable
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Figure 4.3: Local conditional probability distribution
Conditional probability distributions for the qubit to be in the |↑〉 state when the total
system is in its ground state. Values of S and M/S̃, as well as dashed lines, as in Fig. 4.1.

Qubit parametrized states (4.34a) or (4.40) can always be viewed as eigenstates of an

appropriately defined Zeeman Hamiltonian, of the form

HZ(n̂) ∼ σ · n̂ , (4.48)

where n̂ is the unit vector in real space relative to the direction of the Zeeman field.

For each field direction, there is a positive and a negative energy eigenvalue (with the

corresponding eigenstate) that only depend on the modulus of the interaction, while

the eigenstates have angular dependence and are indeed opposite parametrization of

the Bloch sphere (cfr. example 2.5); for instance, the state |φ−(Ω)〉 (4.37a) is exactly

the negative energy eigenstate of HZ(θ, ϕ), the field being embodied by the environ-

mental coherent state direction (θ, ϕ), and is derived from the original negative energy

multiplet. On the other hand, such a plain picture cannot be given for the excited

multiplet states
∣∣φ+
M (Ω)

〉
, since a further θM dependence is present, preventing one to

consider the “+” qubit parametrized states as the positive energy eigenstate of a single

Zeeman term. Moreover, the positive and negative interaction energies (4.8) slightly

differ in modulus. Nevertheless, we can always define a set of effectively local Zeeman

Hamiltonians H±Z,M (Ω) whose eigenvalues equal that of the global system and the corre-

sponding eigenvectors be parametrized states originating from the appropriate multiplet

by requiring

E±qR ≡
〈
φ±M (Ω)

∣∣∣H±Z,M (Ω)
∣∣∣φ±M (Ω)

〉
(4.49)
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As for the ground state multiplet, we have just noticed that

H−Z,M (Ω) = H−Z (Ω) = |E−qR|σ · n̂(θ, ϕ) , (4.50)

with n̂(θ, ϕ) ≡ (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ), has |φ−(Ω)〉 as its negative energy eigen-

state. For the excited multiplet, instead, we can exploit the parametrization (4.40)

which is at sight the parametrization of a positive energy eigenstate for a field directed

towards (ΘM , ϕ) to obtain

H+
Z,M = E+

qRσ · n̂(ΘM , ϕ) . (4.51)

In other words, since in general σ · n̂(Θ,Φ) |φ(Θ,Φ)〉 = |φ(Θ,Φ)〉 (with |φ(Θ,Φ)〉 given

by (4.39)), eq. (4.49) is satisfied by putting

H±Z,M (Ω) = E±qRσ · n̂(Θ±M ,Φ
±) , (4.52)

where the angles are those relative to the Bloch sphere parametrization (4.40) so that

the relations with the coherent state variables are given by (4.41)-(4.43). The physical

picture associated to eqs. (4.49)-(4.52) is, therefore, that when the star is in one of its

eigenstates
∣∣Ψ±M

〉
, the central qubit behaves as if it were a closed system in a positive (or

negative) eigenstate of a parametrically dependent Zeeman Hamiltonian, whose field di-

rection is picked up by the coherent state configuration Ω = (θ, ϕ) through the function

n̂(Θ±M (θ),Φ±(ϕ); the Ω dependence, in turn, is weighted by the environmental probabil-

ity distribution |χ±M (Ω)|2. Moreover, eq. (4.49) provides a hint to extend the definition

(3.78) from “genuine” local observables to effectively local ones. Namely, since the l.h.s.

of eq. (4.49) does not depend on Ω, nor should the r.h.s., so that one can safely multiply

the latter by 1 =
∫

dµ(Ω)|χ(Ω)|2, obtaining

E±qR =
∫

dµ(Ω)|χ(Ω)|2
〈
φ±M (Ω)

∣∣∣H±Z,M (Ω)
∣∣∣φ±M (Ω)

〉
(4.53)

which is exactly of the form (3.78), with Ôopen = Ôopen,eff(Ω) = H±Z,M (Ω). In other

words, all the interaction energy of the star is appended to the central quibit, provided

that the effectively local Hamiltonians H±Z,M (Ω) governing the qubit parametrically de-

pend on the ring coherent state configuration Ω and the star state labels (J.M) as in

(4.52). In such effective description, the roles of the global configuration and that of

the environment are not well separated, since in (4.52) both the functional form of the

dependence on Ω and the latter occurrence probability |χ±M (Ω)|2 do depend on the labels

(±,M) identifying the star eigenstate
∣∣Ψ±M

〉
. In the next paragraph, however, we shall

see that taking the classical limit for the environment implies a sharp simplification in

the local effective picture but still keeping trace of the original quantum configuration.
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4.2 The environmental classical limit: from entanglement

to Berry’s Phase

As anticipated, generalized coherent states provide a straightforward manner to perform

the classical limit of the quantum system where they are defined. More precisely, the

usual classical limit ~→ 0 can be replaced in the treatment by rescaling the generators

Xi of the dynamical group as Xi → Xi/N , letting N → ∞, where N is the “particle”

number[81] (that is actually proportional to the dimension of the representation of the

dynamical group G), and expressing the operators of interest as a distribution over the

phase space, for instance, the Q representation (the other representations differ by an

ordering term that disappears in the classical limit). This is because, on one hand, the

Q representation of an observable of the form Ô(Xi/N) is generically expanded as a

power series in 1/N

〈
Ω
∣∣∣∣ Ô
(
Xi

N

) ∣∣∣∣Ω
〉
≡ OQ(Ω) = O(0)(Ω) +

1
N
O(1)(Ω) + . . . (4.54)

and the map Ô → OQ is injective, so that the Q symbol characterizes entirely the

operator[82]. On the other hand (when the generators are rescaled as above) the Q

expansion (4.54) of the commutator of two observables A and B is related to the Q

expansions AQ and BQ by (see, for instance, [49])

[A,B]Q = i{AQ, BQ}+O
(

1
N

)
, (4.55)

where the symbol {·, ·} represents the Poisson brackets as defined in eq. (3.55), so that

the classical observable algebra is achieved by N → ∞. Therefore, by taking the limit

N →∞ in eq. (4.54) one has

Ocl(Ω) ≡ lim
N→∞

〈
Ω
∣∣∣∣ Ô
(
Xi

N

) ∣∣∣∣Ω
〉

= O(0)(Ω) , (4.56)

implying that the classical limit Ocl(Ω) coincides with the first term O(0)(Ω), called

principal symbol of Ô. In general, the Q representation (4.54) is evaluated by taking the

Q representations of the various powers ∼ (Xi/N)k appearing in Ô, and the principal

symbol O(0)(Ω) is the only term containing the linear ones ∼ Xi/N
9, which are, in turn,

the classical limits of the generators themselves. In the SU(2) case, for instance, the

rescaled generators are

〈
(θ, ϕ)

∣∣∣∣
Si
S

∣∣∣∣ (θ, ϕ)
〉

= n̂i(θ, ϕ), i = x, y, z (4.57)

9while other powers ∼ (Xi/N)k, k > 1 contribute both to the principal symbol and subsequent terms.
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where n̂i(θ, ϕ) is, as usual, the i component of the unit vector pointing at (θ, ϕ).

As for the spin star (recall the Hamiltonian (4.1)), the classical limit for the environment

is achieved by letting S → ∞; to this end, the number N of environmental spins has

to go to infinity together with S with a fixed ratio S/N = 1/2. From a more physical

perspective, the number of spins N is fixed; if it is also very large, the prescription

of the limit is practically obtained by varying the frustration ratio k/g: in fact, as k/g

decreases, the quantum character 1/S of the system continuously lessens and eventually,

for k
g → α0 = 1

4 , the ground state of the system has the desired S = N/2. Notice

that in the definition (4.1) the rescaling factor 1/S = 2/N is already present, so that

no further rescaling is needed. Before proceeding, it is worth to point out that in the

formal construction recalled at the beginning of this paragraph (see eqs.(4.54)-(4.56)) the

system undergoing the limit is isolated and the coordinates Ω appearing in the classical

description are phase space points, in principle undetermined; however, when the system

is composite the situation dramatically changes since, for each given composite state,

the Ω occurrence is completely determined by the Q representation of the environmental

density matrix: we already mentioned that ρQ,env(Ω) = |χ2(Ω)|, the explicit form in

principle depending on M , S and on the multiplet ± that the original state
∣∣Ψ±M

〉

belonged to. In addition, recall that
∫

dµ(Ω)|χ2(Ω)| = 1 irrespective to the parameters

M,S; we are now going to show that

p±M (θ) S→∞−−−−→ δ(θ − θM ) , (4.58)

as already suggested by the shapes reported in Fig 4.110. Before proceeding, it is worth

to point out that the result (4.58) implies that in taking the limit we also admit that

the quantum number M , since it is defined in the range [−S, S], varies with S, and that

we consider the ratio cos θM = MeS fixed. We shall return to this point later. Let us then

recall that p±M (θ) = S̃ sin θ(υ±M (θ)ζM (θ))2, with υ±M and ζM (θ) defined in eq. (4.35);

recall moreover, that υ−M = 1. As for υ+
M , in the limit it will be υ+

M (θ) = 1, as well, so

that it is sufficient to concentrate on ζ2
M (θ): considering it as a function of x ≡ cos θ and

proving that DeS(x; cos θM ) ≡ S̃ζ2
M (x) → δ(x − cos θM ) will eventually imply the claim

(4.58). Explicitly (we also dub cos θM ≡ x0), we have

DeS(x;x0) =
S̃

2
(1− x0)

(
2S̃ − 1

S̃(1 + x0)− 1

)[
1
2

(1 + x)
]eS(1+x0)−1 [1

2
(1− x)

]eS(1−x0)−1

=

= C(x;x0)S̃
(2S̃)!

[S̃(1 + x0)]![S̃(1− x0)]!

[
1
2

(1 + x)
]eS(1+x0) [1

2
(1− x)

]eS(1−x0)

(4.59)

10only for the ground state, but the result (4.58) is valid also for the “+” one
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where we defined

C(x;x0) ≡ 1− x2
0

1− x2
. (4.60)

Using the Stirling formula to evaluate the factorials in eq. (4.59), we get

DeS(x;x0) = C(x;x0)

√
S̃

π(1− x2
0)

[(
1 + x

1 + x0

)(1+x0)( 1− x
1− x0

)(1−x0)
]eS

. (4.61)

Now, the distributional definition of a Dirac delta is obtained as follows; let us put for

convenience ε ≡ 1/
√
S̃, so that the classical limit is given by letting ε → 0+, and dub

the divergent part Iε(x;x0) in such a way that

Dε(x;x0) = C(x;x0)

√
1

π(1− x2
0)
Iε(x;x0) , (4.62)

that is

Iε(x;x0) ≡ 1
ε

[(
1 + x

1 + x0

)(1+x0)( 1− x
1− x0

)(1−x0)
] 1
ε2

=

=
1
ε

exp
{

1
ε2

[
(1 + x0) log

1 + x

1 + x0
+ (1− x0) log

1− x
1− x0

]}
.

(4.63)

Expressing the last equality as a power series in x− x0, the divergent part becomes

Iε(x;x0) =
1
ε

exp
{
− 1
ε2

(x− x0)2

1− x2
0

+
1
ε2
O(x− x0)4

}
. (4.64)

The convolution of Dε with a generic test function f with support in [−1, 1] is therefore,

in the classical limit ε→ 0+

lim
ε→0+

∫ 1

−1
dxDε(x;x0)f(x) = lim

ε→0

∫ 1

−1
dx

1√
π(1− x2

0)
Iε(x;x0)C(x;x0)f(x) =

= lim
ε→0+

1√
π

∫ 1
ε

q
1+x0
1−x0

− 1
ε

q
1−x0
1+x0

dy exp
{
−y2 −O(ε2y2)

}
C
(
ε
√

1− x2
0 y + x0;x0

)
f

(
ε
√

1− x2
0 y + x0

)
=

=
1√
π

∫ +∞

−∞
dy e−y

2C(x0, x0)f(x0) = f(x0) ,

(4.65)

where in the second equality we switched to the variable y ≡ 1
ε
x−x0√

1−x2
0

, and in the last

one we used the definition (4.60) that gives C(x0, x0) = 1, eventually proving the initial

claim (4.58) since x0 ≡ cos θM , and v+
M (θ = θM ) = 1.

The nice result (4.58) means that, considering the spin-star composite system, the prob-

ability distribution ruling the coherent state latitude θ collapse into a Dirac-delta that
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sets its value to θM , which in the limit is the latitude of the total angular momentum

J , as there is no more distinction between J (+) = S + 1
2 and J (−) = S − 1

2 . In other

words, the requirement MeS = cos θM = const coincides with the requirement that the

total angular momentum z-component is finite in the classical limit.

As for this last issue, we still have to remark an important point: in our formal treatment,

we set ~ = 1 and consistently rescaled the generators of the environmental dynamical

group in order to obtain finite observables, instead of simultaneously letting S → ∞
and ~→ 0 with S~ = const; the reason of such choice is easily understood, as we want

to perform the classical limit only on the environment keeping finite both the values of

global and local observables; letting ~→ 0 would have also implied to lose the quantum

nature of the principal system. In this sense, the coherent state formalism allows us in

this situation to have ~ = 1 but still define a consistent environmental classical limit.

Indeed, let us now consider how the interaction Hamiltonians, both global and effectively

local, are affected by such limit; the prescription (4.56) implies for (4.1b), on one hand

(recall S
N = 1

2):

HqR =
2g
N

σ

2
· S S→∞−−−−→ Hlim(θ, ϕ) = g

σ

2
· n̂(θ, ϕ) , (4.66)

its two eigenvalues consistently collapsing into

E±qR = ± g

N

(
S̃ ∓ 1

2

)
S→∞−−−−→ ±g

2
≡ E±lim . (4.67)

On the other hand, the effectively local Hamiltonians (4.52), thanks to the relation (4.58)

which sets θ = θM , becomes the same limit Hamiltonian

H±Z,M (Ω) S→∞−−−−→ Hlim(θM , ϕ) = Hlim(θ, ϕ) , (4.68)

and the qubit parametrized states (4.34a) (starting from which the effectively local

Hamiltonians were constructed), consistently collapse into the eigenstates ofHlim(θM , ϕ),

the ones belonging to the “+” multiplet becoming its positive energy eigenstate, and

mutatis mutandis the “-” one (and the same for the energies, again by construction):

∣∣φ−(Ω)
〉 S→∞−−−−→ − sin

θM
2
|↑〉+ cos

θM
2
eiϕ |↓〉 , (4.69a)

∣∣φ+
M (Ω)

〉 S→∞−−−−→ cos
θM
2
|↑〉+ sin

θM
2
eiϕ |↓〉 . (4.69b)

Let us now comment about the physical picture emerging from the results (4.66)-(4.69),

recalling the assumptions we adopted to derive them; the global system in the fully

quantum description (the spin-star) is in a given energy eigenstate
∣∣Ψ±M

〉
, characterized
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by the quantum numbers M (or θM ), S and J = J (+), J (−). The parametric repre-

sentation of such composite state makes the central qubit to be still in an eigenstate

of the effectively local Hamiltonians H±Z,M (Ω), eq. (4.52), in general depending on the

global quantum numbers and on the environmental configuration Ω in a non-trivial way.

The occurrence of the configuration Ω and of the corresponding qubit parametrized

state are ruled by a probability distribution that contains the information about the

reduced environmental density matrix through its Q-representation. The classical limit

for the environment makes the latter collapse into a Dirac-delta centered on the angle

θM defining the initial eigenstate z-component of the total angular momentum, while the

longitude ϕ is not affected as it does not enter the environmental probability distribution

at all; the limit implies for the qubit parametrized states to be subjected to a “unique”

Zeeman term whose spatial parameters (θ, ϕ) are those of the environmental coherent

state, but where only the latitude of the field is fixed by the global state configuration as

θ = θM , whereas the longitude still remains arbitrary. Notice that starting from a given

composite state
∣∣Ψ±M

〉
implies the choice of the quantization axis z in physical space,

with respect to which the angle θ is defined; consistently such a choice is still present

in the description even after the environmental classical limit is taken, as the quantum

nature of the qubit is preserved: in other words, θ now represents the direction of the

field with respect to the quantization axis of the qubit.

The content of the above discussion allows us to take our last step forward and relate the

entanglement of |Ψ±M 〉 to the Berry’s phase emerging in the corresponding effectively-

local model11. In particular, the fact that the field longitude is left undetermined in the

local description implies that the qubit state may still change with ϕ, while the original

global system state remains unchanged. These possible internal variations include the

adiabatic precession of the field n̂(θM , ϕ) (see eq. (4.66)) around the z axis, which gives

rise, when closed paths are considered, to a Berry’s geometric phase that reads

γ± = ∓π(1− cos θM ) , (4.70)

where the ± sign refers to the qubit that adiabatically follows the field being in the

ground or excited state of Hlim(n̂). By a direct confrontation, the entanglement between

the qubit and the ring when the star is in any of the states
∣∣Ψ±M

〉
is, from Eq. (4.17),

EqR = −h
[γ±

2π

]
, (4.71)

i.e. the binary entropy of the 2π normalized Berry’ phase. Notice that, being h[x] =

h[1 − x], the dependence of the phase on ± is not transferred into the entanglement,

as it must be the case, according to eq. (4.17). Therefore, Berry’s phase appearing
11Recall paragraphs 2.2.2 and 2.2.3
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in the effectively local model of a qubit in a field is a measure of the entanglement

characterizing the eigenstates
∣∣Ψ±M

〉
from which it is derived through the environmental

classical limit.

Let us further comment about the result (4.71): when we describe the physical scenario

in terms of only one quantum system (the qubit), effectively reducing the environment

to an external field which is treated at a classical level, we can no longer speak about

entanglement (there cannot be entanglement if a system is not composite). However,

thanks to the use of the parametric representation, the entangled structure of
∣∣Ψ±M

〉

causes the dependence on ϕ appearing at the fully-quantum level to be conveyed from

the environment to the qubit, such a parametric dependence (that leads to the emergence

of the Berry’s phase) also surviving in the large-S limit. To this respect, notice that

ϕ-paths in the parameters space that give rise to no Berry’s phase (the trivial ones θM =

0, π) derive from separable states in the original fully-quantum mechanical description.

Generally speaking, the result embodied by eq.(4.71) pertains to the analysis of the

relation between geometrical properties of quantum systems and the structure of their

states[83, 84]. In order to accurately collocate this result in the overall picture, let us

further comment upon its meaning. Evidently, geometrical effects may characterize the

behaviour of a physical system when there is a space to be explored. So far, this was

thought possible in two distinct physical setups:

1. a closed system, i.e. a system with a local parametric Hamiltonian, in which case

the geometrical space is that of the Hamiltonian parameters;

2. an isolated system in a pure state that is not an eigenstate of its Hamiltonian;

the state unitarily evolves accordingly and makes cyclic paths in the Hilbert space

itself (the phase being called projective, or Aharonov-Anandan phase, see[85]).

Notice that the adiabatic motion of the external parameters induces a path in the Hilbert

space of the closed system, so that the situation 2 formally includes 1. However, as for

the results about the relationship between the entanglement of some bipartition and the

geometric effects considered in the case 2[86–89], the explored Hilbert space is that of

the overall, evolving system, and the geometric phase is the projective one pertaining to

it. Such a “dynamical” setup is also adopted for obtaining non-Abelian generalizations

of geometric phase[90], which have been applied to the case of mixed states undergoing

both unitary and non-unitary evolutions [91, 92]. Moreover, from a more conceptual

perspective, notice that in order for a system to be in a pure but not stationary state, it

must have interacted, at some time, with another physical system, usually represented

as an external apparatus. In such early stage of its dynamics the system cannot be

modeled as isolated but, as we want it left in a pure state, we can describe it as closed,
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which bring us back to the setup 1. From the above analysis, a somehow puzzling

picture emerges when we consider an open quantum system which is part of an isolated

system in a stationary state: studying the open quantum system by the effectively-local

approach allows one to highlight possible geometrical effects which, on the other hand,

appear to have no place in the description based on the reduced density matrix, as

there is no geometrical space to be explored when the composite system from which it is

derived is in a stationary state. At the same time, studying the open quantum system

in terms of its density matrix allows one to highlight entanglement properties which,

on the other hand, lose their meaning when the effectively-local approach is adopted,

as there can be no entanglement with a classical environment. Therefore, neither of

the above schemes can relate the entanglement between parts of an isolated system

in a stationary state, with the geometrical effects arising in any of its parts. In the

parametric representation, which is exact and still provides an interpolation between

the two approaches, such a relating procedure becomes available as a crossover from a

quantum to a classical environment, as embodied by eq. (4.71), thanks to the fact that

the geometrical space for the open system is immediately provided by the environment

itself, and that the environmental classical limit of a stationary global situation still

allows for an internal effective variation of the parameters (no matter how the latter

is achieved), weighted in addition by the entanglement of the initial composite state.

Put in the converse way, the parametric representation offers a method to bring the

entanglement into the effectively local description, at least whenever strict relations as

(4.58) are obtained when performing the environmental classical limit.

As a final remark, we notice that, not surprisingly, the physical setup we consider for

the emergence of Berry’s phase is similar to that introduced in paragraph 2.2.4, see

eq. (2.144), as the external parameters are also in that case quantum degrees of freedom

for the environment, but some important differences have to be pointed out. In the

molecular parametric representation, the environmental parameter space coincides with

that of the nuclear coordinates R, while in the generalized coherent states construction

Ω is a point of the phase space; therefore, in the former case there is a neat separation

between the coordinates and the conjugated momenta, which are globally represented

as the gradient ∇R, while in the latter such separation is absent. As a consequence,

the molecular setup allows the global Hamiltonian to be written in the separated form

(2.135), where the electronic part He(R) induces the parametrization of the adiabatic

eigenstates |φ(R)〉, and the kinetic energy term is that responsible for the emergence

of Berry’s phase in the nuclear effective Hamiltonian; this is not possible for the spin

Hamiltonian (4.1b), as a differential representation of the generators (see again [35]) is

only locally defined in G/H and still not provides a separated form like (2.135). The

analogy with the molecular case comes out back when considering the environmental
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classical limit, since the explorable parameter space is again a one dimensional space

(the circle), thanks to θ = θM , embedded into the two-dimensional phase space (the S2

sphere), so that the former can be considered as a “coordinate” space12.

12notice, however, that we do not define an environmental effective Hamiltonian, nor the Berry’s
potential, since it is not necessary in order to evaluate the Berry’s phase in the limit closed model, and
that it is Berry’s phase the quantity entering (4.71)
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Conclusions and future

perspectives

In this thesis work we propose a method to study the behaviour of an open quan-

tum system, called parametric representation. The parametric representation provides

a formalisms to describe the state of the open quantum system under investigation tak-

ing into account the structure of the surrounding quantum environment if the state of

the composite system “open quantum system+environment” is known. The descrip-

tion is axiomatically exact and associates to the principal system a set of pure states,

parametrized by the environmental degrees of freedom, each of the pure states occurring

together with an amplitude that is related to the probability for the open system to be

actually described by that given pure state. Such set of amplitudes, on the other hand,

also describes the occurrence of the environmental state associated to the actual value of

the parameter contemporarily describing the environment and appearing in the princi-

pal system state, irrespective to the latter configuration. The parametric representation,

moreover, provides an extension of the usual reduced density matrix formalism as, firstly,

it can naturally reproduce the correct set of expectation values for any local observable

and, secondly, allows one to associate to the latter a local probability distribution in the

variable representing the environment, the expectation values resulting to be an inte-

grated version of such distribution, in the same way the reduced density matrix proves

to be an integrated version of the parametric representation of the open system. The

formalism is completely general, as it can deal with any state of an isolated composite

system, and its actual implementation displays a diversified behaviour according to the

choice of the parametric structure of the environment; a surplus value in the description

is achieved once the variable embodying the environmental degrees of freedom is con-

tinuous, and in particular when coherent states are adopted. Indeed, without spoiling

the applicability of the formalism to whatever physical situation pertaining to the open

121
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quantum system scenario thanks to a construction of general validity based on group-

theoretic arguments, the usage of coherent states provides a canonical parametrization

which is particularly useful in the understanding of the quantum-to-classical crossover

of the environment. Moreover, the formal character of the coherent state construction

immediately provides a natural geometric framework for the overall description.

As a first direct outcome, this thesis work clarifies why modelling a quantum system

with a parametric Hamiltonian implies the existence of an environment (”the rest of

the Universe” to use Berry’s words[19]) which in principle must be derived as a proper

classical limit of some underlying fully quantum theory, and it shows that a non-trivial

parametric dependence can arise if and only if such environment is entangled with the

system itself. One of the most relevant consequences of the above statement is that

the emergence of observable (i.e. gauge-invariant) quantities which are not eigenvalues

of Hermitian operators of the system under analysis, such as the Berry’s phase, turns

out to be related not only to the fact that an environment exists [93], but specifically

to the condition that the system be entangled with its environment. Considering the

paradigmatic case of the Heisenberg spin-star model as our first application of the para-

metric representation with generalized coherent states, the above stated claims manifest

themselves in a natural and deep fashion. In fact, an explicit and strict relation between

the entanglement characterizing the composite state of the fully quantum mechanical

setup and the Berry’s phase possibly arising in the local model obtained from the envi-

ronmental classical limit of the former is established: the entanglement results to be the

binary entropy of the 2π-normalized Berry’s phase, which suggests a possible way to ex-

perimentally access the entanglement properties via the observation of gauge-invariant

phases.

Regarding the future perspectives the parametric representation opens, the general ap-

plicability of the formalism allows one to deal with phenomena that manifest themselves

and can be interpreted very differently depending on the way the environment is mod-

elled, not only in physical (see for instance Refs.[46, 94, 95]) but also in chemical and

biological processes[96–98], especially in the context of the study of quantum correla-

tions and decoherence. In particular, the large amount of physical situations whose

description belongs to the spin-boson model family is immediately amenable of such a

formal treatment as the generalized coherent states for the environment would actually

coincide, in such case, with the usual and well-known field coherent states.

In the considered example of the spin-1
2 star with frustration, the quantum-to-classical

crossover of the environment can be achieved by varying the frustration ratio between the

couplings, paving the way to an experimental analysis of our results; indeed, it is worth

mentioning in such context that the capability of tuning the interaction parameters
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is recognized as one of the key features of quantum simulators (see e.g. Ref.[99] and

references therein, and Refs.[100, 101]), so that we think that an experimental control

on the value S ruling such a crossover could be possible. Moreover, different types of

interaction between the environmental spins still define exactly solvable models[102] that

can be treated in the same framework here proposed, in particular the antiferromagnetic

Lieb-Mattis and Heisenberg-on-a-square-lattice ones, thus expanding the set of real (or

simulated) physical systems where to look for a possible experimental analysis of our

results.

Finally, it would be interesting to examine in depth all the dynamical aspects regard-

ing the parametric representation; in particular, the adoption of generalized coherent

states, besides opening the possibility of using established approaches for dealing with

quantum dynamics in phase space, such as the the path-integral formalism, the adia-

batic perturbation theory, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, and generalizations to

curved phase spaces of multi-configurational Eherenfest methods[15, 16, 26–28, 55, 103],

puts the description of any open quantum system in a definite geometrical framework.

Thus, non-local aspects of open quantum system dynamics, such as, for instance, the

problems related to the non-Markovianity[65] of the dynamical map, may acquire in

the geometric setting provided by the coherent states parametric representation a more

natural and deeper interpretation.
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